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DURING THE CHASING HUNT IN THE KALAHARI DESERT
ABSTRACT
This dissertation inquiry is a philosophical reading of huntergatherer perspectives on the mutability of ontological boundaries between
humans and other-than-humans in southern Africa. It explores how the
cosmologies and epistemologies of the San Bushmen reinforce ontological
ambiguity. My inquiry pays specific attention to the religious and
cosmological origins of becoming-animal during the chasing hunt through
a decolonial interpretation of Primal metaphysics. Furthermore, my
inquiry seeks to understand how ritualizing the practice of becominganimal reinforces the San Bushmen's environmental heritage.
A chasing hunt is a form of hunting that requires physical,
emotional, and mental preparation on behalf of the hunter, whose
consciousness, during the hunt, converges with that of the hunted other.
My inquiry suggests that this form of metaphysical interaction fosters a
relational ontology between the San Bushmen and their environment by
embracing multiple ways of being in the world.
By comparative analysis, my inquiry aims to bring the metaphysics
of the chasing hunt into conversation with the study of religion and
ecology. My analysis brings philosophers Giles Deleuze, Félix Guattari,
and comparative religious scholar Arvind Sharma into dialogue with San
x

Bushmen studies' anthropological and ethnographic legacy. This analysis
demonstrates that the chasing hunt enforces a somatic reading of one's
ecological environment that results in becoming a part of that
environment. I interpret this process of becoming as a ritual practice
associated with hunting, the metaphysics of which construct a Primal
form of eco-religious practice.
My analysis concludes that in losing the ability to practice the
chasing hunt that the San Bushmen are losing a vital part of their
relationship to place, a relationship that has reinforced Earth-centered
cosmologies, epistemologies, and ontologies for tens of thousands of years
in the Kalahari Desert. Taking the above into account, I ask the reader to
contemplate: what the loss of these ways of being in the world can teach
the postmodern human about our ontological relationship to the current
environmental crisis.
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PREFACE
Persistence Hunting—The Chasing Hunt

Figure 1. Visual montage of San hunter, Karoha, undertaking a chasing or
persistence hunt in The Great Dance (2000), directed by Foster and Foster.
The above images are stills from The Great Dance (2000), directed by
Foster and Foster. Reprinted with permission.

Narrator and Hunter, !Nqate: A story is like the wind; it comes

floating from a far-off place. We are San Bushmen, the sons, and
daughters of the First People.
I !Nqate, live in the Kalahari; I know all the waterholes and pans
around here, all the places where the animals come. When it is the rainy
time, the animals come close again, and fruits grow. If it rained more
often, this Kalahari would always hold plenty of food, but sometimes a
year will pass with no rain at all.
I am a hunter; I hunt with my friends, Xlhoase, the bowhunter,
and Karoha, the runner, who will even risk death in the most difficult of
all hunts, the hunt by running. We know tracking; this is what we are
born to do. We talk silently with our hands, and we read the animal
stories.
Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy; it is telling
you that the hunting will be good. Only on a very hot day can we hunt by
running; we try to chase the animal to its death. We can run down Eland;
we can rundown Kudu, we can run down Gemsbok, even if we see a
1

Springbok, we go after that one. Many times, the animal is too fast, and
we must leave it.
My face has a feeling; it is the same place where the Gemsbok strip
is. We will see them. The tracks of a Gemsbok are fresh. Today is a good
day for the most difficult hunt—the hunt by running. Sometimes you
must run the whole day. We must ready our spears. We will track while
we run, without stopping until the animal gives itself up. Then we will
need our spears. The day must be hot, real hot for us to be lucky, and if
luck goes with us, our minds will be strong like our bodies. Our legs will
always carry us out of danger.
We have run for 6 hours, the Gemsbok are weaker, they have not
turned, they have not stopped, but their blood is hot. But now they have
run into the Wildlife Reserve. We must leave them; otherwise, we will be
put in jail.1
This dissertation inquiry is centered around a comparative
philosophical and eco-religious analysis of the process of becominganimal during the chasing hunt in the film, The Great Dance, directed by
Craig and Damon Foster. For reasons that I describe in the second half of
this preface, the actual analysis of this hunt, as displayed in the film, is
only presented to the reader in the last third of the dissertation. Given this,
I provide the reader with a brief contextual description of the chasing hunt
in the preface to this dissertation.
The above visual imagery and accompanying dialogue are an
abbreviated introduction to the chasing hunt, as told by San Bushmen
tracker and hunter !Nqate Xqamxebe in the film The Great Dance. The
hunter displayed in the visual imagery above is Karoha Langwane, who is
one of the last San hunters in southern Africa fully capable of performing
the chasing hunt in the last two decades. The incredibly rich and complex
world of the San Bushmen has filled many volumes of scholarly and

1

Opening scene from Foster and Foster, The Great Dance, DVD, 01:54.
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literary books in the past 150 years, and it is impossible for me to
introduce the reader to all these details in this dissertation, which is
focused on one specific aspect of San existence. I encourage those readers
completely unfamiliar with the world and practices of the San Bushmen to
attempt to introduce themselves to the world of these peoples by reading
the complete script to the film prior to reading the dissertation. I also
encourage such readers to pay close attention to Chapter 1 of this inquiry.
The script can be found in the Appendix of this dissertation. The script of
this film was inspired by the words and linguistic prose of !Nqate himself.
The San way of communicating involves multiple modes of somatic
communication. This dissertation is limited to the words that !Nqate and
other San have shared with us. Out of context, these words can come
across as being poetic, metaphoric, and at times bewildering to EuroAmerican English speakers. I encourage the reader to embrace the
linguistic style of !Nqate and other San persons referenced to in this work
as it will assist the reader in feeling into the message of this dissertation.
The chasing hunt, as The Great Dance refers to it, is also commonly
referred to as persistence hunting in academic fields that study it. Both
terms are functionally literal in their meaning. The term chasing hunt refers
to a hunt where the hunter runs after or chases an animal at the heat of the
day until the animal tires or overheats and can no longer outrun the
hunter. The term persistence hunting, similarly, refers to a hunt where the
hunter persistently runs after the animal at high speeds during the heat of
the day until the animal tires or overheats, and the hunter can spear the
animal at a contact distance of eye-to-eye contact. Technically these two
3

terms are synonymous. The more commonly academically used term is
persistence hunting, whereas the film chose to make use of the term the
chasing hunt. Given that my analysis centers on the film, I have chosen to
mostly refer to the chasing hunt in this document, although I will use
these two terms interchangeably.
CyberTracker and scholar of human evolutionary biology, Louis
Liebenberg, has arguably conducted the most thorough scientific and
analytical analysis of the chasing hunt amongst San Bushmen.
Liebenberg’s key publications on hunting and the art of tracking2
demonstrate years of disciplined scholarship to increasing our
understanding of the practical and cosmological significance of hunting in
hunter-gatherer societies. For example, Liebenberg explains of the
persistence hunt that “before the domestication of dogs, persistence
hunting may have been one of the most efficient forms of hunting and
may therefore have been crucial in the evolution of humans.”3 In
Liebenberg’s work and in the film, the San are presented as practicing a
variety of hunting techniques, the most common of which is hunting by
bow and arrow. Through his studies with San !Xo and /Gwi hunters of
the central Kalahari in Botswana, Liebenberg found persistence hunting to

2

Liebenberg, The Art of Tracking; “Persistence Hunting by Modern
Hunter-Gatherers”; and “Relevance of Persistence Hunting to Human
Evolution.”
3

Liebenberg, “Persistence Hunting by Modern Hunter-Gatherers,” 1017.
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be one of the more efficient modes of hunting under specific conditions.4
The chasing or persistence hunt is conducted by a physically capable
hunter who is able to run and track an animal at high speed at the heat of
the day. The logic behind this practice of hunting is physiological.
Humans have developed the ability to sweat throughout the surface of
their bodies, whereas animals, including large antelope game, have not.5
For this reason, a hunter, under the right conditions and over several
hours, can run an antelope to the point where the animal overheats and
collapses in exhaustion. Liebenberg has studied Karoha’s performance, for
example, over several chasing hunts. The hunts he studied took between
three to six hours of consistent running at an average of 3.9 miles to 6.2
miles per hour, covering distances of fifteen-and-a-half to twenty-one
miles of Kalahari landscape, with the temperature between 90 to 100
degrees Fahrenheit.6 This form of hunting requires an almost superhuman physical and mental ability on behalf of the hunter. Because of
this, it is a form of hunting that has been difficult for anthropologists and
other kinds of scholars to study. Conversely, the difficult nature and
physical risk involved in this type of hunting have given it an honorary
cosmological, mythological, and religious place within the formation of
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Liebenberg, “Persistence Hunting by Modern Hunter-Gatherers,” 1017.
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Bramble and Lieberman, “Endurance Running and the Evolution of

Homo.”
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Liebenberg, “Persistence Hunting by Modern Hunter-Gatherers,” 1017-

1019.
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San epistemology and ontology, part of the central discussion of this
work. Scholars who have studied the ritual, religious, cosmological, and
mythological aspects of this hunt but who have not practically studied the
scientific and physiological aspects of this hunt include San
anthropologists Lorna Marshall, Mathias Guenther, Elizabeth Thomas
Marshall, and James Suzman, among others.7
Tracking forms the basis of all hunting. To be a hunter is to be a
tracker. All San know tracking; however, hunting is culturally the men's
skill within a community, and for this reason this film focuses on the
men's knowledge and skills.
The Great Dance looks at the life of a hunter in all its variety:
hunting with bow and arrow, hunting with spears, hunting small animals
and large animals, all culminating in the chasing hunt. In displaying these
various types of hunting, the film demonstrates the material role that
various hunts and hunters have in sustaining the community by
indicating that all forms of hunting are of economic value to the
community in one way or another. However, the chasing hunt holds the
most significant economic and symbolic value within San society, the
central curiosity of this dissertation. Rock art scholar Patricia Vinnicombe,
in her study of the now extinct San /Xam peoples, reiterates the practical
importance of such a hunt in highlighting that “the huge bulk of an eland
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bull, weighing in the region of 545 kilograms and dressing to about 363
kilograms, would have provided a camp of twenty Bushmen with enough
meat for over a month, allowing an average of half a kilogram of meat per
person per day.”8
Due to the difficult nature of accompanying a hunter on a chasing
or persistence hunt, few films have managed to capture such a hunt in
full. The most notable example is the work of John Marshall of the
Marshall family, who was perhaps the first filmographer to capture
aspects of San hunting and the chasing hunt on film in the 1950s.9 Craig
and Damon Foster worked with Louis Liebenberg to prepare themselves
to engage in the making of their film; Liebenberg himself worked with the
BBC for David Attenborough’s The Life of Mammals series to film an
episode on persistence hunting.10 My decision to work with The Great
Dance for the purposes of this analysis is because the film takes the hunt's
practical, symbolic, and mythological significance into account.
Dissertation Style and Structure
My inquiry explores the literal and metaphorical ontological
experience of becoming-animal during the chasing or persistence hunt
through a philosophical reading of San perspectives on the ontological
boundaries between humans and other-than-humans within an eco-
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religious context. By means of comparative analysis, this reading brings
together the scholarly theories of anthropology, New-Animism, relational
ontology, process philosophy, philosophy of religion, and religion and
ecology, making it a complex and multilayered dissertation inquiry.
Due to the transdisciplinary nature of this inquiry, the chapters in
this work are designed to provide me with the space to reiterate related
ideas from different perspectives; to walk the reader through the different
theories that I employ and their relations to one another before entering
the analysis. The academic explorations leading up to the analysis are as
much a part of the journey of this work as the analysis itself. One of the
central theoretical relationships that I form in this inquiry is the
application of French philosophers Giles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s
concept of becoming-animal to an anthropological understanding of the
ontological ambiguity and mutability of the San Bushmen. For those who
are unfamiliar with much of the theory and the subject of this inquiry, I
attempt to move through the different concepts and theories in a way that
is implied rather than demonstrative. Since this dissertation embraces the
theme of ontological ambiguity and mutability, I encourage the reader to
embrace these themes as they encounter the theoretical relationships that I
draw together. Much of the philosophical language of Deleuze and
Guattari is purposefully convoluted; in other words, it is not immediately
intuitive. Deleuze and Guattari often lure their readers into a web of
questions to prompt the reader to think differently. This is not dissimilar
to the way the San choose to share their own stories and prose. Thinking
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differently in relation to the world around us is a core objective of this
work.
The dissertation is broken into two sections preceded by the
Prefaces and the Introduction. Section I of the dissertation comprises
Chapters 1, 2, and 3, while Section II comprises Chapters 4, 5, and 6,
followed by the conclusion, bibliography, and appendices. It would be
helpful for the reader to note that the purpose of Section I is to introduce
the reader to myself, the objectives of this inquiry, the San Bushmen, and
the major theoretical categories that I bring together in this work. The
objective of Section II is to weave the different parts from Section I into
different relationships with one another, leading up to the analysis of the
chasing hunt. Below I have included a chapter breakdown, which is also
found at the end of the introduction to this dissertation.
The prefaces to this dissertation are meant to define the central
subject of this inquiry and to situate me as the author to the discussion of
this inquiry. The introduction lays out the research objectives and their
significance to the field of religion and ecology, and presents my
methodological approach as well as the academic sources and lineages
that I draw on to form an analysis.
Section I of the dissertation is entirely aimed at providing the
reader with sufficient context to navigate the discussion through the lens
of the theoretical and philosophical perspectives that I have chosen to
engage in this inquiry. Section I is mean’t to assist the reader in
participating in the dissertation's main arguments in Section II.
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In Section I of this dissertation, Chapter 1 begins with a broad
overview of who the San Bushmen, as recent hunter-gatherers in southern
Africa, are. The chapter introduces the reader to the different groupings of
San peoples represented in this research and elaborates on the historical
study of the San peoples. It also looks at the legacy of the San as former
hunter-gatherers within the broader context of hunter-gatherer studies.
Lastly, the chapter attempts to contextualize the San Bushmen's world
within the twenty-first century.
Section I, Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the anthropological
and philosophical world of human and animal ontology and human–
animal ontological hybridity. This chapter explores, in greater depth, the
historical resurgence of animism as New Animism within the field of
anthropology. Next, the chapter explores relational ontology as a common
language across both Indigenous and hunter-gatherer studies. The chapter
relays how Deleuzian ontology provides a language for understanding
ontological mutability within Euro-American philosophy. Lastly, the
chapter synthesizes the relationship of New Animism studies to relational
ontology and the theory of becoming-animal in a world of human–animal
mutability.
Section I, Chapter 3 continues to lay the foundation for my
dissertation’s findings by situating the above ontologies within the study
of the philosophy of religion. This chapter elaborates on the definition of a
Primal religion within the twenty-first century and positions Indigenous
and hunter-gather cosmologies within this context. The chapter presents
an argument for Indigenous rituals as practical applications of Primal
10

metaphysics. The chapter concludes by laying the foundation for San
Bushmen ontology as a Primal form of eco-religious practice.
Section II of my dissertation also consists of three chapters that
actively engage arguments and findings of this research. As a transition
from Section I to Section II, Chapter 4 dives deeper into the world of the
San Bushmen through the lens of Deleuzian ontology and
Deleuzoguattarian philosophy. This chapter explores the world of prephilosophical time or Primal time that the San call the First Order of
existence or Creation. Next, this chapter frames the San epistemology of
the Kalahari Desert as geophilosophy. From this basis, the chapter
examines Guenther’s three ontological domains of being related to San
ritual practice and San cosmology, and outlines the role of story in
shaping San Bushmen epistemology. This chapter further demonstrates
how story frames becoming-animal as an epistemology within San
Bushmen ontology.
Chapter 5 introduces the reader to the analysis of the chasing hunt.
This chapter takes the reader through the hunt from the voice of Craig and
Damon Foster's films. It examines hunting as a practice of survival and as
a ritualized cosmological practice. The chapter also looks at the role of
transformation and mythic therianthropes in the ritualization of hunting.
Chapter 6 is the culminating chapter of my dissertation. This
chapter synthesizes the theoretical, anthropological, and philosophical
elements of the dissertation through the hunt. The chapter brings these
elements together into a discussion on becoming-animal as a Primal form
of eco-religious practice within San Bushmen cosmology, epistemology,
11

and ontology. The chapter explores ontological mutability on the earthly
plane of immanence in the Kalahari Desert. It looks at the convergence of
the three domains of being within a zone of proximity that occurs during
the chasing hunt. The chapter frames Primal metaphysics as the
foundation of an original form of eco-religious practice.
The conclusion to this dissertation takes the form of an academic
reflection on the relevance of the research findings to our modern and
postmodern world. The chapter explores the metaphysical significance of
the loss of a hunter-gatherer way of life, as well as the role of human–
animal ontological mutability in the era of the Anthropocene and
questions the role of becoming-animal amidst the sixth mass extinction. It
concludes with a statement regarding the importance of adopting Primal
metaphysics for our times.
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PERSONAL PREFACE
Die Strandloper—The Beach Walker
I kept looking behind me as I moved steadily one foot at a time on
the path; I can feel someone's presence. It is becoming a nuisance, "I know
you are there. Why won't you just reveal yourself?" It is day three of a fiveday hike that traverses the De Hoop Nature Reserve on the southern African
coast. It has been a long day, and I feel as if somehow, throughout the day,
my feet have outgrown my hiking shoes. The recent rains have flooded the
third sleeping hut adding seven miles to the standard ten needed to cross
from one end of the mountain range to the next. For the past two days, I
have been traversing the left ridge of the reserve overlooking many
thousands of acres of cultivated crops. It is hard to spot the tiny farming
settlements between the mirage of greens, browns, and yellow fields dancing
with the winds. These two days, my mind is preoccupied with thoughts of
the early European settlers who had established these farmlands. What had
they found upon their arrival, who had they found upon their arrival? As I
reach the ridge plateau, I stand at the nature reserve's pinnacle peak, able
to see the vast farming lands to my left, contrasted by the vast ocean I can
now see to my right. "Wow, what a sight!" Anthropologists and
archaeologists first learned that early humans, ancestors of the San
Bushmen, once lived alongside the coast in the caves of this very coastline.11
Some of these communities could still be found along various coastlines of
the southwest of Africa when the early Dutch settlers arrived in the midseventeenth century. The Dutch called these peoples Strandlopers or beach
walkers. As I contemplate the peoples who may have inhabited the caves
below me, whom the Dutch settlers first met, I feel the presence of someone
behind me once again. This time I turn around, and I see him, as clearly as
I can see the fynbos vegetation around him. He is standing about one
hundred meters apart from me, much shorter than I, barefoot with a bow
and arrow strapped to his back. I turn around and continue walking,
shaking my bewildered head. “Is he a Strandloper?” I ask myself, wondering
what he wants. As I walk, descending towards the ocean, I continue to sense
his presence; I turn to look behind me again. He is signaling me to follow
him, talking incessantly, although I have no idea what he is trying to say.
He continues to signal. Confused and a bit bewildered, I stand still for a
moment, feel the sun and the wind on my face, and close my eyes. His voice
is more audible now in my head. "What do you want? What are you trying
to tell me?" I open my eyes again and think to myself, "Fine, I'll follow you.
I'll try to listen to what you have to say." I don't follow him literally;
instead, I turn back towards the trail with the image of my newfound
companion in my head. I take off my outgrown shoes and begin walking
barefoot, knowing that I am no longer walking alone. We are now walking
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on the sand. We are traversing this land together, just as many unknown,
unheard, and unspoken Strandlopers have done before us.12
A Beginning
I arrived at this dissertation inquiry in much the same way that we
arrive at many things in our lives, indirectly, over time, and through a
process of exploring different parts of myself. These parts are like a
tangled body of roots, unaware that they are growing and extending from
the same stem, unaware that they are part of the same rhizome. It's a
strange existence to be so disjointed in this world, so disconnected, the
arm from the body from the leg. And yet, I feel that this is where many,
brought up in a postmodern world, begin. This dissertation inquiry feels a
lot like putting the leg and the arm back together, through a process of
realizing that they were always a part of the same body in the first place.
In that sense, this research began long before I became a PhD candidate,
before I started my PhD, and crossed the ocean to Turtle Island, which we
now call North America. In the most intense entanglements of
interconnected parts, it began when I was born, in the land of our oldest
human ancestors—a land whose history, like the history of those who
inhabit it, is messy and complex.
Before I introduce myself and my story in relation to this inquiry, I
will share some thoughts about the moments when I first began to
meditate on the questions and ideas that would evolve into this
dissertation inquiry. This dissertation is a scholarly inquiry. It is an
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intellectual discourse, but not only an intellectual discourse. It is a
discourse of the stories that make up our oldest ancestors' lives,
cosmologies, and spiritual legacies—a discourse that questions the
relevance of their stories to the stories we create in the present.
It was a warm and exceptionally bright spring day on the Sea Point
promenade in Cape Town, South Africa. I had had a longtime practice of
taking extended walks along this promenade as often as I could. The
sounds of the waves crashing up against the promenade’s concrete walls,
the constant cries of seagulls, and the frequent hiss of the unforgiving
wind were all welcoming companions to moments of tangential thought.
On that day, I was not alone in thought; instead, I was engaged in a
heated conversation with a friend about Jonathan Safran Foer's book,
Eating Animals. It was sometime between 2012 and 2014 that the book
began to influence urban opinions in Cape Town on the topic of eating
animals, coinciding with increased awareness by the greater South African
public of the environmental and health impacts of GMO and factoryfarmed foods. This increased awareness afforded middle-class consumers
the ability to engage in meditated food choices. Despite this, food choices
for many South African citizens remained not only deeply cultural but
often directly determined by a persons’ income or lack thereof. Whilst
many Capetonians at the time were turning to vegetarianism or veganism,
others joined an opposing urbanite trend in the form of the keto diet,
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which, spearheaded by Dr. Tim Noakes, 13 embraced South Africa’s
broadly shared cultural heritage of eating more animals. Amongst the
privileged who could afford to make a variety of food choices, the polar
positions on eating animals provided for much-heated debate. Unlike
many of my friends, I was less concerned with engaging in a debate about
the health benefits of one lifestyle choice over the other. I was concerned
with the moral questions surrounding the sociological conditions that
allow for a society to live off the lives of other animals. What
psychological and moral conditions are required to enable humans to live
with and from animals? And if, by chance, we can identify what that
moral space looks like, are we able to replicate the conditions to foster
such a space within the societal context of our now industrialized world?
Lacking a sufficient answer on the subject for myself, and within
the context of my own consumptive, capitalist lifestyle, I determined to
refrain from eating animals, at least until I could reframe my own
relationship to the discussion. Having decided to refrain from eating
animals, what continued to plague me was the postmodern, Eurocentric
context from which I was engaging in this debate. I realized that mine was
a disjointed and disconnected social context for almost all forms of
discussion relating to human–animal relations and human-animal
consumption. These questions coincided with a period in my life where I
had started paying more attention to my country's Indigenous history. I
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recognized that South Africa’s First Peoples, hunter-gatherers who until
recently existed in a pre-industrial world, must certainly have had
something of value to contribute to this conversation. I thought back to
my years as a film student in 2003 when Craig Foster had come to talk to
us about a documentary that he and his brother Damon had made on the
Kalahari San Bushmen's hunting practices.14 In 2003, I was in my early
twenties and mostly ignorant to much of the San people’s history; I am not
sure that back then that I was able to hear what the storytellers in the
documentary had to share with me. On that bright spring day, walking on
the Sea Point promenade in conversation with a friend about Safran Foer's
book, I thought of the San in the Foster brothers’ documentary and
wondered if I was able to hear what they had to share with me now?
The questions that I asked myself that day led me to encounter the
voice of the San in several unique ways in the years leading up to my
Ph.D. It was not that I did not welcome a Eurocentric interrogation into
modern practices of animal consumption. Rather, what disturbed me was
the way in which I saw the contemporary environmental movement force
their neoliberal perspectives of human–animal relations onto Indigenous
hunting cultures in different parts of the world, not taking Indigenous
perspectives into account. Living in southern Africa, I was aware of what
this looked like in South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana, where the
creation and management of wildlife parks often resulted in the removal
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of the rights of the parks’ Indigenous inhabitants to hunt and gather
through a stated effort by the government to preserve the nonhuman
species in the park. In East Africa, in Tanzania and Kenya, parks
management was regularly in the news for being at odds with huntergatherers and pastoralist Masai communities about animal management
and animal rights. Jessica Thornton, in an article entitled “Animal Rights,
Imperialism and Indigenous Hunting,” explores the ways that animal
rights have been used by environmental organizations in other parts of
the world to continue to colonize the cultural practices and spaces of
Indigenous hunting groups.15 Whilst I praised the environmental
movement’s call for change amongst industrialized nations, I interpreted
the environmental movement's attitude towards communities living on
land our European ancestors had pillaged as deeply self-righteous and
often lacking in cultural sensitivity. For me, this further demonstrated the
complexity of our moral dilemma. It occurred to me then that my question
had little to do with the morality of cultural food practices and more to do
with the psychology and philosophy of how we form relationships with
other beings that sustain us. Remembering the rock art that the /Xam
Bushmen of the Drakensberg had imprinted into the mountainous
landscape over thousands of years, I sensed that there was something in
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the way they formed relationships with animals that guided their
environmental ethics.
It took another three or four years before I would see the vision of
this inquiry in a formal academic setting. Even now, at the end of my
Ph.D. journey, it is helpful to reflect on those initial moments when the
first questions of this dissertation were born.
In my formal academic introduction to this inquiry, I will reiterate
again that the substance of this dissertation is not about animal
consumption, even if the questions that I explore in this dissertation were
initially prompted by contemporary discussions about food consumption.
Instead, this inquiry explores the Primal metaphysics of relating to other
beings through the lens of a particular form of hunting practice. Forms of
relating or nonrelating not only inform our food choices but more broadly
inform our engagements with the wider Earth community. The human
species, for much of our history, subsisted as hunter-gatherers. This
inquiry suggests that meditating on the progression of our species
engagement with animal consumption can broaden our perspective on the
ways in which we form relations with the nonhuman inhabitants of our
world today. There are many ways to approach such questions, but there
is something distinctly grounding for me about choosing to engage a more
Primal perspective in reflection on our modern selves. This dissertation
focuses equally, even if inadvertently, on the postmodern humans'
relationship to a Primal perspective, as it does on the relationship between
premodern humans and their nonhuman world. It interrogates our
contemporary understanding of relationality through Indigenous
19

perspectives on the ambiguity of our ontology. As the author of this
dissertation, I have attempted to embrace the reflexivity of a Primal
perspective within my own life by allowing the dialogue in this inquiry to
muddy my own experience of ontology between the human and otherthan-human world.
A Personal Introduction
I, Chantal Noa Forbes, am the author of this dissertation. The lens
through which I view the world has shaped my positionality to this
inquiry. But who am I as a member of the Earth community and as the
author of this inquiry?
As I mention in my scholarly introduction, this work engages a
philosophical approach to the theory of a decolonial research paradigm. In
Indigenous expressions of a decolonial research paradigm, it is
appropriate for the author to introduce their positionality to the inquiry to
allow the reader to contextualize the author's worldview in relation to the
inquiry subjects. I am under no illusion that following this introduction
that you will know much about me—and yet, I hope you will know
enough to relate to this work's purpose, as this is a work about relating.
I grew up in a cultural world of lengthy introductions. The history
of family names, heritage, and places of birth were helpful locators in a
country that was unapologetically tribal in its diversity. I was born as
Chantal Yazbek five years, three months, and twenty-one days after the
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1976 Soweto uprising on former archbishop Desmond Tutu’s birthday.16
In the year that I was born, our country, South Africa, had already been in
a state of emergency for several years. The weight of maintaining
Apartheid had begun to take its toll. In almost every informal settlement,
commonly referred to as townships, there was a public uprising,
accompanied by police brutality and protestor suppression. Tribal and
political factions amongst South Africa's linguistically, ethnically, and
culturally diverse nation had started to erupt in horrific forms of violence
that repeatedly spelled civil war for many of us citizens. At the same time,
South Africa was engaged in a grotesque border war with Namibia and
Angola, formerly known as Southwest Africa. Despite this, I spent the first
eight years of my life in ignorance of the political world around me.
I was born in a mobile home on a smallholding. Here my parents
built a house, planted fruit trees, and established a small hydroponic
farming operation with a commune of farmworkers on their land whilst
my father held a day job in insurance. In many ways, I was blissfully
ignorant of the country of my birth. I spent my days on tractors and
wheelbarrows with our farmworkers in an imaginary realm. At the end of
the 1980s, my family sold the smallholding and moved to the city of
Johannesburg, where my world drastically changed. Not only was I
16
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stunned by the transition from a rural to urban existence, but I was
suddenly confronted with the country’s ugly reality of race and violence
that I had not been confronted with before. My father's vision to facilitate
economic equality for all South Africans took my family, in the years that
followed, to one of the most racist and violent areas of the country during
the years that Apartheid ended. Whilst living in Johannesburg, my
parents had become Evangelical Christians and had given up their day
jobs to spend time at seminary. There, my father became inspired to
engage in the economic upliftment of the country’s poor; he used to say,
“If the Bible has no relevance to the transformation of our lives in this
country, then what use is it at all?” Contrary to what one may assume,
religious institutions had a largely unifying role to play in bringing
citizens together in South Africa to end Apartheid in what is still a
profoundly religious country. Following my parents’ completion of their
religious education, our family moved to the Northwest Province of South
Africa, considered the Wild West of South Africa.
At the time, my father got the only job that he could working for a
local Afrikaans-speaking maize trader whose views on race were, without
exaggerating, horrifyingly like former members of Nazi Germany. My
father was rather open with my sister and me about his employer’s
ideology and used this experience to teach us about the horrors of racism
and its effect on our country. At the time, the law still forbade wholesale
stores to operate in informal settlements or townships. So, my father
convinced his boss to let him start transporting maize, oil, and other
necessities into taxi stations in the townships to sell. He would load his
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small vehicle each morning and, like everyone else in the township, hawk
on the station platform. In this case, the nuance was that he looked
nothing like everyone else—he was white or, at best, a blonde Lebanese
man.
In many ways, this type of commercial enterprise was in the
entrepreneurial spirit of the new South Africa. It was dangerous work,
and the money my father would bring home each week, my sister and I
would count each before accompanying him to the bank to deposit it each
Saturday. Over time my father made relationships in the townships and
began selling products to spaza stores17 across multiple provinces.
Eventually, our family opened our own factory, producing products
exclusively for communities in these areas. We named our company
Bafana Bafana, which turned out to be an effective marketing gamble as
this was the name of South Africa’s national football team, who reemerged on the international game scene in 1992. My first professional job
in this world, scarcely a teen, was to design the logo for our company.
Over the decades, as I’ve traveled across South Africa, it has given me
much joy to find old plastic containers in rural parts of the country with
that logo on them.
My parents’ entrepreneurial spirit led to a somewhat abnormal
upbringing for two white girls. When we were not in school, my sister and
I were eager to spend our free time interrupting workers at the factory or
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accompanying my father to spaza shops in the townships. And whilst we
felt comfortable in these rural environments, we felt oddly alien in our
small-town suburban world where we lived. In this world, English
speakers of all ethnicities and races were seen as outsiders. Usually, this
included Indian peoples and people of Mediterranean descent who lived
in small Afrikaner towns and spoke English. Political white supremacist
Eugene Terre'blanche was somewhat of a celebrity in our province and
would regularly ride in a parade of men with arms and stylized Nazi flags
on horseback down my town's main street. It was a bewildering world,
one I did not know how to make sense of, except to watch and learn.
Apartheid was technically over by now, and yet I was uncertain why my
formal history lessons at school were still void of all history that was not
the history of South Africans who were of European descent. These
formative years of my youth were marked by many paradoxes and
contradictions, influencing how I would come to engage in the world.
Genetically, seventy-four percent of me descends from France,
Holland, and Germany, a classical genetic make-up in South Africa of an
Afrikaner. Twenty-six percent of me descends from Lebanon and Syria.
My father was born to an Afrikaans mother whose family were right-wing
party members and a Lebanese Catholic father. My grandmother
unapologetically married a Lebanese man to spite her racist father. Two
decades before my father was born, my Lebanese great-grandfather went
to court to petition to have Lebanese peoples classified as white in South
Africa. Legally his appeal was successful; culturally, however, an
Afrikaner-Lebanese union was heavily frowned upon in rural South
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Africa. My father was born in the Freestate Province of South Africa in a
small town called Bethlehem,18 an area previously inhabited by Basotho
Bantu peoples.19 My father grew up Catholic and English, preferring not
to draw attention to his Afrikaans heritage, even if fully capable of
adapting to both worlds. As a boy, he and his brother were frequently
harassed for being "outsiders," "non-whites," and "English." My mother
was born to an Afrikaans-speaking woman of French descent and an
Afrikaans-speaking father of German descent in the rural province of
Kwa-Zulu Natal, home of the Nguni Zulu peoples. Her father died of
cancer at the age of thirty-three, when she was three months old, and for
the first three years of her life she lived with her grandparents. When my
grandmother came to collect my mother from her grandparents, it was
following an escape from an abusive second husband. For a time, my
mother and her two brothers survived with my grandmother at the train
station, hiding from the station master in carriages designated for "black"
people. The man I came to know as my grandfather, who took my
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grandmother and her three children in, was a British bachelor who had
served during World War I in the navy. He changed my mother's lengthy
Afrikaans birth name to an Irish one and raised her in English. Off the
back of this heritage, my sister and I grew up as English speakers and not
as Afrikaners. We were part Lebanese, idealizing Middle Eastern family
values and growing up in a mostly Afrikaans-speaking rural world.
Before I finished my first year of college, my family had lived in seven out
of nine provinces in South Africa and moved seventeen times. This
experience led me to develop a type of cultural and tribal ambiguity.
Following an undergraduate degree in film production in the
Western Cape Province of South Africa, I went to Israel to study the
stories and histories of my ancestors in the Middle East or the SWANA
region.20 Here, I learned much about the history of a great diversity of
minority cultures that I felt deeply affiliated to. During my time in Israel
and whilst I was working in the documentary film industry, my parents
returned to my father's birth town, Bethlehem, South Africa, to establish
an agricultural services business for farmers crippled by the 2007 global
maize price crash. My father asked me to return to South Africa to join
him as the communications manager of what would become a global
agricultural enterprise. It is here that I encountered another world of
paradoxes, the world of humans wielding nature.
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The areas that surround the South African town of Bethlehem are
where most of my ancestors from both Europe and the Middle East settled
between the late 1600s and in the late 1800s on both sides of my family. In
these areas, formerly called the Orange Free State, my great-grandmother
on my mother's side spent two years in the first British concentration
camp in the early 1900s. In this area, my Lebanese great-grandfather, the
first Yazbek to settle in South Africa, made a living as a portrait
photographer following the Second Boer War. Most relevant to this
inquiry is that this area borders and intersects the former homeland of the
now extinct /Xam21 Bushmen. It also borders the Drakensberg mountain
range, where a wealth of /Xam rock art still exists. As a child, I spent
many winters hiking with my family in the Drakensberg Mountains. From
a young age, I encountered these mountains as a sacred place, filled with
the untold stories of early human history.
In 2009 when I returned to South Africa to work with my father, I
returned to two worlds: the world of the culturally progressive Western
Cape, where I lived, and the world that in many ways still represented the
country’s painful colonial past, the land of my ancestors, where I worked.
When traveling in the country's interior through mostly rural farming
towns, I took the time to meditate on the history of my Afrikaner heritage.
When in the Western Cape, often out in nature, I began to think more
about the Indigenous peoples of South Africa, those who dwelled in our
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Pronounced /ˈkɑːm/ or Kaam, ( listen); Wikipedia, s.v. “|Xam
Language,” par. 1.
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country before the Dutch came, before the Bantu tribes came—the San
Bushmen who still reside in the Kalahari Desert. My job also required me
to spend much time traveling abroad in Africa, Europe, the United States,
and Asia, and here I became exposed to the worlds of both corporate and
rural agrarian cultures.
Seven years later, I was physically, emotionally, and mentally
exhausted. My family had lost majority control of their business, and my
parents’ forty-year marriage was coming to an end, as was my own
relationship of several years. I had become completely despondent with
the corporate, capitalist system and its arrogant approach to "fixing" the
world and global development. The effects of climate change and
environmental degradation on rural agrarian communities deeply
depressed me. Whether large or small, all farmers and all farming
communities become humbled by the same weather. I had also seen how
farmers and rural communities around the world had maintained hope in
the face of adversity through holding onto the heritage of their spiritual
traditions and religious systems, and I saw firsthand how fostering ritual
practices kept communities grounded to place.
I began to think more about what I had learned about Indigenous
agricultural systems along my travels. I knew that if I was going to
contribute in any helpful way to the future resilience of Earth
communities, that it was not going to be through bringing a village in
Africa the latest agricultural technology. It was going to be through
helping people to reframe their relationship to the land. If I was going to
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do this, I, too, needed to reframe my thinking and begin to decolonize my
own mind.
I began to seek out Ph.D. programs that would be able to assist me
in asking the right questions. In October 2016, I came across Dr. Brian
Swimme and his vision of a new cosmology; Dr. Swimme inspired me to
apply to the Ecology, Spirituality, and Religion graduate program at the
California Institute of Integral Studies in San Francisco. In the space of two
months, I packed up my life, took the two dogs that I had adopted earlier
that year, and crossed the ocean to Turtle Island. On the first day of my
first semester, I met my academic partner and now husband. When I
began my Ph.D. I was uncertain of the direction that my dissertation
would take, being broadly interested in Indigenous agricultural practices.
But then, in my last semester of coursework, I took Dr. Swimme's course,
Cosmological Powers. During the modules where we covered the powers
of metamorphoses and transformation, my mind began to flood with
images from Craig and Damon Fosters' films. I began to think back to my
early experiences in the Drakensberg Mountains with /Xam rock art. I
wrote about this in a creative essay for the class, whereafter Dr. Swimme
gave me a copy of Professor Louis Herman's book, Future Primal. Whilst
reading this book, I realized that I wanted to consider something deeply
Primal to human existence, a state of being where humans once formed
part of a relational ecology. I became interested in the role that ontological
ambiguity had to play in this ecology, inspired by the centrality of
human–animal transformation that appeared to exist in San Bushmen
cosmology, ritual, and hunting practices.
29

Knowing that I would not have the opportunity to travel to
southern Africa to conduct ethnographies due to limited time and
resources, I determined to focus on a philosophical analysis of prior
ethnographies, alongside Craig and Damon Foster's films. In the past two
years, I have attempted to immerse myself in the stories of the San, the
filmmakers, the archeologists, the anthropologists, the philosophers, and
my own experiences with the world of the San. The result has been a
process of transforming how I see human ontology intertwined with the
ontology of other beings. Throughout this process, I have tried to listen to
what the San have to share with us, about what it means to truly be a part
of the same body, a body called the Earth community. I have tried to
embody what it means to be a root entangled with other roots that form
part of the same rhizome.
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INTRODUCTION
Inquiry Objectives and Outcomes
Our understanding of human evolution continues to evolve. The
more complex our learning of our planetary ecosystem becomes, the more
complex our understanding of our species' origins becomes. In the past
three decades, we have come to understand that Homo sapiens have
inhabited the Earth for a lot longer than previously thought. Each decade
we continue to learn that symbolic consciousness and ritualized forms of
living in the world are much older than we once thought.22 Moreover, we
have come to realize that the so-called prehistoric humans of the
Paleolithic era are much more central to the understanding of our
historical development as cultural and symbolic beings than previously
thought. And, as the acceleration of social and environmental change
continues to occur in our current era, we continue to learn that the origins
of early sapient behavior have much more to teach us about how to
survive and thrive within a greater Earth community than previously
thought.
At the heart of this learning is a cry for increased literacy about our
ancestors' engagement with the other-than-human world. Our Homo
sapien ancestors were hunters and gatherers for 50,000 to 200,000 years on

22

See the work of the Centre for Early Sapiens Behaviour (SapienCE) in
the 2018 SapienCE annual report, titled Sapience.
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planet Earth.23 The loss of this way of being in the world in the modern
era has abstracted our species from our surrounding environment and has
altered the human psyche in ways that we seldom contemplate, yet these
changes affect us daily by reshaping the ways in which we engage with all
other animate and inanimate beings on this planet. The loss of this way of
being occurred in some parts of the world nearly 12,000 years ago24 and in
other parts of the world a mere seventy to thirty years ago.25 This loss took
place over a short period when one considers the broader context of
human history from the Paleolithic era to the Neolithic era26 and from the
Neolithic era until our contemporary age today.
The San Bushmen of southern Africa are among the last groupings
of hunter-gatherers whose lifestyle and hunting practices persisted in
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Time periods noted in this statement are based on ongoing debates
about the origins of the human revolution, which is evolving due to emerging
archeological findings. See McBrearty, and Brooks, "The Revolution that Wasn't."
24

Current archeological evidence indicates that hunter-gather societies
mostly disappeared in Europe between 14,500 and 10,000 years ago. For more on
the current debates of these timelines refer to Yuval Noah Harari’s book Sapiens:
a Brief History of Humankind.
25

Here, I refer to the isolated existence of small groupings of huntergatherer societies in the twentieth century, with particular reference to San
Bushmen, who were still living as hunter-gatherers in the 1950s in the Kalahari
Desert.
26

Traditionally, the Paleolithic era is thought to have begun some 3
million or 2.5 million years ago and ended at the beginning of the Neolithic era,
which is traditionally dated at the advent of agriculture some 10,000 years ago.
With new archeological materials continually being unearthed in both Africa and
the Middle East; these dates should be understood as broad rather than definite
markers in time.
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recent history.27 Archeologically and genetically, these hunter-gatherers
are now often referred to as the “First Peoples,” 28 common ancestors of us
all. As forbearers of our human species, the cultural and symbolic value of
the lives of the last groupings of hunter-gather peoples is a collective
representation of all people’s ancestral past. This inquiry asks the reader
to contemplate this past and its relevance to the present.
The San Bushmen of southern Africa have resided in the Kalahari
Desert for tens of thousands of years, their physical, social, and spiritual
needs met by subsisting as hunters and gathers. Since the seventeenth
century, in different parts of southern Africa in what now comprises five
separate nation-states,29 some groups of San have been entirely
exterminated and others removed from the lands that sustained them for
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The 2018 SapienCE annual report presents evidence that the ancestors
of the San Bushmen have resided in the Western Cape of southern Africa for
roughly 100,000 years, if not longer (Centre for Early Sapiens Behaviour,
Sapience). In Chapter 1 of Section I of this dissertation I discuss the San peoples’
history in southern Africa more fully as the word San is a collective noun for a
genetically related but linguistically diverse group of hunter-gatherers who
resided in southern Africa prior to the Bantu people’s settlement of this area
2,500 to 3,000 years ago. In Section I Chapter 1 I also explore the San people’s
presence in the Kalahari Desert and other parts of southern Africa, as well as the
reasons behind the San’s inability to hunt and the history of the impact of
colonization on their traditional ways of life.
28

This term is derived from the work of geneticist Spencer Wells and
National Geographic work on the global mapping of human genetics. The term is
commonly used amongst scientists working in Paleolithic studies (Wells, The
Journey of Man).
29

The San once inhabited the entirety of southern Africa, now comprised
of Angola, Namibia, Botswana, South Africa, Lesotho, and Swaziland. The
different colonial histories and trajectories of these nation states has had varying
impacts on different San groups of peoples, including differences in the
experience of forced removals from land, the prohibition of hunting practices, or
in some cases outright extermination.
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so long. Traditionally, women gathered and men hunted, each embodying
specific environmental knowledge that enabled them to successfully
contribute to their largely egalitarian society.30 Here, hunting should not
be viewed from a postmodern understanding of gender equality as an
activity controlled by men; more appropriately, and within the context of
an egalitarian hunter-gatherer society in which different genders assume
responsibility for different communal needs, hunting should be viewed as
an activity that the men within a community are mostly responsible for.
Scholars Richard Katz, Megan Biesele, and Verna St. Denis explain that
hunter-gatherer societal structures differ greatly from those of agrarian
communities. Referring to the Ju/’hoan San peoples, she explains that
the economic systems of the Ju/’hoansi is based on sharing
collected wild food resources. Men mostly hunt, and women
mostly gather; though women provide substantial help to the men
in their hunting, and men often gather when meat is unavailable.
Between 60 and 70 percent of the diet by weight consists of wild
vegetable foods gathered primarily by women.31
Whilst this inquiry recognizes the economic and social role that the
hunt plays in San society, the central purpose of this inquiry is instead to
explore the religious cosmological and ritualized aspects of the hunt
through the framework of a decolonial interpretation of Primal
metaphysics. In her monograph on the beliefs and ritual rites of !Kung San
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Lee and DeVore, Kalahari Hunter-Gatherers, 101–2; Marshall Thomas,
The Old Way, Chapter 7 on hunting and Chapter 8 on gathering (45–46, 208). Both
references explore the breadth and depth of the traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) held by San societies living in the Kalahari Desert.
31

Katz, Biesele, and St. Denis, Healing Makes Our Hearts Happy, 12.
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peoples, anthropologist Lorna Marshall has been key in demonstrating the
different ways in which hunting pervades San cosmology, showing how
hunting serves as more than a resource subsistence activity for San
communities. Marshall illustrates this by detailing the various rites and
rituals associated with hunting, including the initiation rites of young men
and women whose ritual association with hunting are metaphoric in
nature.32
My inquiry explores the literal and metaphorical ontological
experience of becoming-animal during the chasing or persistence hunt
through a philosophical reading of San perspectives on the ontological
boundaries between humans and other-than-humans. By comparative
analysis of ethnographic information, this inquiry aims to bring the
metaphysics of the chasing hunt into conversation with the study of
religion and ecology, and this analysis attempts to demonstrate that the
chasing hunt is enabled by a somatic reading of one's ecological
environment that results in the process of becoming a part of that
environment. In this inquiry, I conclude that this type of becoming can be
interpreted as a ritual practice—the metaphysics of which can be
translated as a Primal form of eco-religious practice. Furthermore, my
conclusion suggests that the practice of becoming, and becoming-animal,
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Marshall, Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs and Rites, Chapter 6.
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reinforces a relational ontology33 between humans and other-thanhumans.34
Like many hunter-gatherer societies, San Bushmen's cosmology is
deeply informed by its unique form of relational ontology. My inquiry
seeks to understand San ontology within the context of the broader study
of relational ontology and animism studies,35 both of which are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2 of Section I of this inquiry.36 In an attempt to
bring San studies into dialogue with the study of relational ontology and
the various studies of animism, anthropologist Mathias Guenther has
identified that a defining character of animism that is specific to the San
peoples, termed (S)animism or San animism, is the fluidity of ontological
ambiguity between humans and other-than-humans. This ambiguity
33

Here I cite a basic or foundational definition of relational ontology as
“the philosophical position that what distinguishes subject from subject, subject
from object, or object from object is mutual relation rather than substance”
(Schaab, “Relational Ontology”).
34

This is an ontology that reinforces the notion that animate and
inanimate beings are not individuated, nor differentiated by mere metaphysical
substance, but rather by a web of interconnected relations of being.
35

Animism studies here are understood to be the study of how different
cultures, societies and religions perceive and interpret all biological identities as
possessing an essence, “soul” or personhood. Different academic definitions of
animism are distinguished by their interpretations of what essence, “soul” or
personhood means, or how they are expressed metaphysically.
36

Chapter 2 of Section I of this dissertation explores the distinction
between the initial academic concept or understanding of the meaning of
animism, the evolution of New Animism, and interpretations of what is referred
to as animistic relational ontology. Chapter 2 of Section I explores how these
three academic concepts and terms are related to one another but are distinct as
well; the chapter also points out that Guenther draws on all three of these types
of animism to formulate a related but differentiated type of animism that he
terms (S)animism or San animism.
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underlines the expression of human–animal relationality in San
cosmology.37 Guenther has defined this type of ontology as "ontological
flux," extrapolated into three separate but interrelated ontological
domains of being. These three domains of being, which I define below, are
the world-beyond, the here-and-now, and the liminal world of ritual.38 My
inquiry examines the "flux" between these three domains of being that
facilitates what I suggest is a ritualized process of becoming during the
chasing hunt.
Of these ontological domains, the first is identified as the worldbeyond, which is a domain of mythological time comprised of
mythological beings. For the San, this domain emanates from Primal time
and the realm of what they understand to be the First Creation.39 In this
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Guenther, Tricksters & Trancers and Human–Animal Relationships, Vol. 2,
Chapter 6.
38

Guenther, “‘Therefore Their Parts Resemble Humans.’”
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In San cosmology there is a First Creation and a Second Creation. In
San cosmology, we exist today in Second Creation. Second Creation comprises a
fully formed world of seemingly distinguished and differentiated beings. First
Creation exists within Primal time, which can be understood as both
mythological and pre-historic time. Here it is important to emphasise that
mythological time (and its associated beings) is not merely metaphorical, but also
experientially and somatically tangible. In the Primal, unfixed time of First
Creation time does not function according to a linear formation of past-presentfuture, neither are forms or beings fixed in time or space. Second Creation
constitutes a world of seemingly distinguished forms and beings in so far that
the beings from Primal time and First Creation enter Second Creation and vice
versa (Guenther, Human–Animal Relationships, Vol. 1, Chapter 2). The details of
this cosmological structure as well as the recursive process of how these two
Creations and passages of time interact with one another (according to
Guenther’s three domains of being) are discussed in detail in Section II of this
inquiry, particularly Chapter 4.
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Primal realm of First Creation, the ontology of all animate beings is
unfixed and ever-changing.
The second of these ontological domains are identified by Guenther
as the here-and-now that exists within the realm of Second Creation,
which is the present. In this domain and realm, ontological boundaries
exist between humans and other-than-humans in that the formation of
beings is fixed through a process of naming.40
The third of these domains are identified as the liminal world of
ritual, where the world of mythological time and beings and the world of
fixed beings from the here-and-now meet in what philosophers Giles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari call a zone of proximity.41 This zone (space) is
an intermediate realm where two or more domains of being come into
close enough proximity to converge with and influence one another. By
analysis, this inquiry suggests that it is in the domain of the liminal world
of ritual that a conflux of all three domains takes place. This conflux of
realms facilitates the formation of a tangible and earthly plane of
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Keeney and Keeney, “N/Om, Change, and Social Work.”
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In the following pages I continue to define the zone of proximity in the
language of philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari.
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immanence,42 where the two orders of First and Second Creation meet.43
In the case of the chasing hunt, this earthly plane of immanence is the
hunting ground. Scholar Eustacia Riley, through an analysis of /Xam
narratives, recognizes the hunting ground as much more than a place for
the pursuit of food. Rather, the hunting ground, to paraphrase Riley, is a
place where the ordinary, extraordinary, and preternatural interact with
one another.44
In my inquiry, a philosophical exploration of the formation of an
earthly plane of immanence seeks to demonstrate that the process of
becoming during the hunt can be understood as a somatic practice of
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My formulation of an earthly plane of immanence, the definition of
which unfolds throughout the chapters of this dissertation, draws from Deleuze
and Guattari’s concept of a plane of Immanence in What Is Philosophy?. As is the
case with the philosophical theory of Baruch Spinoza’s single substance,
immanence is not immanent to any kind of transcendental form or concept,
rather immanence becomes the plane. The plane in Deleuze and Guattari’s
understanding is not individuated form, but rather a multiplicity of casual
interactions. Deleuze and Guattari state that “Immanence does not refer back to
the Spinozist substance and modes but, on the contrary, the Spinozist concepts of
substance and modes refer back to the plane of immanence as their
presupposition” (Deleuze and Guattari, What Is Philosophy?, 48). In my
interpretation of a plane of immanence, as it relates to the subject matter of this
inquiry, the plane is metaphorically and literally Earth, which is why I refer to an
earthly plane of immanence.
43

In prior reiterations of this inquiry, I phrased this convergence as “the
earthly plane of immanence where heaven and Earth meet.” This initial framing
was not meant to suggest a vertical or transcendent San worldview, even if there
is scholarship validating such a point. See Lewis-Williams and Pearce, San
Spirituality, 51–53. Instead, this framing was an attempt to indicate how a zone
(point) of convergence between disparate domains of being within San
cosmology and ontology can demonstrate the possibility to bring a transcendent
heaven down to meet an immanent Earth within the context of Euro-American
philosophy and theology.
44

Riley, “The Hunting Ground’s Doing.” In this essay Riley explores
what he calls “the doings” of the hunting grounds, through an analysis of /Xam
narratives.
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ecological exegesis or eco-exegesis. Here, eco-exegesis is defined as a critical
reading and assimilation of one’s environment that, like the hunting
ground itself, is multidimensional, engaging different physical, emotional,
and mythological aspects of the hunter’s body and consciousness. On a
very tangible level, and at the heart of the San Bushmen’s ability to “read”
their environment is the art of tracking, discussed in detail throughout
this work. The phrase eco-exegesis is meant to insinuate a multidimensional
reading of place that includes a somatic experience of the hyperrational
and the mythical. Much like tracking, eco-exegesis is an agile process of
interpretation that is always in motion, ever-changing, like animal tracks
in the Kalahari Desert sand. My interpretation of an environmental or
place-based exegesis of Earth (and geography) is inspired by other
Indigenous traditions which embody the idea of sacred geography as a
type of text, “read” through ritual engagement with epistemic space.45
Scholar Mary N. MacDonald describes geography-based place as
construction that comes “into being when people act on space.”46 Sandra
Styres (Kanien´kehá:ka) describes this space within a universal
Indigenous context as being “an articulation of ancient knowledges
grounded in the experiences of self-in-relationship to place,” explaining
that literacy within a universally understood Indigenous context is based
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MacDonald, Experiences of Place, 8–13, 87–101, 163–83. Basso’s work
with the Western Apache can also be understood as demonstrating the same
understanding of the construction of geography-based place that MacDonald
defines; see Wisdom Sits in Places.
46

Experiences of Place, 3.
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on reading the cosmos—“it is about reading all the things around us that
are not necessarily the written word but nevertheless contain valuable
information.”47 In defining the sacredness of geography, I would like to
encourage the reader, as Deborah Bird Rose does, not to equate sacred
with Western interpretations of transcendence, eternal or immutable. Bird
Rose explains that these are unsuitable to describe a world valued for
qualities of change, motion, and temporality. Bird Rose instead proposes
what she calls a modest working definition of sacred that emerges from an
Indigenous engagement with ecology: “The sacred is that motion between
the potential and the actual; it is the bringing forth of life into patterns and
connections—the sacred is the dance of the ephemeral.”48 From the point
of departure of this definition of sacred, the zone of proximity, from
which an earthly plane of immanence emerges, can be considered sacred.
Here the hunting ground is a place of the ephemeral where the dance of
the potential of realms and the reality of realms comes into play.
The primary philosophical basis that I draw on for discussing the
concept of becoming-animal is derived from the collaborative work of
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Styres, “Literacies of Land,” 25.
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Bird Rose, “Dance of the Ephemeral,” 181.
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twentieth-century poststructuralist French philosophers Gilles Deleuze49
and Félix Guattari50 in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. In
this work, Deleuze and Guattari lay out a broad theory for the process of
becoming, which includes the process of becoming-animal. As Deleuze
writes,

49

Giles Deleuze, whose prose is often as allusive as it is poetic, was one of
the most influential philosophers of the second half of the twentieth century from
around 1950 until his death in 1995. One of the defining characteristics of what is
oftentimes termed as Deleuzian philosophy is that Deleuze understood the role
of philosophy to be the production of concepts. Deleuze’s work is oftentimes
read as a critique of Western metaphysics, particularly substance metaphysics
and its implications for our understanding of identity. Deleuze draws heavily on
the work of nineteenth-century French philosopher Henry Bergson, nineteenthcentury philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, and seventeenth-century Dutch
philosopher Baruch Spinoza, among others, and was contemporaneous with
French philosophers from the structuralist and poststructuralist schools of
thought that he was often associated with, like Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida,
and American philosopher Judith Butler. In his most influential independent
work, Difference and Repetition, Deleuze develops the concepts of pure difference
and complex repetition that are meant to provide metaphysics with a renewed
language that can philosophically engage contemporary forms of mathematics,
science, and the biological world. In this language the concept of multiplicity
replaces the concept of substance. In Section 5 of the introduction to this inquiry,
I highlight that several contemporary philosophers of humanities have found
Deleuze’s concepts to be highly compatible with the field of complexity science
and complex biology and these fields’ interaction with environmental
humanities. Deleuze met political activist and psychoanalyst Félix Guattari in
1968, whom he collaborated with for more than twenty years.
50

Pierre-Félix Guattari was a French political activist, semiologist, and
psychotherapist who trained under Jacques Lacan. Guattari’s work was
contemporaneous with that of Deleuze, alongside whom he shares credit for the
early developments of the anti-reductionist theories of schizoanalysis, most
explicitly drawn out in his two publications with Deleuze titled Anti-Oedipus
(1972) and A Thousand Plateaus (1980). The theories and concepts presented in
these and Deleuze and Guattari’s later collaborative works are often referred to
as the Deleuzoguattarian approach or project. Aside from his work with Deleuze,
Guattari has also been credited for his role in the early development of ecosophy
alongside Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess. Guattari’s three ecologies (mind,
society, environment) are heavily influenced by the work of cyberneticist
Gregory Bateson. San scholar Bradford Keeney, whom I introduce the reader to
in the introduction to this inquiry, was also heavily influenced by Gregory
Bateson in his development of his theory of recursive frame analysis, which I
apply to my formal analysis of this dissertation.
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To become is not to attain a form (identification, imitation,
Mimesis) but to find the zone of proximity [zone de voisinage],
indiscernibility, or indifferentiation where one can no longer be
distinguished from a woman, an animal, or a molecule—neither
imprecise nor general, but unforeseen and non-preexistent,
singularized out of a population rather than determined in a
form.51
Becoming-animal can be understood as a concept of trans-species
connection and ontological interaction inspired by the nonhierarchical
(and anti-genealogical) theory of the botanical and biological rhizome—
where differentiated beings interact together to form a multiplicity (the
unified sum of individuated yet connected parts). The work of these two
scholars provides my inquiry with a philosophical language that I believe
to be compatible with the inquiry’s analytical and decolonial objectives.
This compatibility can be demonstrated in the words of philosopher and
cosmologist Alain Beaulieu, who defines Deleuze and Guattari’s
becoming like a “metaphysical experience of a process through which a
zone of proximity made up of affects between entities is found.”52
My own definition of a zone of proximity is as an intermediate
realm where two or more domains of being come into close enough
proximity to converge with and influence one another. This definition
supports Deleuze and Guattari’s statement that “becoming is to emit
particles that take on certain relations of movement and rest because they
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Essays Critical and Clinical, 1. Cf. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand
Plateaus, 304–5.
52

Beaulieu, “The Status of Animality in Deleuze’s Thought,” 75.
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enter a particular zone of proximity.”53 Here, they suggest that the word
“copresence” may serve as a synonym for the zone of proximity—
copresence being the occurrence of multiple entities in the same place and
time. They go on further to explain that “proximity is a notion, at once
topological and quantal, that marks a belonging to the same molecule,
independently of the subjects considered and the forms determined.”54 In
my reading of Deleuze and Guattari’s work, the concept of a zone of
proximity as an indeterminate realm for the process of becoming is a
powerful philosophical antidote to an understanding of ontology that is
determinate, static, and immovable. This antidote permits a richer
metaphysical account of ecological environments as containers for
Indigenous knowledge and the heritage of Indigenous lifeways.
Building on the volumes of existing research about the San, which
precedes my own, my inquiry seeks to bring the metaphysics of the
chasing hunt into conversation with the study of eco-theology and ecophilosophy. Here, I suggest that a ritualized process of becoming, by
means of eco-exegesis, can be interpreted as a Primal form of ecotheological practice within the scholarly context of philosophy of religion.
This inquiry explores several layers to the meaning of the word
Primal, the most basic understanding of which is that Primal refers to that
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Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 273.
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Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 273. In A Thousand Plateaus
the footnote to “zone of proximity” states that the word translated as
“proximity” is voisinage, drawn from set theory. The associated mathematical
term in English is “neighborhood.”
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which comes first. Here, Primal is specifically associated with the
symbolic consciousness, societies, culture, and religious systems that
emerged during the Paleolithic era. The Paleolithic era in archeology is
often referred to as the prehistoric era; this designation is significant in
that Primal religions are those religions (that came first/before) what is
commonly understood as historical (world) religions that emerged during
the Neolithic era or the historic period.
I bring the anthropology of San studies into dialogue with the
philosophy of religion by building upon comparative religious scholar
Arvind Sharma’s exploration of the philosophy of Primal religions in his
book, A Primal Perspective on the Philosophy of Religion.55 Sharma uses the
term “Primal religion” to refer to a body of spiritual and Indigenous
traditions that fall outside the scholarly framework of the world's
prominent religious traditions. Sharma’s intention here is to privilege
religious cosmologies and epistemologies that have historically been
excluded from participating in the dialogue within the philosophy of
religion. These cosmologies and epistemologies include Indigenous
systems that arose out of both the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods, with
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The term “Primal religion,” although not frequently used outside of an
African context, is not a new term. British comparative religious scholar Geoffrey
Parrinder used the term throughout the second half of the twentieth century
interchangeably with African traditional religion. Kenyan-born philosopher and
theologian John Mbiti too referred to the term interchangeably with African
traditional or Indigenous religion. The works of Parrinder and Mbiti are
discussed here, (Harold W. Turner, “The Way Forward“). Sharma’s work in A
Primal Perspective on the Philosophy of Religion attempts to broaden the scope of the
application of this term within philosophy of religion to extend to Indigenous,
traditional, and spiritual religious systems globally.
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this inquiry's focus being cosmologies and epistemologies whose heritage
can be credited to the Paleolithic period. Building on Sharma's mediation,
my inquiry seeks to demonstrate that the religious, cosmological practices
of hunter-gatherer societies have much to contribute to the evolution of
our understanding of eco-religious practice within the scholarly field of
philosophy of religion, particularly during a time of ecological crisis.
Environmental filmmaker Craig Foster asserts that "we are all
hunter-gatherers just under the skin."56 Assuming this is so, then this
work seeks to question the value of the Primal metaphysics of the chasing
hunt to our own lives. What, if anything, can this metaphysics teach our
postmodern society about our own becoming’s as members of a larger
Earth community?
Significance of Inquiry to the Field of Religion and Ecology
The field of religion and ecology is a relatively new academic field
of study that emerged mainly from a series of Harvard conferences
between 1996 and 1998 entitled “Religions of the World and Ecology.”57
The meetings that saw the participation of more than 800 scholars,
religious leaders, and environmentalists addressed the premise that the
current ecological crisis requires active contemplation and engagement
from the world's religious traditions. This idea was, in part, motivated by
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the recognition that dominant religions had played an important role in
colonial expansion and its pillaging of the Earth. After the Harvard
conferences, the field's academic development placed more focus on large
global faiths, emphasizing Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism,
and other Asian religions. One of the Harvard conferences did focus on
Indigenous religions and ecology that resulted in an edited volume by
John Grim,58 whose own work focuses on Indigenous North American
religions. Even so, Indigenous or Primal religious systems have received
less scholarly attention within this field, especially those religions not
situated within North America. Religious studies departments within
North American academia have in the past allocated more faculty and
resources to Christianity, Judaism, and Asian religions, with fewer
resources allocated to Indigenous or African religions. Through an
increased prevalence in decolonial social and academic movements, North
American academia has come to recognize that many of the world's less
dominant religious systems (and denominations) have a wealth of
ecological heritage to offer the rest of the world's religious and spiritual
communities. It is still fair to say that many Primal religious traditions,
particularly those of hunter-gatherers from the global south, remain on
the fringes of the religion and ecology field as well as North American
academia.
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The significance of looking at this grouping of hunter-gatherer
peoples is that, like the Aboriginal peoples of Australia, the San Bushmen
have become a critical symbol of the hope and despair of First Peoples in
Africa. One of the few remaining groups of hunter-gatherers in the
twenty-first century, the individual and communal lives of the San are
arguably the most well documented throughout their transition from
sovereign societies to marginalized citizens of nation-states. This inquiry
is valuable to religion and ecology because it deals with the religious
practices and ecological epistemologies of an African Primal tradition by a
scholar born and raised in Africa. Studies in religion and ecology
explicitly focused on southern Africa are mostly lacking.59 This is not to
say that scholars in southern Africa (or Africa) are not engaged in research
pertaining to the field of religion and ecology; rather, the field of religion
and ecology is unaware of these scholars and their work. As a South
African who grew up classified as white in Apartheid, I do not pretend to
be able to represent the San's voice. Rather, I come to this inquiry through
the lens of my heritage and experiences as a person of settler heritage who
was brought up on their land. I also come to this inquiry out of respect for
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the San as our collective ancestors. For me, that respect entails recognition
of oneself as a former hunter-gatherer at the end of an era, an era in
human history that lasted 200,000 years—but one that has been
disappearing, mostly unnoticed, in the last two centuries. From this
understanding, I recognize that although we may feel at home in a
postmodern world, we are in fact suffering, as Craig Foster reminds us,
the psychological trauma of our abstraction from our inherent ecological
web. This ecological web successfully sustained us and other species for
tens of thousands of years.60 What the San Bushmen of the Kalahari
retained until being removed from their land is that they remained “an
integral component in . . . ’the great dance of life.'"61 As far as I am aware,
my inquiry is the first to formally explore the cosmologies and
epistemologies of southern African hunter-gatherers within the academic
context of religion and ecology.
Theoretically, my inquiry is significant for several reasons. The first
of these is that my inquiry assumes an integrated approach to the study of
hunter-gatherer epistemologies and religious practices. My dissertation
brings together European philosophical thought with comparative
religious studies, relational ontology, and animism studies. Various
scholars within the broader field of environmental humanities are
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increasingly bringing together European philosophy and animism studies,
comparative religion, and relational ontology. The dialectical pairing of all
of these theoretical approaches is, as I understand, relatively novel to
religion and ecology.
The second of these is that San Bushmen's practices and rituals are
seldom studied in dialogue with eco-theology, spiritual ecology, and the
scholarly field of philosophy of religion. San anthropological studies have,
for the most part, focused on the social ambiguity of San communal and
societal structures, often setting aside the influence of cosmologically
informed ritual on the ambiguity of the San experience of ontology. The
main exception here is the ritual practice of the trance or healing dance,
most prominently popularized within a neo-shamanistic framework.
Mathias Guenther’s treatment of the ambiguity of San cosmologies and
epistemologies alongside his recent application of New Animism studies
to San ontology have paved the way for the theoretical treatment of my
own discourse.62 Scholars Bradford and Hillary Keeney’s interrogation
into the recursive relationship of San ritual to First and Second Creation
provides my own work with a distinct framework for discussing
ontological ambiguity during the hunt.63 Theoretical applications of
relational ontology and New Animism to the understanding of San
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cosmology and ontology are newly developing, and I seek to contribute to
this developing discourse by privileging the San worldview.
My third point of relevance is that there appears to be a lack of
academic extension of the theory of becoming-animal to studying huntergatherer ontology within an African context. In contrast, becoming-animal
has been applied within an Amazonian context through Eduardo Viveiros
de Castros and Eduardo Kohn,64 and in a North American context
through the work of Annette Watson and Orville H. Huntington.65
My fourth point of relevance is that there similarly appears to be a
lack of application of Arvind Sharma’s theory of Primal religions to
southern African and hunter-gather traditions. The most prominent
scholars to discuss and apply this work to African cosmology and ritual
practices are Jacob Olupona and Laura Grillo within West and North
African contexts.66
Lastly, my inquiry seeks to increase the academic scope of film
analysis in religion and ecology by drawing on the rich body of film
materials generated by Craig and Damon Foster as philosophical and
ethnographic resources. This dissertation will be applying the chosen
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theoretical frameworks to the analysis of the chasing hunt, as
demonstrated by two of the Foster brother films, including behind-thescenes materials and additional interviews. The films, which have had
limited distribution to global audiences, lack formal analysis for academic
publication, except for the semiotic and cultural analysis conducted on the
first film by Professor Keyan Tomaselli and his graduate students at the
University of Natal in South Africa.67 In conclusion, my inquiry seeks to
make a significant contribution to the academic field of religion and
ecology in my inquiry’s choice of topic, theoretical approach, and source
materials used for analysis.
Methodological Approach
African approaches to epistemology are characterized by
understanding of interconnectedness, the relationship and
interdependence captured in the concept of Ubuntu, which
recognizes that individual identity is possible only in community
with others and nature. “I am because you are.” Without a
relationship to the other, and without reference to the other, the
individual cannot be.68
Theoretical Framework
Designing theoretical frameworks within fields of integrative study
is a delicate and challenging task. Integrative or comparative research has
become trickier to navigate in the decolonial academic era as scholars of
different backgrounds and education bring together multiple sources and
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theories under one research project's banner. Indigenous scholars are
beginning to write their own stories and engage in critical inquiry of their
cultural history with Indigenous tools. There is also an increase in socalled Western scholarship that seeks to reinterpret global cultural
perspectives through the lens of Indigenous research paradigms. In the
latter case, the aim of this Western scholarship is to reframe the scholar's
own Western theoretical approach from the Indigenous Other's
perspective.
My dissertation inquiry is a philosophical reading of Indigenous
perspectives on the ontological boundaries between humans and otherthan-humans in southern Africa. My work attempts to value the position
of human–animal relations in hunter-gatherer cosmology and
epistemology and the impact these have on their ecological worldview.
Theoretically, my inquiry brings an interpretive philosophical approach to
privileging the epistemologies that underlie the San Bushmen's
ontological experience of their environment. This approach is concerned
with situating ritualized aspects of the chasing hunt as practiced within
the context of an eco-religious and eco-theological69 debate through the
study of San Bushmen ontology. The question that arises is as follows:
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what theoretical frameworks should I engage in order to inform and
shape the philosophical and religious hermeneutic of this study?
The most substantive data available for analysis on the San
Bushmen consists of anthropological data derived from ethnographies
and archaeological data derived from rock art studies. Accordingly, my
inquiry is a philosophical reading and interpretation of a mostly
anthropological world. In part, my inquiry's theoretical framework stems
from San Bushmen anthropology and sociology, process-relational
philosophy, and the philosophy of religion and eco-religious practice.
Four main categories have informed the underlying data and
philosophies used in this dissertation: ethnographic data on the San
Bushmen, New Animism studies on human–animal relations amongst
hunter-gatherers, the study of both European and Indigenous
perspectives on alternative ontologies, and the study of Indigenous ritual
practice as eco-religious practice. These sources inherit their own sets of
theoretical frameworks, which my inquiry seeks to recognize as a
backdrop to the foundation of my analysis.
My inquiry seeks to unify the four categories of information under
the overarching framework of an African-centered “decolonial Indigenous
research paradigm,”70 which privileges relational ontology within the
cross-context comparative study of Religion and Ecology. A foundational
definition of relational ontology defines “relational ontology as the
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philosophical position that what distinguishes subject from subject,
subject from object, or object from object is mutual relation rather than
substance.”71 In bridging anthropological and philosophical perspectives,
my inquiry draws from a range of Indigenous and European ontological
theories and perspectives, which include the school of New Animism, the
ontological turn of an anthropology beyond-the-human, and the Eurocontinental perspective on process-relational ontology within a decolonial
and precolonial context. The unifying factor among these theories is the
desire to challenge the dominant modern epistemologies that prescribe
limits and boundaries onto human and more-than-human ontologies in a
materially industrialized world.
This research applies the theoretical approaches and hypotheses of
a prominent grouping of scholars for data analysis within the context of
an African relational ontology and a Euro-continental process-relational
ontology. The first scholar is San Bushmen anthropologist Mathias
Guenther, who pioneered a theory of ontological ambiguity in San
Bushmen cosmology, epistemology, and ontology that is fundamental to
my inquiry. Guenther’s theory of ontological ambiguity privileges the
mytho-mystical metaphysics of a San worldview over the arguably
hyperrational approach favored by Eurocentric scholars when
approaching the San worldview. Guenther’s recent work has extended his
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own approach even further to apply the relational ontological frameworks
of New Animism studies to San Bushmen studies, focusing on human–
animal relations.72
The second set of scholars are philosophers Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari. Their theory of becoming-animal constitutes a radically
alternate Eurocentric ontology whose potentiality provides an analytical
bridge between San Bushmen anthropology and the philosophy of ecoreligious study.
In addition to the centrality of the work of Guenther, on the one
hand, and Deleuze and Guattari on the other, my inquiry will also draw
from Arvind Sharma's framework of a Primal perspective on the
philosophy of religion as it relates to definitions of eco-theology and ecoreligious practice.73 Sharma’s interpretative lens seeks to include
Indigenous ideas and experiences within the contemporary analysis of
philosophy of religion.
At the heart of a decolonial Indigenous research paradigm is
recognizing the colonized other's communal ontology and axiology. Thus,
my inquiry demands critical reflection on the practical, social, and
mythical factors that define relationality within the San Bushmen world.
An emphasis on how relationships shape ontology within a more general
African context recognizes the adage that "I am we, I am because we are;
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we are because I am, I am in you, you are in me.”74 This adage
demonstrates an experience of being that is connected, fluid, and in
motion at all times.
Relational epistemologies focus on communal forms of knowledge
production and demand that the inquiry place ethics at the forefront of its
methodological approach. This epistemological approach aligns with a
Primal perspective on the philosophy of religion. The interpretation of a
spiritual tradition within a Primal or Indigenous context emphasizes
religion as a relational and community-centered practice, not as an
individuated process.75 According to MacDonald, within this process of
religion as a relational practice, ritual punctuates life phases, impacting
each community member.76 In an African context, as is the case in many
other Indigenous contexts, narrative and story are fundamental to the
formation and reinforcement of ritual. In San Bushmen tradition, folklore
reinforces the reality of their cosmology daily and influences their
ontological experience of both tangible and intangible worlds. The above
frameworks, in conjunction with the theories of Guenther, Deleuze, and
Guattari, are applied to select ethnographies and filmographies that focus
on the chasing hunt. In the upcoming section of this chapter, I outline the
details of these materials’ interpretive analysis.
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Methodological Tools and Data Analysis
Stories remind us of who we are and of our belonging. Stories hold
within them knowledges while simultaneously signifying
relationships. In the oral tradition, stories can never be
decontextualized from the teller. They are active agents within a
relational world, pivotal in gaining insight into a phenomenon.
Oral stories are born of connections within the world and are thus
recounted relationally. They tie us with our past and provide a
basis for continuity with future generations.77
My scholarly work has always been preoccupied with the art of
storytelling and the role of oral tradition in various cultural settings; my
academic career has been cross-disciplinary and multicultural within the
humanities, yet it has always focused on stories. As an undergraduate in
film studies, I wrote my honours thesis on the role of oral tradition in
diaspora Jewish identity formation; for my Master's thesis in Middle
Eastern history, I studied the role of orality in Arab media development in
the Middle East. In this dissertation, neither orality nor storytelling is the
subject of my inquiry, and yet story informs the analytical foundation of
my inquiry.
One theoretical perspective of such an analysis within philosophy
is that of ethnophilosophy, described as “the experiences of the people
encoded in their language, folklore, stories, songs, artifacts, culture, and
values.”78 In designing the overall methodological approach to my
inquiry, I drew inspiration from a group of contemporary Indigenous,
African, and Mestizo scholars in their use of story and storytelling as a
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methodological tool for dynamic relational interpretive inquiry. These
scholars include First Nations scholars Margaret Kovach,79 Jo-Ann
Archibald,80 and Dorothy Christian;81 New Zealand Maori scholar Linda
Tuhiwa Smith,82 Peruvian scholar Marisol de la Cadena,83 and Botswanan
Bantu scholar Bagele Chilisa.84 My inquiry's methodological approach is
shaped by Mathias Guenther's framing of the three ontological domains of
being that present themselves in San Bushman cosmology through stories
and storytelling.85 My methodological approach has also been shaped by
Bradford and Hillary Keeney’s recursive frame analysis, a qualitative
research method for mapping and analyzing change-oriented
conversation that they apply to San Bushmen ritual and storytelling.86
Bagele Chilisa highlights that for non-Indigenous scholars
engaging an Indigenous research paradigm, ”Stories enable researchers to
triangulate postcolonial indigenous values, belief systems, and
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community and family histories with other sources of knowledge.”87 San
Bushmen studies and ethnographies have an unusually high level of
triangulation informed by San storytelling traditions and oral history,
documented through transdisciplinary fields of study. This triangulation
exists due to the number and diversity of sources of available data within
this field. The prevalence of data from archaeological rock art studies,
verbal and documented oral history and folklore in conjunction with
filmographic material, and a wide range of independent ethnographic
study facilitates a high level of triangulation within the field.
Ethnographies are conducted to triangulate findings from previously
documented San oral history and rock art findings, whilst oral history and
folklore are re-enacted by San communities in order to triangulate existing
ethnographies. Participating in the storytelling of contemporary San
community leaders is similarly practiced by ethnographers to triangulate
prior ethnographies. My inquiry follows a similar back and forth model of
triangulating data, moving between the study and analysis of previously
conducted ethnographies and the study and analysis of previously
documented San oral history and story.
My dissertation engages a mixed-method approach to retrieving,
re-evaluating, and reinterpreting narratives about the hunt found in San
ethnographies, folklore, and filmographies.88 Retrieving, re-evaluating,
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and reinterpreting is a core method of the field of religion and ecology.89
My dissertation also draws on informal conversations held with San
Bushmen scholars, researchers, ethnographers, and my own memories of
personal experiences visiting San rock art and /Xam San sacred sites
throughout my life.90 This study applies a relational hermeneutic to
cosmologically informed narrative information. Given that my inquiry
attempts to engage in analysis from a decolonial Indigenous research
paradigm, it emphasizes the contextuality of the narrative information
chosen for analysis. The analysis aims to highlight the relational aspects of
ontology and epistemology explicit within the narratives that address the
questions of my inquiry. My inquiry draws from various types and forms
of analytical information that represent different periods in the history of
the expression of San Bushmen's cosmology.
Initially, I considered applying manual and computer-based
thematic content analysis to a select number of broadly recognized studies
on San Bushmen hunting practices. After much consideration, I concluded
that computer-based analysis did not align with my attempts to build a
stronger relationship with the narratives themselves. Knowing that I
would not be doing an independent ethnography, I wanted to ensure that
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my inquiry process included as many somatic elements as possible to help
me contextualize myself within this world. Somatic components included
manual narrative content analysis, a visual and written research diary,
photographic images, interviews, films, and direct conversations with
other researchers. The first analysis I conducted looked at triangulation
between scholars who had studied different San peoples during varying
decades in the last century. In selecting studies, I considered four factors:
(1) the question that the scholar/researcher addressed, (2) their ethical and
methodological approach, (3) the type of data that they collected, (4) and
its relevance to this inquiry. This study's analysis occurred in four parts.
The first part employed a quantitative narrative analysis of information
assessing language and discussion topics related to hunting. The second
part used a qualitative narrative analysis of the same information that
identified critical themes related to my inquiry's central questions, while
the third part used the qualitative narrative analysis's critical themes to
conduct a script-based and visual-based analysis on the selected
filmographies. The fourth and last phase of research was a synthesis of
findings from the first of these parts. I combined the models and
frameworks developed by Guenther and Keeney and Keeney to establish
an interpretive model to synthesis my inquiry findings.
Upon completing the first part of the quantitative narrative
analysis, I identified four themes that I applied to the textual and storybased content as analysis codes. These codes were applied to content that
was at once literal, conceptual, and metaphoric. The volume of data
selected for reading and analysis consisted of thousands of pages and
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images. Since I had decided to work with manual analysis, I chose
samples of material from various information types and applied the codes
in the second and third parts of the narrative analysis described above.
The codes were relationality (pink), transformation (green), hunting as
ritual practice (purple), and the resulting Primal metaphysics (red). I
purposefully designed the codes to address the research questions. The
colors and correlating words that comprise these codes are directly
reflected in the figurative models that I present below. These figurative
models are meant to visually demonstrate my analytical models. The
codes confirmed what I previously suspected, which was a correlation of
consistent themes across the different types of data I was analyzing. By
applying these codes to the second and third parts of my inquiry, I
attempted to read beyond glaring discussion points that had often
occurred amongst researchers in San studies. Instead, I tried to identify
what I thought were the unspoken and underlying themes less regularly
discussed among scholars. Through the figures or diagrams presented
below, I expand on my method of analysis.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the first phase of developing an
interpretive model began by placing the hunt at the center of both
Guenther and Keeney's and Keeney’s own interpretative theories/models.
This is demonstrated in the illustration above by placing a generic rock art
image of the hunter and an antelope at the center of the illustrative
diagram to represent the chasing hunt. In Guenther’s model, I present the
recursive process of ontological ambiguity that occurs between the three
previously described domains of being. The green arrows, according to
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the above-mentioned color coding, represent a process of transformation
from one domain to the other or between domains. In this model, the
world of the here-and-now and the world beyond of mythological beings
converge through the liminality of the ritualized practice of becoming
during the chasing hunt in a zone of proximity. Visually, the illustration
indicates that the Guenther model begins with the here-and-now.
However, it is fairer to say that this is a bi-cyclic process that starts at the
here-and-now and in the world-beyond of mythological time and beings.

Figure 2. Guenther’s model and Keeney and Keeney’s model, adapted
from Guenther, “’Therefore Their Parts Resemble Humans’”, and Keeney
and Keeney, “Reentry into First Creation.” Author’s figure.
The second half of the diagram addresses the theories of Keeney
and Keeney. Here, I visually demonstrate the recursive and recurrent
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process that occurs during the hunt. This process is one of recurrent
entries and re-entries from Second Creation to First Creation and back to
Second Creation through boundary-crossing. Again, green indicates a
process of transformation from one state to another. Originally designed
as a therapeutic tool to track change-orientated dialogue, Keeney and
Keeney use recursive frame analysis to frame the realms of Second
Creation and First Creation and the interaction between these through
realms of ritual. They apply their model to the practice of storytelling and
the puberty rites and ceremonies of young female and male initiates.91
Figure 3, titled “Mapping the Recursive/Recurrent Dynamic in the
3 Domains of Being,” brings together the four colored thematic analysis
codes explained above92 in combination with Guenther and Keeney and
Keeney’s theories/models.
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Figure 3. Mapping the recursive/recurrent dynamic in the three domains
of being. Data adapted from Guenther, “’Therefore Their Parts Resemble
Humans,‘“ and Keeney and Keeney, “Reentry into First
Creation.”Author’s figure.
The above illustration, which uses the same generic San rock art image of
a hunter hunting an antelope, is aimed at visually demonstrating the
ritualized process of becoming during the chasing hunt as a Primal form
of eco-religious practice. My analytical inquiry demonstrates that my
findings support the presentation of the above visual images.
Anthropological and Philosophical Sources
The research bibliography for this dissertation consists of five
broad categories. Primary categories are sources dealing with (1)
Deleuzian studies and (2) San Bushmen studies. Supporting categories
include (3) general anthropological, ecological, and environmental
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sources; (4) theoretical religious or eco-theological sources; and (5)
methodological sources.
My inquiry covers several key theoretical concepts emerging from
different fields of study that have diverse disciplinary backgrounds. In
this source and literature review, I outline the theoretical concepts
foundational to the analysis of San Bushmen ethnographic and
anthropological information in this research. I begin with a broad outline
of the San Bushmen sources that have been inspirational to my inquiry,
and I elaborate more on the topic of San Bushmen studies in Chapter 2 of
this work.
In the previous sections of this introductory chapter, I elaborated
on relational ontology as a theoretical framework for my inquiry and
pointed to how relational ontology relates to the San Bushmen's
ontological ambiguity, most prominently demonstrated in the recent
publications of Mathias Guenther. I reiterated that the theoretical
framework of relational ontology, defined above, has been applied to
several Indigenous communities worldwide by New Animism studies,
which is the subject of Chapter 2 of Section I of this dissertation. Guenther
alone has comprehensively applied the framework of relational ontology
to San Bushmen ontology and southern African hunter-gatherer studies.93
I elaborate more on this topic in Chapter 3 of Section I of this dissertation.
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This inquiry aims to build upon Guenther's groundbreaking
research by bringing his work into conversation with contemporary
philosophy and eco-religious study. Following a broad outline of San
Bushmen sources used in this work, I have categorized the remainder of
this chapter's review into three categories that address the (1) Deleuzian,
(3) environmental, and (4) eco-religious sections of this dissertation’s
bibliography. Methodological sources have already been discussed in the
prior section of this chapter on methodological approaches.
San Bushmen Studies
Informing the central questions in this dissertation are four primary
sources of information from San studies that have been inspirational to
this research. The first is numerous interpretive analyses applied to
southern African San rock art developed by South African archaeologists
Patricia Vinnicombe and David Lewis-Williams, whose work spans more
than fifty years. The scholarship of Lewis-Williams has had a particular
influence on the early development of San studies; Lewis-Williams’s
shamanic interpretation of therianthropic rock art received global
recognition. It greatly influenced the field of Paleolithic studies in that
Lewis-Williams’s interpretive rock art models were broadly adopted by
scholars in both rock art and Paleolithic studies.94 Vinnicombe’s rock art
interpretations of human–animal relations and human–animal
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transformation in her 1976 classic, People of the Eland, have also been a
great inspiration to this and other research inquiries.95
The second set of primary sources is the extensive filmography on
the hunt produced by South African filmmakers Craig and Damon Foster
that resulted in two feature documentaries, The Great Dance and My
Hunter’s Heart. The Foster brothers spent a total of twenty years making
documentaries about African cosmologies across the continent; they have
been a great inspiration for me throughout my academic career, from the
early days of my training as a documentary filmmaker. Craig continues to
work in environmental filmmaking and has extended his exploration of
human–animal relations in a recent documentary, My Octopus Teacher,
where he applies San hunters' teachings to his journey of tracking an
octopus for the remainder of its life underwater.96 In addition to studying
Craig and Damon Foster’s films, this research draws from the book that
resulted from their films, Africa: Speaking with Earth and Sky. This research
also draws from Craig Foster and archeologist Janette Deacon’s
collaborative photographic and written work in My Heart Stands in the
Hill.97
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The third set of primary sources is the nineteenth-century
ethnographic collection of San Bushmen language, folklore, and
cosmology called the Bleek and Lloyd collection.98 This collection, housed
in Cape Town, is now available online.99 Wilhelm Bleek, a German
philologist, came to South Africa in the 1860s to study Bantu languages.
Following his arrival, he witnessed the slow extinction of the /Xam San
peoples and came to realize that his more critical work was to write down
their stories in their own language. Together with his sister-in-law Lucy
Lloyd, Bleek developed what I believe is the largest ethnographic
collection of work on a single hunter-gather community in the world. This
vast collection of San information has provided scholars with a large body
of data to triangulate their own fieldwork and ethnographies. The /Xam
peoples have since become extinct, and yet it is their words that live on in
our interpretations of San rock art and in the interpretation of the heritage
of more contemporary San practices. To work with /Xam collaborators,
Bleek obtained permission from the governor of what was then the British
Cape Colony to have a group of /Xam prisoners live with him for several
years. There, he worked tirelessly to record their language, folklore,
stories, and mythology to collect over 12,000 pages of information. During
this period of British colonization, many /Xam peoples (and other San
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peoples) were removed from their lands and subsequently imprisoned for
stealing or killing the livestock of settler farmers who resettled the land
the San once hunted and gathered upon. The historical details and story of
these archives and the San represented in them are beautifully laid out in
Pippa Skotnes' publication Claim to the Country.100
The Bleek and Lloyd collection has informed and inspired many
scholars in this field, including David Lewis-Williams, David Guy Pearce,
Patricia Vinnicombe, Megan Biesele, Lorna Marshall, Alan Barnard,
Mathias Guenther, Chris Low, Sam Challis, Pieter Jolly, John Parkington,
Sigrid Schmidt, Thomas Dowson, and Roger Hewitt, among many others.
The anthropologists and archaeologists listed here have made great
contributions to preserving San Bushmen's epistemologies and
cosmology. Additionally, a number of these scholars have been engaged
in various forms of social activism on behalf of the groupings of San that
they have worked among, the most notable of which the establishment of
the Kalahari Peoples Fund in 1973 by anthropologists Megan Biesele and
Robert Hitchock, who garnered numerous colleagues' support.101
The fourth but not the least of the primary sources is the Marshall
family's collective work that has, by now, spanned almost seventy years.
Wilhelm Bleek and Lucy Lloyd’s ethnographies were comprised of the
oral stories of memory, myth, and folklore of people separated from their
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land—stories of people living in captivity in Bleek’s home.102 The
Marshalls' ethnographies were one of the first of San peoples still living as
hunter-gatherers in the 1950s.103 Laurence Marshall, a retired
businessperson, was the first amateur North American explorer to take his
family, who were mostly academically untrained, to a place where few
North Atlantic families had gone before. Laurence took his family into the
heart of the Kalahari Desert to live amongst isolated San communities
living as they had for thousands of years. Lorna Marshall, Laurence’s
wife, became the unofficial godmother of San Bushmen's ethnography.
Her son, John Marshall, collected more hours of film footage on the San
over five decades than anyone else in the world and was an ardent activist
for the rights of the San during times of dramatic change. The Marshall
family is unique among San scholars in that they witnessed first-hand the
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rapid and tragic transition of the San way of life.104 The Marshall family’s
dedication to the San paved much of the way for future academic
endeavors in this field.
As may be clear from the previous paragraphs, San Bushmen
studies have primarily taken place within the fields of archaeology,
anthropology, and documentary filmmaking. Much of these studies
focused on the functional, scientific, and social aspects of foraging and
hunting lifeways. Notable studies here include the work of Richard Lee
and Irven DeVore in Kalahari Hunter-Gatherers: Studies of the !Kung San and
Their Neighbours and the work of Alan Barnard in Hunters and Herders of
Southern Africa. In addition, I engaged with several studies and
ethnographies that focused on tracking, hunting, and human–animal
transformation. Notable examples of such studies include the research of
John Parkington, the work of Kazuyoshi Sugawara on the theory of
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“animal borders,” and Louis Liebenberg and Pierre L. du Plessis’ work on
tracking.105
In recent decades San studies scholars have begun to collaborate
with a more diverse academic community in demonstrating the broader
relevance of San Bushmen epistemologies. One example of this is the
research of political philosopher Louis G. Herman in Future Primal: How
Our Wilderness Origins Show Us the Way Forward, where he collaborated
with Craig and Damon Foster to conduct an ethnography. Another, the
collaborative work of anthropologist Megan Biesele and scholars Richard
Katz and Verna St. Denis in their book Healing Makes Our Hearts Happy:
Spirituality and Cultural Transformation among the Kalahari Ju|’Hoansi,
frames San Bushmen epistemologies within the context of Indigenous
healing and psychology. Bradford and Hillary Keeney’s various works,
including Way of the Bushmen as Told by the Tribal Elders, provides an
alternative perspective on San healing practices and the trance or healing
dance from their own perspective as initiate healers.
Several San scholars have begun advancing the field of postforaging studies that look at the concerns of contemporary San existence.
Social economist and anthropologist James Suzman’s recent work
Affluence without Abundance: The Disappearing World of the Bushmen is an
excellent example of this. The work of Sian Sullivan (in collaboration with
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Chris Low) broadly falls into this category, and also leans toward a
phenomenological and animistic approach.106 My inquiry also draws from
the recent ethnographies of Thea Skaanes, who studies the relevance of
therianthropes and the Eland in Hadza human–animal relations.107
An opportunity exists within academia to further expand
Guenther’s theory of (S)animism through the extended application of the
study of relational ontology and the study of New Animism to San
Bushmen cosmology and ontology. Aside from Guenther, few San
scholars have comprehensively embraced the application of relational
ontology or New Animism to the question of San ontology. Conversely,
scholars studying relational ontology and New Animism have yet to
include the San in their analysis and study of hunter-gatherer peoples
elsewhere in the world.108 I desire to see more works of (S)animism and
even African animism emerge within the philosophy of religion, where
there is a focus on the relevance of hunter-gatherer epistemologies to our
current environmental challenges.
Deleuze and the Environmental Humanities
Deleuze's conception of nature goes to unusual lengths to establish
continuity between the cultural, biological, and even inorganic
domains. In collaboration with Guattari, Deleuze defends this view
by developing a thought of abstraction that is understood not as
conceptual generality but as interconnection across heterogeneous
domains. . . . Until recently, the biosphere was itself understood as
106
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a tree (the tree of life) in which present-day life forms were related
by filiation through a common ancestor somewhere higher up the
tree. But now, it is widely recognized that most life forms can be
assigned only a statistically approximate filiation because of the
dominance of inter-"specific" genetic exchange in bacteria. This idea
of lateral connectivity or networking is what Deleuze and Guattari
call a rhizome.109
This next section entails a short review of Deleuze and Deleuze and
Guattari’s work within the context of the environmental humanities,
demonstrating the relevance of their theories to the field of religion and
ecology and to this inquiry. The emergence within academia of the
environmental humanities is a relatively recent development, coming to
fruition in the past twenty to thirty years and reflecting an increasing
interest in transdisciplinary scholarship.
My reading of Euro-continental schools of social theory—including
philosophy, history, and anthropology— is that for much of the past 100
years they have focused on addressing mostly human cultural and social
concerns. Thinkers like Gilles Deleuze, Michel Foucault, Giorgio
Agamben, and Antonio Negri, many of whom were influenced by Marxist
theory, focused much of their early work on human society’s relationship
to structures of power. These thinkers included concerns for the
environment that relate to resource accumulation and labor production
with a Marxist bent. With the convergence of sociology, anthropology,
and science, scholars like Bruno Latour, Michal Callon, and Isabelle
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Stengers showcased the environment independently as a distinct identity,
one equally impacted by epistemic structures of power.
During the last decades of the twentieth century, Deleuze and
Guattari were prominently, even if not exclusively, featured in relation to
Marxist schools of thought due to their sharp criticism of capitalism and
the nation-state as controlling mechanisms, which came at a time when a
rich body of scholarship from the global south was emerging that
constellated the fields of postcolonial and decolonial studies. This
scholarship placed greater focus on marginalized and previously
colonized communities of people whose lives are much more directly
intertwined with and impacted by environmental changes. Even so, much
of the initial focus of postcolonial and postmodernist theory had an
anthropocentric slant in that social ecology and political ecology focused
on the human in ecological environments and lacked a multispecies
approach.
The flourishing of continental, Australian, and North Americanbased feminist studies, specifically eco-feminism, helped bring social
theory and ecological critique together, moving the scientific study of
ecology and environment into an even deeper relationship with the
humanities. Feminist scholars like Judith Butler, Carolyne Merchant,
Donna Haraway, Isabelle Stengers, Catherine Keller, Freya Mathews, and
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Val Plumwood, to name a few, contributed greatly to what would come to
be known as the collective field of environmental humanities.110
The environmental humanities, a field that emerged in the last few
decades, encompass an array of disciplines that preceded and helped
define it. These disciplines include environmental history, environmental
philosophy, eco-theology, eco-criticism, environmental ethics, and ecopsychology.111 As it has grown in influence and sophistication, the
environmental humanities have drawn upon the works of many who
preceded the advent of the field itself, including figures such as the
historian Lynne White Jr.; the philosopher Holmes Rolston; and
environmental writers such as John Muir, Rachel Carson, and Aldo
Leopold.
Two intersecting schools of thought that contributed greatly to the
development of the environmental humanities in a broader sense were
environmental philosophy and environmental ethics. The work of scholars
in the field of environmental ethics contributed greatly to the evolution of
religion and ecology, and ecology and theology. Within environmental
philosophy, the evolution of the deep ecology movement was pioneered
by Arne Naess, whose own philosophy, like that of Deleuze, was greatly
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influenced by Baruch Spinoza.112 Significant scholars within
environmental philosophy include notables such as Bron Taylor, Michael
Zimmerman, Murray Bookchin, and Gary Snyder.
Parallel to the flourishing of the above, the work of Alfred North
Whitehead and the Deleuzoguattarian113 project reinvigorated academic
discussions on process thought and process-relational ontology in
England, North America, Australia, and Europe, respectively.
Whitehead’s process thought allowed postmodern Euro-American
thinkers to reinvent their cosmologies, theologies, and epistemologies,
whilst the Deleuzoguattarian project can be seen as having reinvigorated
cosmological understandings of postmodern metaphysics.114 Whitehead
and Deleuze each engaged in a reimagining of how the metaphysical
process of Western thought and its material and nonmaterial modes of
becoming interrelated. These two philosophers, emblematic of diverse yet
connected positions that Western philosophy can represent, demonstrate
the complexity of the intellectual lineage of the Western philosophical
tradition and that tradition’s ability to engage in an alternate perspective
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of ontology. As a mathematician, Whitehead was a philosophical
empiricist who was concerned with thinking through the spatiotemporal
processes of Nature as defined by and denied by the history of Western
philosophy. Whitehead believed that “we habitually observe by the
method of difference,”115 which is perhaps what allowed Deleuze to relate
to Whitehead as a speculative philosopher. Beaulieu, Kazarian, and
Sushytska comment that Deleuze, following in the footsteps of Henry
Bergson and Whitehead, worked to keep metaphysics alive116 and that
through the ideas of Bergson, Deleuze was able to develop his own
concepts of the existence of difference that are not ontological in kind,
inspiring his theories of difference, repetition, and multiplicity.117 This is a
difference of relationality, or rather, difference as pure relationality rather
than pure being—a difference that in turn becomes internal to the
relational process of being.
The relational process of Deleuze’s differential ontology118 is
fundamental to this inquiry in that it lays the foundation for the process of
becoming and provides me with a language to interpret Guenther’s
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theories of ontological mutability from the perspective of Western
metaphysics. The compatibility in the differences between Deleuze and
Whitehead is evident in the way that scholars like Catherine Keller, Anne
Danielle, and Isabelle Stengers are reading these two thinkers together to
reinterpret the metaphysics of the Western philosophical tradition.119
Deleuze’s work with Guattari and their theory of becoming provided
Euro-American thinkers with ways to rethink human ontology, not as
posthuman or beyond the human, but as an ontology of process that
becomes with the animistic elements that comprise Earth. This
multispecies ontology is one of becoming rather than being.
Bernd Herzogenrath writes that "Deleuze and Guattari call for a
rhizomatic conception of evolution based not on a centralized
directionality of species development, but on the active, unfinalized flux
of constantly circulation relations, interactive encounters, and shared
transformations."120 In this inquiry, I attempt to demonstrate how this
rhizomatic conception of evolution supports the understanding of San
ontology and its relationship to Earth. Beaulieu expands on this
rhizomatic conception of evolution when he writes that
Deleuze conceives matter in terms of differential modes of intensity
and it seems it is precisely what had escaped Darwin who was
instead interested in identifying lines of evolution of species. Both
Whitehead’s philosophy of organism and Deleuze’s philosophy of
nature are deeply anti-Darwinian as they argue in favor of a
119
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principle of autonomous creativity wherein no priority is granted
to a particular line of becoming.121
In the past three decades, it is the above principles that have drawn
an increasing array of thinkers from different scientific, academic, and
artistic disciplines to use Deleuze and Guattari's concepts of philosophy as
tools for creating new ways of thinking about becoming multispecies in
the age of the Anthropocene. For Deleuze and Guattari, becoming is a
complex interaction between the processes of being through difference
and the processes of thought. In What Is Philosophy? they proclaim, “The
philosopher must become non-philosopher so that nonphilosophy
becomes the earth and people of philosophy.”122 Here what Deleuze and
Guattari are attempting to demonstrate is that what forms a long-lasting
relationship between the agony of other beings and thought is not an
emotional function of the mind, but rather a “zone of exchange between
man [human] and animal in which something of one passes into the
other.”123 This, they explain, is the fundamental relationship of
philosophy to nonphilosophy; we become through the thinking of a
concept, in order that the concept can become something else. “Becoming
is always double, and it is this double becoming that constitutes the
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people to come and the new earth. [Reiterating that] The philosopher
must become nonphilosopher so that nonphilosophy becomes the earth
and people of philosophy.”124
Below, I briefly outline a sample of work that demonstrates how
thinkers are using Deleuze and Guattari’s theories to conceive of a
different way of relating to our multispecies world. As previously
explained, part of what has enabled contemporary thinkers to apply the
theory of Deleuze and Guattari to their work is its high level of
compatibility with the ideas and language of the postmodern fields of
complexity science and complex biology, and these fields’ interaction with
environmental humanities.125 The ways in which scholars (some of whom
are discussed below) have begun to rethink modern understandings of
science and metaphysics demonstrates why Deleuze and Guattari’s
theories are appropriate to this inquiry.
The philosophical exploration of Deleuze and Guattari's theories
within environmental and ecological studies has grown rapidly
throughout the past three decades. One example of this is a two-volume
set of edited essays published in 2008 and 2009 by German professor of
American literature and culture Bernd Herzogenrath, entitled An
[Un]Likely Alliance: Thinking Environment[s] with Deleuze/Guattari and
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Deleuze/Guattari & Ecology. These volumes display an array of essays from
diverse fields of scholarship seeking to frame a conversation around what
Herzogenrath calls “ecological questions"; they bring Deleuzoguattarian
theory, particularly the rhizomatic conception of evolution and its role in
the formation of their diverse range of theories,126 into negotiation with
critical concerns in eco-philosophy, eco-psychology, eco-criticism, animal
studies, science, technology, art, and various ecology studies, such as
political ecology. These volumes demonstrate that a diversity of scholars
are thinking with environmental ecologies in a complex and creative
manner by applying Deleuze and Guattari's concepts to their specific
disciplines, and they encourage other scholars to create beyond traditional
boundaries. Additionally, they inspire scholars to continue facing
differences in scholarship by challenging the academic establishment's
divisive norms. Thinking Environment[s] with Deleuze/Guattari goes beyond
what might be termed “(intellectual) tree-hugging”—it is a call to think in
complexity, and to complex thinking, a way to consider the environment
[and environments] as negotiations of human and nonhuman
dynamics."127
Several other scholars have creatively employed Deleuzoguattarian
theory in developing theoretical fields that are of value to the
environmental humanities. These scholars have brought attention to
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unique aspects of Deleuzoguattarian concepts that are critical to thinking
with the environment. One of the most notable of these is MexicanAmerican artist and philosopher Manuel DeLanda who, in his 2016
publication Assemblage Theory (Speculative Realism), develops the first
comprehensive overview of Deleuze and Guattari's assemblage theory
applied to multiple disciplines.128 Assemblage theory, part of Deleuze and
Guattari's anti-Darwinian philosophy of Nature, studies the emergence of
structures through their interacting components at various scales, which is
especially relevant to my exploration of ontology.
“States are made up not only of people but also of wood, fields,
gardens, animals, and commodities” (Deleuze & Guattari 2003a:
333) . . . unlike totalities “in which parts are linked by relations of
interiority,” assemblages “are made up of parts which are selfsubsistent and articulated by relations of exteriority, so that a part
may be detached and made a component of another assemblage”. .
. because “unlike taxonomic essentialism in which genus, species
and individual are separate ontological categories, the ontology of
assemblages is that since it contains nothing but differently scaled
individual singularities (or haecceities).”129
Another noteworthy work is that of cultural geographer Mark Bonta and
French studies professor John Protevi, who focus on the
Deleuzoguattarian concept of geophilosophy in their 2004 publication
Deleuze and Geophilosophy: A Guide and Glossary. Bonta and Protevi apply
geophilosophy to geography pedagogy and spatial complexity theories,
creating a new framework for thinking with the Earth.
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Deleuze and Guattari's rich use of terms usually applied only to the
morphological processes of the Earth. . . . Drawing on the new
sciences . . . argue that structures are not limited to homeostatic
equilibrium states (stratas) but also non equilibrium nonlinear
networks. . . . Minor (nonlinear) science concerns “intense”
morphogenetic processes operating far from equilibrium. They
involve lines of light, bifurcations or becomings, which open the
system's creativity through “the capacity for meshing into
consistencies.”130
Lastly, psychologist Joseph Dodds’s 2011 publication Psychoanalysis
and Ecology at the Edge of Chaos: Complexity Theory, Deleuze|Guattari, and
Psychoanalysis for a Climate in Crisis presents what is perhaps one of the
most progressive studies at the intersection of eco-criticism, ecopsychology, complexity theory, and Deleuzoguattarian studies, referring
to complexity theory as a new nomadic science. As the eco-psychologist
Martin Jordan writes in his foreword to this publication:
By drawing upon the geophilosophy of Deleuze and Guattari and
current thinking in complexity theory, he [Dodds] puts together an
exciting and very interesting argument (or arguments in a
rhizomatic form) for how we may approach this current crisis. . . .
He asks, as others have started to do in the field of eco-criticism
(Morton 2007), whether we need an ecology without the idea and
projections of an idealized “Nature.”131
Jordan presents Dodds's work in eco-psychoanalysis as a critical tool to
thinking about the relationship between psychoanalysis, ecologies of “the
natural,” and climate change challenges.
Situating Deleuze and Guattari within the environmental
humanities is foundational to the applicability of their theories to this
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dissertation. Deleuze is a continental philosopher, and Guattari a
psychotherapist whose work extended into environmental studies.
Neither is strictly considered a part of the lineage of any one specific
discipline within the environmental humanities.132 Despite this, what the
above has attempted to demonstrate is that in the past three decades,
scholars within the environmental humanities have begun to draw upon
the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari to expand the concepts and
application of their own work. In Chapter 2 of Section I of this
dissertation, I explore in more detail the radical nature of Deleuze’s
ontology that derives from the philosophical lineage of process
philosophy.133 The abovementioned scholars demonstrate just how
relevant the Deleuzoguattarian project is in addressing this ecological
moment in a complex and interdisciplinary manner. In this section, I also
alluded to Deleuze’s lineage of relational process thought, which I discuss
further in Section I, Chapter 2 and which is essential to bridging the gaps
in my inquiry between European philosophy and Indigenous theory on
relational ontology. As part of bridging this gap, I situate Deleuze and
Guattari’s theory of becoming-animal to the academic study of relational
ontology in the next section of this review.
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Deleuze, Becoming-Animal and Relational Ontology
To become is not to attain a form (identification, imitation,
Mimesis) but to find the zone of proximity, indiscernibility, or
indifferentiation where one can no longer be distinguished from a
woman, an animal, or a molecule, neither imprecise nor general,
but unforeseen and non-preexistent, singularized out of a
population rather than determined in a form.134
The theory of Deleuze and Guattari most critical to this inquiry is
their theory of becoming and becoming-animal as a practice in relational
ontology, although territoriality and geophilosophy are also theories of
importance to this work.135 Of these theories, becoming-animal has the
most potential for intercultural comparative dialogue in the growing field
of relational ontology across academic disciplines. It is also through this
theory that we find a link between New Animism studies and processrelational ontology.
Three examples from New Animism studies demonstrate the use of
the theory of becoming in different cultural settings. Luiz Costa and
Carlos Fausto point to Eduardo Viveiros de Castro being one of the first
anthropologists to apply Deleuze and Guattari’s broader theory of
becoming to the ontology of the Arawete peoples in Amazonia.136
Eduardo Kohn also drew from Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of becoming
and becoming-animal to present an argument for alternate Amazonian
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ontologies in his books The Anthropology of Life and How Forests Think.137
Nurit Bird-David’s work demonstrates another early example of
becoming through her work on relational epistemologies in southern
India.138
A more recent example of the application of becoming-animal is
Annette Watson and Orville H. Huntington’s study of the Koyukon
Athabascan peoples' hunting practices in Alaska. Their article "They're
Here—I Can Feel Them: The Epistemic Spaces of Indigenous and Western
Knowledges" inspired my application of becoming-animal to San hunting
practices. Watson and Huntington define an Athabascan approach to
hunting as a “practice of an ethical relationship with the nonhuman-and
the effect of a posthumanist ontology seen within an epistemic space,”
and further explain that “the difference between Indigenous and Western
Knowledges is borne from how their epistemic spaces recognize
assemblages through either humanist or posthumanist philosophies. “139
Here, a posthumanist philosophy recognizes that through the
indetermination of participation in epistemic space that the individual
human or nonhuman is itself the fluctuation of a multiplicity of
assemblages. In Difference & Repetition, Deleuze explains that
Individuation is mobile, strangely supple, fortuitous, and endowed
with fringes and margins; all because the intensities which
137
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contribute to it communicate with each other, envelop other
intensities which contribute to it communicate with each other,
envelope other intensities and are in turn enveloped. The
individual is far from indivisible, never ceasing to divide and
change its nature.140
It is in this posthumanist understanding of individuation that becoming
can take place. Citing the work of Réne Scherer and Guy Hocquenghem
on “wolf children,” Deleuze and Guattari write, “They appeal to an
objective zone of indetermination or uncertainty, something shared or
indiscernible. . . . A proximity that makes it impossible to say where the
boundary between the human and the animal lies.”141 It is in this
proximity that the boundaries, fringes, and margins of organisms
comprise entities of individuation envelop, and are in turn enveloped,
through an ongoing process of communication.
In part, this research seeks to serve as a philosophical extension of
the above applications of Deleuze and Guattari's becoming. It aims to
bring the theory of becoming-animal into a more detailed conversation
with an African relational ontology that is multispecies. Thus far, the only
scholar to bring Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of becoming into dialogue
with the San is Sian Sullivan in her article, “’Ecosystem Service
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Commodities’—A New Imperial Ecology? Implications for Animist
Immanent Ecologies, with Deleuze and Guattari.”142
As has been previously mentioned, this research further aims to
bring the recent work of Mathias Guenther on (S)animism and ontological
flux into dialogue with the theory of becoming-animal.143 Guenther draws
from numerous scholars in New Animism to demonstrate a San relational
ontology, and he draws on the work of Tim Ingold to explain how the
ontology of (S)animism differs from the animisms put forward by other
scholars. My reading of Guenther is that an ontology of flux goes beyond
the animistic understanding of relational ontology; an animistic
understanding of relational ontology distinguishes the shared interiority
of spirit or soul between human-nonhuman from an exteriority that is
discontinuous and distinct.144 In contrast, in an ontology of flux, there is
an extension of human–animal continuity in the mutability of the interior
and exterior of San Bushmen ontology that extends to the realm of the
here-and-now, including the real-realm of hunting.
They are moments at which the ontological ambiguity and
instability of humans and nonhumans that is manifest in myth and
ritual also enters humans’ awareness in real life in the real world. . .
. The effect of these reiterations of transformation and ontological
flux is that it contributes towards grounding the “extraordinary
ontology” of myth within reality, an epistemological process that is
142
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reinforced by the San who live in a vibrantly oral culture in which
people frequently tell and listen to myths (Guenther 2015).145
In an article entitled “Anthropological Engagement with the
Anthropocene: A Critical Review,” Hannah Gibson and Sita Venkateswar
explore a spectrum of philosophical theories that foster and promote the
emergence of the recent field of multispecies ethnography. This article
highlights considerations for a new transspecies ontology through the
examples of Eduardo Kohn’s work, Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of
becoming-animal, and Donna Haraway’s idea of Natureculture. The
article also highlights feminist thinker and theoretician Rosi Braidotti,
whose research on posthuman knowledge and nomadic theory is
influenced by the Deleuzoguattarian project. Braidotti describes the
process of becoming-animal as an “axis of transformation [entailing] the
displacement of anthropocentrism and the recognition of trans-species
solidarity on the basis of our environmental roots, that is to say,
embodied, embedded, and in symbiosis with other species.”146
Through the previous passages, we have seen that Deleuze and
Guattari’s theory of becoming, through its premise of a zone of exchange
(via a zone of proximity) that enables a process of blurring, merging, or
sharing identity, has enabled scholars to think beyond the limitations of
the metaphysics of Eurocentric substance ontology. Becoming-animal
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serves as a literal and metaphysical deviation from the majoritarian power
that carries both intellectual and political value: it redirects our vision of
world phenomena towards a minoritarian view, which in this case, is the
human–animal other.147 Beaulieu echoes the above sentiment of
redirecting our vision toward a minoritarian view of the other-thanhuman through the following quote:
No privilege is granted to humans in the conceptuality of Deleuze
and Guattari‘s books. Indeed, their main concepts (territory,
molar/molecular, assemblage, smooth/striated, rhizome, sign
refrain, line of flight, etc.) hold for the human, the animal, the
social, politics, and arts alike.148
Primal Religion, the San Bushmen and Becoming-Animal
Diversity, ambiguity, confusion, contradiction, incoherence,
vagueness, heterogeneity, fluidity, ineffability—such are the
qualities that commentators on Bushmen religion have variously
attributed to the beliefs over the past century. They run through all
of the elements that make up the realm of Bushman belief,
cosmology, and myth.149
In this last section of the review, I outline the theory of Primal
religions and its relationship to San religious systems and the practice of
becoming-animal. As indicated in the above quote, the subject of San
Bushmen religion has bemused and confused most who have tried to
define and outline it for the better part of the last seventy years. To the
Eurocentric understanding of what constitutes religion, San religious
systems are paradoxical, ambiguous, and fluid. Traditionally, these
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features are ones that scholars regularly evade when studying the
philosophy and anthropology of religion. Perhaps the frustration
experienced on behalf of many Eurocentric scholars is their
disappointment at being unable to come to terms with a clear
understanding of San Bushmen metaphysics.
In opposition to the majoritarian Eurocentric view, Guenther has
often argued that the ambiguous characteristics of San religion are entirely
congruent with the San’s worldview.150 Herman also argues that this
ambiguity, inherent in San metaphysics, permeates San politics. “As
during the kudu hunt, the connection between hunter and prey can be so
profound as to approach a mystical identification. This thread of
ambivalence, the ability to move between opposite attitudes, seems to
permeate Bushman politics.”151 For Guenther, this ability to move
between opposite attitudes permeates all facets of San Bushmen's lives,
including religion.152 My inquiry is by no means an attempt to further
define the religion of San Bushmen, but rather an attempt to build a
philosophical framework to dialogue with it. My inquiry aims to position
the interpretation of the ontological reality of becoming-animal within the
context of a Primal form of eco-theological debate, demonstrating
becoming-animal as an eco-theological practice based on environmental
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exegesis. This interpretation of becoming-animal does not assume that the
San themselves understood or understand their practices according to
Western definitions of the language employed here from the fields of
philosophy of religion or theology. Instead, it means to create space for an
Indigenous or Primal religious perspective from the point of departure of
an eco-theological language, and contribute to the diversity of dialogue
needed to facilitate a posthuman and multispecies philosophical world. In
other words, it is not seeking to impose terms and ways of being upon the
San so much as open pathways to new interpretations of already accepted
terms in a postmodern society that can further engage the fields of
philosophy of religion and theology.
In order to build a philosophical framework, I first need to
elaborate further on the use of Sharma’s term “Primal religion.” Sharma’s
exposition of the theory of Primal religion is brief but nevertheless
relevant to creating space for the inclusion of Primal and Indigenous
religious systems within the scholarship of comparative religions. Sharma
defines his exposition of this term as an attempt "to incorporate the primal
religious experience within the categories employed in the modern
philosophy of religious discourse, irrespective of whether such categories
or notions are found within the primal religions themselves."153 Sharma
applies the term “Primal religion” to a body of spiritual and cosmological
traditions that fall outside the scholarly framework of the world’s so-
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called great religions. His work critiques the field of philosophy of
religion and the interpretation of categories employed in the modern
philosophy of religious discourse, placing particular focus on scholars’
classification of literate versus nonliterate traditions and calling on
scholars to widen their discourse and their conception of these terms.
Sharma understands that his is a “work of translation. He is taking
indigenous ideas and experiences and rendering them in vocabulary that
has traditionally been employed in the philosophy of religion.”154
Scholars have responded critically and constructively to Sharma’s
work, which does appear to have facilitated fruitful academic debate.155
Sharma’s application of Primal religions to marginalized and mostly oral
traditions forms a basis for my application of the term to the religion of
San Bushmen. Even as I apply this term to a hunter-gatherer tradition for
the purpose of framing a dialogue around this tradition within the field of
philosophy of religion, however, I recognize that it is limited. The primary
limitation of Sharma’s brief exposition on Primal religions, in my opinion,
is the fact that many of the sources and materials that he uses to refer to
African religions are dated and his work lacks the inclusion of more
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contemporary African scholarship, such as the work of Jacob Olupona156
and Bénézet Bujo.157 Despite these limitations, I believe my inquiry’s use
of the term “Primal religion” to be appropriate in my own reinterpretation
and reclaiming of the word “Primal” within a hunter-gatherer context.
Even within contemporary African religious scholarship, I have found
academic discourse on hunter-gatherer religious systems outside of the
field of anthropology almost entirely lacking.158 Sharma’s concise
interpretation of Primal religion leaves room for scholars like myself to
extrapolate further meaning and definition from this term. My inquiry
does not attempt to employ the colonial categories of philosophy of
religion onto San religion, but rather to insinuate that the Primal religious
experience can be an influencing factor in decolonizing the field of
philosophy of religion. Theoretically, this is not dissimilar to what
Deleuze and Guattari have called for in their own work, which is to
decolonize Eurocentric metaphysics.
In outlining what characteristics define the scope of Primal
religions, Sharma includes several definitions of traditions. These terms
have mostly been used in a derogatory manner to exclude certain
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traditions from a philosophical debate: for example, nonliterate,
autochthonous, chthonic, ethnic, small, local, pre-Axial, and ethnographic
societies.159 Sharma is not arguing that this somewhat colonial application
of terms defines Primal religions, but rather that those spiritual traditions
embodying any of these characteristics should not be excluded from
participating in scholarly debate and be treated as equal in value to those
of larger and more influential religious systems.160 A relevant
demonstration of this is the application of the term nonliterate. Here
traditions lacking formal sacred texts, as understood and defined by
Western scholarship, are excluded from the philosophical religious
debate. Sharma, instead, calls on scholars to explore the idea of literacy
within the contextual framework of that particular tradition. This type of
scholarly exploration would enrich the philosophical understanding of
what constitutes literacy and what constitutes sacred texts within a
broader and more dynamic cultural context: for instance, Olupona
explains that in West Africa, the land itself is read as a sacred text.161
Within the context of San ethnographies, direct references to the land as
sacred text are not necessarily evident. What is, however, more evident is
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the idea that land can serve as a type of text that holds ancestral
knowledge. Whilst visiting ancestral lands filled with San rock art, the
central character in My Hunter’s Heart expresses the following:
“It’s so strange walking this old land surrounded by all the old
letters, though no people are left here.”162
The big meat animals, these we know, these are sacred to us. Their
blood is our life this is the work of men and women, who knew
nature like no other. These are the oldest books in the world. I feel
my path to the hunt is somehow written in these rocks.163
To Sharma’s point, literacy takes on many forms within the context of
Primal traditions.164 For the San Bushmen, the Kalahari Desert that holds
the footprints of animals so well is itself a mutable text that they are
continually learning to read through the art of tracking.
If the San Bushmen are our species’ collective First Peoples, then
the origins of their cosmologies and spiritual traditions are likely to be one
of the oldest systems of religious belief by humans on Earth. In spite of the
evolution of ideas that exists within San Bushmen's religious beliefs,
Lewis-Williams and Biesele’s comparative study of the mythology of the
/Xam and contemporary San communities demonstrate a consistent
expression of ontological fluidity between humans, animals, and deities
for more than 30,000 years.165 Sharma highlights that the revelation of
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mythological experience is not only subject to a peoples engagement with
space but also subject to that engagement through time. The San’s
mythological expression of this ontological fluidity between beings is
wedded to their engagement with space through deep time, giving them a
unique perspective on the world.166 The ambiguity of a ritualized
cosmology held through deep time is perhaps what provides for a rich
metaphysics of mutable ontology in the world of the San Bushmen.
Within this context of the deep evolutionary history of religious systems,
all religious systems retain aspects of a Primal religion. Primal is not
primitive in a derogative sense; rather, Primal signifies a type of a
posteriori or experienced knowledge that exhibits highly complex and
evolved states of relating to other beings and to Earth. My inquiry seeks to
reclaim an understanding of Primal as both an experiential and
philosophical form of being connected to ones’ environment.
Additionally, this inquiry aims to privilege the Primal cosmologies and
epistemologies of southern African peoples, and to recognize their ability
to engage eco-religious practices with other beings on Earth in a
postmodern era.
Lastly, when talking about Primal religions, it is essential to note
that the term is not limited to the realm of shamanism or esoteric
Indigenous traditions; rather, it is inclusive of them. Sharma’s work
highlights that a critical marker of Primal religions is that they exist not
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for the benefit of the individual but for the benefit of the entire
community. 167 They are not only the domain of those who partake in the
liminal world of ritual but, more importantly, the realm of the world of
the here-and-now, the world of community—even the world of survival,
for which the liminal world of ritual is but one part. In the philosophy of
both Deleuze and Guattari and that of San Bushmen cosmology, the
reality of the natural and preternatural are rhizomatically connected. In
other words, both recognize a metaphysical and ontological continuity
between tangible and intangible realms of being.168 The preternatural is
not transcendent to anything other than the natural; what is preternatural
is not what is transcendent, but rather what is immanent. In this
rhizomatic continuity between the mystical and the ordinary, a Primal
form of eco-theological practice takes place based on a somatic
engagement with the natural and mythical world.
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SECTION I
Chapter 1: The Story of the San Bushmen in Context, Then and Now

uKhahlamba
It has been a long day, ascending more than 3000 feet across 12
miles. Each time I climb a passage of alpine grassland, the landscape
reveals another level of winding peaks in the near distance. The weather
has changed, bringing gigantic clouds that threaten to engulf all who find
themselves on the ridge of the mountain during a late afternoon storm. I
don’t have much time to visit the cave. I must choose a route down the
mountain. One I know well. I will likely need to descend in the clouds or
worse in the starless darkness that is fast approaching. Many experienced
hikers, who underestimate the elemental forces at play on this African
mountain range, have lost their lives on the peaks of uKhahlamba.
uKhahlamba is Zulu for Barrier of Spears, also known as the majestic
Drakensberg Mountain range. This great escarpment stretches more than
600 miles across the Eastern Cape Province, the Free State Province,
Lesotho, and the Province of KwaZulu-Natal. This escarpment, formed
over millions of years, shaped my earliest memories of being with the land.
uKhahlamba holds the bones of giants who once roamed our planet and the
memories of our earliest human ancestors. Back then, what did I know of
archaeology and anthropology growing up in an isolated Nation-state that
shunned all theories of evolution or talk of an ancestry older than six
thousand years? Even so, my childhood winters frequently brought me
into contact with this rock art. Paintings made by hunter-gathers, by San
peoples, a few who still roamed these mountains in 1928, when my
grandmother was born. Physically exhausted, in a semi-delirious state, I
stand in front of the exposed cave gazing at a montage of Eland Antelope
finely painted onto the rock face. Over thousands of years, the wind has
chipped away at the enclosure of this cave, leaving the paintings bare and
exposed. My hands long to touch the Eland’s face in front of me, but I
restrain myself. Who were the peoples that lived here, I ponder, and what
did the Eland mean to them? Like the San, I too “owe my being to the hills
and the valleys, the mountains, and the glades.”169 What does the Eland
mean to me? I take one last look at the rock face before turning to go. I
have always known that these are sacred mountains whose secrets remain
untold, and yet, they are written on the land by those who once inhabited
this place. 170
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Who Are the San Bushmen?
“A story is like the wind it comes floating from a far-off place, we
are San Bushmen, the sons, and daughters of the First People.”171
Before there were fences, borders, and artificial boundaries
between nation-states; before the land was cut up by game parks and
farmlands and highways; before the Bantu pastoralists inhabited the south
with their herds and tribal bands; before all of this, a small group of
humans lived with and not on the earth. These were the San peoples,
hunter-gatherer societies whose small communities stretched from the
Drakensberg Mountains in the south-east of South Africa to the Kalahari
Desert in the north-west of the country. They dwelled across Botswana,
Namibia, and Angola. They were the First Peoples of southern Africa,
whose story was not included in the narrative of the liberation struggle of
the twenty-first century. Instead, their account was erased from the
history books.
In former South African president Thabo Mbeki’s State of the
Nation address entitled, “I am an African,” Mbeki stops short of
recognizing these peoples as the First Peoples and instead symbolically
recognizes them as the first to lose their lives in the struggle for freedom
through the addition of the below passage to his State of the Nation
address.
I owe my being to the Khoi and the San whose desolate souls haunt
the great expanses of the beautiful Cape—they who fell victim to
the most merciless genocide our native land has ever seen, they
who were the first to lose their lives in the struggle to defend our
171
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freedom and dependence and they who, as a people, perished in
the result. Today, as a country, we keep an audible silence about
these ancestors of the generations that live, fearful to admit the
horror of a former deed, seeking to obliterate from our memories a
cruel occurrence which, in its remembering, should teach us not
and never to be inhuman again.172
The Khoi and the San peoples that Mbeki refers to are collectively
known as the Khoisan, a term first popularized by anthropologist Isaac
Schapera in the 1930s.173 Anthropologist Alan Barnard explains that the
Khoisan peoples are culturally and linguistically diverse groups of huntergatherer and pastoral peoples often portrayed as monolithic in their way
of life and spiritual practices.174 Anthropologists who have engaged in
Khoisan studies across geographies often highlight the differences
between Khoi and San peoples alongside their similarities.175 Barnard, in
his comparative ethnography of both Khoi and San peoples, demonstrates
that these peoples “share a great number of common features of territorial
organization, gender relations, kinship, ritual, and cosmology . . . they
represent elements of structures held in common across, economic,
cultural, linguistic, and ‘racial’ boundaries.”176 Shared culture features are
evident through song and rain rituals, practices relating to the trance or
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healing dance and initiation rites, or hunting skills and practices. Barnard,
Lewis-Williams, Biesele, and others have demonstrated a phenomenal
correlation between groups in the structure and expression of their
cosmologies and religion despite natural variations in the individual
interpretations of these structures through the use of stories.177
Anthropologists engaged in San and Khoi comparative studies
have, by default, found themselves bordering comparative religious
studies as they engage in the inquiry of composite Khoisan religious
structures and practices. Of importance to my inquiry are Guenther’s
findings on the commonality of ontological fluidity, particularly amongst
San peoples, that permeates their day-to-day lives and informs these same
religious structures and practices. “We find ontological flux in [San] ritual,
manifested through transformation, experienced, directly or vicariously,
through either metamorphosis or mimesis, and acted out through ritual,
either altered states of consciousness-informed (the trance dance) or
liminal (initiation rites).”178
Since the 1990s the unique and rich character of Khoi and San
linguistics and genetics have brought them increased global attention by
anthropologists and geneticists. Even so, this nonhierarchal, nontribal
group of communities have received less than adequate attention for their
unique contribution to what Marsha L. Weisiger calls the human history
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of biotic interactions between land and people.179 Much attention has been
given instead to the study of the San Bushmen’s keen mastery of their
environment as optimal foragers.180 Less attention, however, has been
spent on the inquiry of the San Bushmen’s ways of life at the intersection
of ecology and religion, where the biotic interaction between land and
people informs, transforms, and reinforces spiritual and religious practice.
My dissertation is mainly concerned with the hunter-gatherers
commonly referred to as the San, Bushmen, or San Bushmen. As part of
this field's broader historical context, I have referred and will refer to Khoi
and Khoisan peoples in this chapter, as the histories of these peoples and
the San are intertwined in a diversity of ways. Barnard, in line with
Dorothea Bleek’s traditional classificatory scheme,181 categorizes this
linguistically diverse group of peoples geographically into northern,
southern, and central southern African groups. In Barnard’s groupings
relevant to my inquiry, the northern San include the !Kung and Ju/’hoan.
The central San includes the Naro and G/wi, and the southern San
includes the !Xo, //xegwi, and /Xam.
The designation of First Peoples was bestowed upon these
groupings of San following Stanford University’s scientific discovery that
these groupings of peoples genetically represent the root of the human
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family tree.182 The hunter-gatherer San are understood to be the peoples
that remained in southern Africa who did not join the hypothesized
exodus from Africa some 60,000 years ago.183 The herder Khoi or Khoikhoi
(Khoekhoe) are inclusive of a separate but related grouping of peoples; the
semi-nomadic Khoi herders are understood to have returned to the
Kalahari Desert region some 2,000 years ago. As herders, the Khoi were
culturally and linguistically influenced by their interaction with San
hunter-gatherers and with Bantu-speaking herders in northeast Botswana.
The Bantu tribal peoples are understood to have migrated back to
southern Africa from central, eastern, and southwest Africa some 3,000
years ago.184 Figure 4 provides a general orientation of San groups
relevant to this inquiry in southern Africa; it draws from Barnard's
groupings and the ethnographies selected for analysis in this inquiry. My
inquiry draws from different ethnographies at different times, and
therefore multiple groups of San are represented in this dissertation. By
far, the most extensive body of ethnographies conducted is with the
Ju/’hoansi in northern Namibia. Additionally, a large amount of research
still takes place with the Naro, G/wi and !Xo in Botswana.
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Figure 4. Map of San peoples in southern Africa. Data adapted from
Guenther, Human-Animal Relationships, Vol. 1, x. Author’s figure.
The word San is a word in the predominant language of the herder
Khoikhoi peoples that has been translated in several ways, including to
“people who gather wild food.”185 The fact that the name commonly
applied to the hunter-gatherers comes from the Nama language can be
confusing to those unfamiliar with this field of study. It helps to keep in
mind that much of the conventional naming of these peoples' various
groups was imposed on them, influenced by several contemporary
sociopolitical factors. The word Bushmen is another such word, an
anglicized form of the Dutch Bosjesman and the Afrikaans Boesman. This
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name has been traditionally applied to the now extinct /Xam huntergatherers of the interior of South Africa, and the current descendants of
hunter-gatherers still present in the Kalahari Desert of Namibia and
Botswana and northern South Africa represented on the map above. As
should already be clear, neither the words San nor Bushmen are derived
from the hunter-gatherer's naming of themselves; historically, these
groupings of hunter-gatherers had no collective name. Biesele and Keeney
and Keeney highlight that for the San, the process of naming is a
culturally delicate and even ritualized act.186 Yet, through their
engagement with a changing world, San peoples have come to claim these
words and refer to themselves as San, Bushmen, and San Bushmen,
despite the problematics of their historical contexts.
The historical, colonial, and racial contexts of Boesman led many
anthropologists, particularly those associated with the Harvard Kalahari
Research Group, to adopt the name San academically. Given that these
groups' contemporary studies include peoples descended from both San
and Khoi heritage, Khoisan is also a widespread academic standard.187
Taking the historical context of both terms into account and given that my
dissertation's focus is on a hunter-gatherer way of life, I have chosen to
use the words San and San Bushmen interchangeably in my research.
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The Dutch were the first to colonize southern Africa through the
formation of a Dutch Cape colony and initially engaged in trading
relations with the Khoisan peoples.188 This first colony was east of
present-day Cape Town, toward Cape Point in Simons Town on the coast
of False Bay, where Craig and Damon Foster grew up. False Bay forms an
illusionary bay where the coastline comprises a semicircle from Cape
Point towards the east. False Bay provides a relative reprieve from the
peninsula's surrounding stormy waters, making it an ideal place for early
settlement.
Relations between Dutch settlers and Khoisan herders varied in
their social and economic nature, but Dutch attitudes towards Khoisan
peoples were mostly fickle, serving the changing needs and interests of
the newly forming colony. Economically, relations included the trade of
flock for meat, without which the first colony members would not have
survived. Even so, as the colony advanced inland, two bans on the trade
of livestock were imposed by the Dutch on Khoisan peoples as early as the
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period between 1676 and 1725.189 By the time the British invaded the
Dutch colony in 1795 from the coast, the Khoisan resisting invasion and
the expanding Dutch colony were essentially at war.190
Following the Napoleonic wars of the early 1800s, where Britain
ceded the Cape back to the Dutch and then reoccupied it, relations
between the Dutch, the Khoi, and the San intensified even further. The
nineteenth-century battles between the British and the Dutch would see
the Dutch forming their own national identity as Afrikaners in what was
to become South Africa. After the establishment of a British Cape colony,
the Dutch settlers in the Cape began to migrate even further inland,
seeking to carve out their own space in the new world.191 This same
century would see the British invade Zululand on the country's eastern
coast, resulting in the infamous battles between the British and the Bantuspeaking Zulu warriors.192
The nineteenth century was a long century of violence and resource
discovery that brought settlers, Bantu-speaking tribes, Khoi herders, and
San hunter-gatherers into multiple conflicts. As both British and
continental Europeans were rapidly settling the country, they saw the
local inhabitants they encountered as “savage.” At the very bottom of the
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hierarchy of “savages” was the hunter-gatherer Boesman, who served little
value except to disrupt the process of establishing sedentary settler land
practices.
Before the arrival of the Europeans, the primary territorial
geographies of San existence within South Africa included the Kalahari
Desert and the coastal plains of the Western Cape, as well as the interior
that followed the Drakensberg escarpment.193 Before being forced off the
land where they lived for 30,000 to 70,000 years, the San retained
relatively high autonomy levels despite their interaction with Bantu and
Khoi-speaking peoples.194
The Khoisan removal from the land is a process that occurred in
tandem with the colonial settlements’ progression over a total period of
more than 150 years. For the/Xam peoples, land removal and genocide
occurred in the nineteenth century; by the time my grandmother was born
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in 1928, the genocide of the /Xam was almost at its end. For the
Ju/’hoansi of Namibia, land removal occurred as recently as the 1970s
during the South African Namibian border wars; Namibia and Botswana
have their unique tales to tell of colonization.195 Still, it is arguably the San
of South Africa who suffered the biggest losses to their culture and
peoples during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.196 Ironically it has
been through southern Africa’s independence struggles of the twentieth
century in a postcolonial era that the San of all three countries have
completely lost their original form of existence as hunter-gatherers.197
The above is a cursory description of the San and Khoi peoples
within a geographical and national context. While far from exhaustive, my
aim here has been to provide the reader with the most basic context to
locate oneself in relation to my inquiry’s subject.
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San Bushmen Studies in Context
Khoisan and San Bushmen studies, like many studies of Indigenous
peoples around the world, have not only been shaped by the academic
disciplines of archeology and anthropology but also by travel writers,
poets, novelists, artists, and filmmakers. One of San Bushmen's studies'
central challenges is the popular image of the “noble savage” that writers
and artists perpetuated in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
European writers first encountered the Khoisan in the 1650s.198 In
the 300 years that followed, the perception and image of the Bushmen
took shape in the form of European literature that included the works of
Scottish poet Thomas Pringle, Charles Dickens, and even the writings of
Charles Darwin.199 The image of the “noble savage” was also perpetuated
through the tragic story of a Khoi woman from the Eastern Cape called
Sara Baartman. In the early 1800s, Baartman was taken to Europe and
placed on display in theatres as the Hottentot Venus.200 “Hottentot“ was a
derogatory name that the Dutch used explicitly to refer to Khoi peoples.
Sara, also known as Saartjie, died in Europe. Saartjie’s remains were
returned to South Africa in 2002 upon the request of Nelson Mandela.201
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As a college student, I visited Saartjie’s grave after her burial on a road
trip with my parents through the Eastern Cape. There, my mother
graphically relayed Saartjie’s story to me for the first time, a moment
indelibly etched in my memory.
The image of the San Bushmen as “noble natives” grew throughout
the 1900s. A significant contribution to this image was the numerous
novels written by the eccentric Afrikaner Laurens van der Post, whose
work was based on his travels across South Africa.202 Van der Post is still
regularly quoted to this day, despite the well-known academic concerns
surrounding the soundness of the “facts” he presents within his
writings.203 Lastly, the famous comedic film series The Gods Must Be Crazy,
released globally in the 1980s and 1990s, served to entrench the image of
San Bushmen as culturally simplistic and intellectually inferior “noble
natives.”204
The formal academic study of the San peoples can be said to have
begun with the creation of the Bleek and Lloyd archives. These archives,
created in collaboration with six/Xam informants (Figure 5), constitute the
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only San folklore and beliefs originally documented in their language.205
The names of these six /Xam are/A!kunta (Klaas Stoffel), //Kabbo (Jantje
Tooren), /Han≠kass’o (Klein Jantje), Dia!kwain (David Hoesaar), ≠Kasin
(Klaas Katkop), and !Kweiten-ta //ken (Rachel).206

Figure 5. Portraits of /Xam informants. Top row, left to right: /A!kunta
(Klaas Stoffel), //Kabbo (Jantje Tooren), /Han≠kass’o (Klein Jantje).
Bottom row, left to right: Dia!kwain (David Hoesaar), ≠Kasin (Klaas
205
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Katkop),!Kweiten-ta //ken (Rachel). Images posted with permission from
Deacon and Foster, My Heart Stands in the Hill.
/Xam San Portraits
The Bleek and Lloyd archives have become one of the most
influential works in hunter-gatherer studies, used extensively to
triangulate and corroborate many contemporary studies of San peoples.
These archives also stand as a legacy to the /Xam, giving us insight into
the minds, hearts, and worldviews of people who are no longer with us.
For several decades following the passing of Bleek and then Lloyd,
the archives lay forgotten. During this period, Isaac Schapera from the
London School of Economics conducted the first formal ethnography of
Khoisan peoples in the 1920s and 1930s.207 Schapera’s work was followed
by that of the Marshall family, who began establishing relations with the
Ju/’hoansi peoples in Namibia in the 1950s and worked with G|wi
peoples in Botswana.208 In the 1960s, based on the work of the Marshall
family, the Harvard Kalahari Research Group began working in these
same areas.209 In 1966, Richard Lee co-organized the first conference on
hunter-gatherer studies in Chicago entitled “Man the Hunter,” which,
according to Guenther, launched the field of hunter-gatherer studies
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“along a cultural-ecological, materialist trajectory.”210 In 1973, the Kalahari
Peoples Fund led by Megan Biesele and Richard Hitchcock was born and
is still operating today in Namibia, Botswana, and South Africa.
In the years since then, numerous anthropologists have built
decades of relationships with various San groups shown on Figure 4. Of all
these groups, the Ju/’hoansi, with whom the Kalahari Peoples Fund was
initially formed, would receive the most prominent scholarly attention.
Generations of families within this group of peoples would come to know
the Marshalls, the Kalahari Research Group researchers, the Keeneys, and
numerous other scholars intimately. These relationships have continued
for almost seventy years now, from one generation of peoples and
scholars to another.
Parallel to the above, the study of rock art in South Africa was born.
The Bleek and Lloyd archives resurfaced in the 1970s when Patricia
Vinnicombe, Roger Hewitt, and Lewis-Williams sought out the archives as
a tool to assist them in the interpretation of San beliefs embedded in rock
art.211 In the decades that followed, anthropologists who wished to step
outside of the materialist trajectory of Khoisan and San studies themselves
turned to the archives to gain a greater understanding of Khoisan and San
cosmology and beliefs. Scholars began to collaborate across
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anthropological and archeological disciplines. A good demonstration of
this type of collaborative work is between Lewis-Williams and Biesele.212
The field of Khoisan and San Bushmen studies is an incredibly rich
and nuanced field of study, but also one that is almost entirely void of
literature by San writers. James Suzman notes that until relatively
recently, that this has been mainly due to the low levels of literacy
experienced in San communities. San peoples who have been willing and
able to complete schooling and go on to university, however, are
beginning to make their voices heard through community literary and art
projects and literary contributions as part of San activist work. Suzman’s
book was published in 2017, and at the time he was aware of only one
dissertation completed by a San scholar called Kuela Kiema from
Botswana. The dissertation, which is not readily available, is entitled
“Tears for My Land: A Social History of the Kua of the Central Kalahari
Game Reserve, Tc’amnqoo.”213 In the appendix to this dissertation, I have
included a small list of local San resources. Today, San culture remains
mostly oral, and some communities have actively chosen to make their
voices and messages heard through the publications of anthropologists
and scholars who have built long-standing relations with them.
In the 1990s, this field suffered a long academic war entitled the
“Great Kalahari Debate” that challenged early anthropologists’
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approaches to studying the Khoi and San peoples within the context of a
changing political world.214 The result of this debate was a field of study
whose work has become much more historically sensitive to the political
reality of peoples still largely unrepresented in South Africa, Botswana,
and Namibia.
A Hunter-Gatherers Legacy
Our oldest ancestors were hunter-gatherers. They subsisted on the
naturally occurring plants and animals around them, using a great
fund of environmental knowledge and accumulating little in the
way of possessions. Their often complex religious ideologies and
social structures serve their small groups’ needs effectively. For
countless millennia, hunting and gathering were the principal
occupations of almost all human beings.215
Perhaps at the core of San Bushmen studies is the question of the
hunter-gatherer legacy, a question shaped by historical and political
influences inherited from the evolution of human consciousness studies.
In the nineteenth century, evolutionary consciousness was as equally
influenced by Darwinism as it was by explorers and philosophers. In the
post-enlightened world of the twentieth century, the study of human
consciousness was shaped by archeologists, anthropologists, and
philosophers who associated consciousness (and intelligence) with the
origins of the written word and formal religious systems.216 The idea that
intelligence and writing systems are synonymous has been hugely
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problematic and led to much discrimination against oral societies; it has
supported the racist notion that Primal or Indigenous peoples are
unintelligent and uncivilized. The image of the “caveman” whose life was
a daily struggle remains etched in many postmodern minds. This image
had a substantive influence on early hunter-gatherer studies and the
anthropological approaches to engaging with hunter-gatherer
communities around the globe.
In San studies, a purely scientific approach to the study of San
peoples as hunter-gatherers saw San ethnographies apply the
ethologically based “optimal foraging theory” to the study of behavioralecology and human adaptation.217 This work by the Harvard Kalahari
Research Group demonstrated the hunter-gatherers of the Kalahari Desert
as a rational, scientific navigator of their harsh environment, able to adapt
to and perhaps even overcome the natural forces around them.218 As
Liebenberg wrote, “Contrary to popular belief, the hunter-gathering way
of life was not a constant struggle, maintained in the face of adversity, and
ending in early death. Specialised knowledge and social co-operation
ensured that hunter-gatherer subsistence was reliable and based on
known resources.”219 With the “optimal foraging theory” in mind,
scholars began to study the societal economies of hunting and gathering
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according to unique ecological societal adaptations in the Kalahari's
varying geographies.220
Not all scholars and ethnographers took a purely scientific
approach to the study of the San peoples' environmental and social
structures. Lorna Marshall, Megan Biesele, and Mathias Guenther paid
much more attention to San rituals and cosmology and how these
informed San social structures. Lorna Marshall’s 1999 monograph entitled
Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs and Rituals is a crucial work in this space. The
monograph covers a wide range of subjects, including hunting rites,
concepts of sickness and healing, and menarcheal rites, as well as the
cosmological expressions of San religion. In the same year, Guenther
published the groundbreaking work Tricksters & Trancers, Bushman
Religion, and Society. This work privileged San cosmology, storytelling,
myth, and ritual, shedding new light on San religious systems. “San
researchers who bucked the materialist trend throughout the mid- to latetwentieth century drew much of their inspiration from the /Xam
ethnographic record, which supplemented and complimented their
work.”221
Researchers who privileged the less scientifically tangible aspects of
San society also demonstrated the central role that hunting plays in all
aspects of San communal life. For the San Bushmen of southern Africa, the
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hunt is far more than an act of subsistence: it is the ritualization of what
they call the dance of life, a practice whereby one merges the animal's
essence with one’s own body, soul, and mind. “Tracking is like dancing
because your body is happy . . . when you are tracking and dancing, you
are talking with God.”222 The hunt as a ritual practice underlines an
epistemology based on an ecology-of-knowledges that places a relational
ontology at the center of San Bushmen’s engagement with their physical
environment.
Increasingly, anthropologists have demonstrated that hunting is
not only crucial in sustaining San communities; hunting is prevalent in
forming and maintaining social structures within those communities.223
Aside from being the central focus of male initiation, it is also a
metaphorical focus for female initiation and symbolically represented in
marriage and male–female relations.224 The place of hunting in San
psychology is perhaps most evident in /Xam rock art.
In the analysis of 150 fully recorded sites, animal representations
number 3,606, or 43% of the total paintings. Antelope are the most
numerous of the wild animals depicted (77%), eland225 comprising
35%. . . . It is therefore clear that of the animals portrayed, antelope
are the main focus of interest, yet paradoxically, available
archaeological evidence from excavated living sites indicates a
222
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predominance of smaller mammals rather than antelope in
everyday diet.226
In People of the Eland, Vinnicombe points out that the symbolic
prominence of antelope in San rock art, oral tradition, and myth
demonstrates the spiritual and religious significance of hunting, human–
animal relations, and human–animal hybridity in San society.227 Guenther
explains that “as meat and metaphor, animals fill the collective Bushman's
stomach and mind. They are eaten and talked about with relish and are as
prominent in Bushman religious and expressive culture as they are, or
once were, in the Kalahari landscape.”228
Animals as meat and metaphor demonstrates an active, practical,
and perceptual ontology of dwelling in place, as Tim Ingold phrases it.229
In this instance, it is an ontology of dwelling in the Kalahari Desert. Ingold
believes that the hunter-gatherer legacy is a call for the postmodern
human “to be that of a being immersed from the start, like other creatures,
in an active, practical, and perceptual engagement with constituents of the
dwelt-in world.”230
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Chris Low’s recent work supports Ingold’s notion of an ontology
based on perceptual engagements with constituents of a dwelt-in world.
Low, in my understanding, advocates that a hunter-gatherer ontology is
informed by somatic symbolic engagement with their environment, which
allows us to reimagine a more embodied and inclusive approach to the
development of human consciousness. My inquiry supports Low’s
argument in that his work deemphasizes a human-centered approach to
the development of consciousness, emphasizing instead the evolution of
the human as part of the conscious ecology of Earth. Low references
McBrearty and Brooks from their article, entitled "The Revolution that
Wasn't: A New Interpretation of the Origin of Modern Human
Behavior,"231 in support of the argument that the premise of a sudden
“human revolution” of consciousness creates a superficial division
between humans and the rest of the ecological and biological world.232
Such a premise assumes that human behaviors developed independently
of the ecosystems they dwelled in rather than through the somatic
experience of dwelling itself. Here again, my inquiry supports Low’s
argument in that I associate somatic symbolic engagement with an
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ontology of dwelling that, in my opinion, supports the idea that the
evolution of human consciousness is intertwined with the evolution of
Earth. I have framed the above ideas as a becoming of one’s environment
through an ecological reading or exegesis of that environment. My
dissertation suggests that the hunter-gatherer legacy relevant to our times
is the way in which their metaphysics inform their immersive existence in
the world.
The San Bushmen of Southern Africa Today
Since the 1950s, change has been rapid. The San [Bushmen] are no
longer allowed to hunt the animals they once did, and they have
inevitably been caught up in the political changes that have taken
place in Namibia and Botswana. They now have access to schools
and hospitals, but poverty is their overwhelming lot. They manage
to earn some money by making curios for tourists and by
performing the medicine dance, [but] for the most part they live
around small villages such as Tsumkwe. Tin shanties have started
to take the place of traditional dwellings, and firearms are greatly
coveted.233
In the year 2000, filmmakers Craig and Damon Foster released their
first film about the chasing or persistence hunt in San Bushmen society
called the Great Dance.234 The film played like a poetic ode to the Marshall
family's experiences in the Kalahari Desert living with Ju/'hoansi families
in the 1950s, an encounter Marshall Thomas refers to as living in “The Old
Way.”235 Nearly a decade later, when the brothers released the film My
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Hunter’s Heart,236 the film played like a self-proclaimed eulogy to a people
whose way of life no longer exists outside of mythology. Following
seventeen chapters of reflection on a way of life harmonious with nature,
Marshall Thomas, in the last three chapters of The Old Way: A Story of the
First Peoples, elegantly leads us through the result of these people having
been stripped from their former way of life. Marshall Thomas explains
how she and her brother, ethnographer and filmmaker John Marshall, had
witnessed the lives of families and communities with whom they
maintained contact for more than fifty years rapidly and violently unravel
and fall apart. In the film My Hunter’s Heart,237 the central character
/Urugab Kruiper (of the Khomani San) refers to one part of himself as a
man of the bottle, explaining that he knows too well what has happened
to himself and his people since the ways of the West have entered their
lives and eroded their traditional way of life.
Despite the resurgence of an African Renaissance in southern
Africa that promotes African cultural heritage over European cultural
heritage, the San Bushmen's cosmology and epistemologies are still
prejudiced against amongst the dominant Bantu-speaking peoples of this
region. Popularized by former South Africa President Thabo Mbeki, the
African Renaissance is an idea first introduced by Cheikh Anta Diop that
heralds a uniquely African revival of economy, philosophy, and culture in
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modern times. 238 The African Renaissance has favored dominant African
cultures and their vision of an industrialized Africa; while minority
groups such as the San Bushmen and their vision of an Africa living with
the land are more marginalized.
Today’s environmental challenges require the engagement of a
diversity of epistemological forms of thought willing to cross what
Professor Boaventura de Sousa Santos calls “the Abyssal Line.”239
According to de Sousa Santos, the abyssal line separates the global south's
epistemologies from that of the global north, and privileges the scientific
and academic north's epistemologies over that of the experience-based
epistemologies of the storytelling south. Although in de Sousa Santos’
theory, north and south are geographically reflective of historical
colonialism from north to south, they are not geographically limited.
North and south are reflective of the divide between industrialized
capitalist epistemologies and the epistemologies of non-industrial societies
overall.240 When it comes to the San Bushmen's epistemologies, it is no
longer the rule of European colonial powers but current Bantu-speaking
governments in the region that represent the northern abyssal line.
Following Namibia, South Africa, and Botswana’s independence from
colonial rule, much of San ancestral homeland was designated as world
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heritage sites and national wildlife parks. The heritage designation of
these areas and sites prohibits the San from living a nomadic existence
rich in ecological knowledge; they are restricted from migrating through
the desert and are mostly banned from hunting. These prohibitions have
led to the San’s adoption of the subsistence practices of their pastoral
Bantu-speaking neighbors.
By recognizing the adversity of transition for San peoples, I in no
way mean to insinuate that all hope is lost or that these peoples are
hopeless and have no control of their lives. In all three countries where the
San and Khoisan descendants still reside, they, with the assistance of
nonprofit organizations, have established centers of learning for their
youth, centers of cultural preservation, and economic and social selforganizing structures. The field of post-foraging studies focuses on these
developments amongst these communities, questioning the contemporary
role and place of First Nations peoples within nation-states. The books
Healing Makes Our Heart Happy and Affluence without Abundance challenge
the Eurocentric notion of sustainable development amongst marginalized
ethnic groups in modern nation-states.241 These works, alongside others'
work, point to ways in which southern Africa can support the San in
establishing a future for themselves that is of their choosing, based on the
social and moral principles that are unique to their culture. Even if they
have lost their former way of life, they have not lost their cosmology nor
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their epistemologies, something that Keeney and Keeney have also
attempted to highlight in their works.242 The San peoples' resilience
continues despite the lack of government support and respect for their
ways of being in the world. The hunt is becoming extinct; nevertheless,
my dissertation seeks to highlight the value of the epistemologies and
axiology embedded in the symbol of the hunt. These epistemologies
remain in San folklore, mythology, and the practice of the healing or
trance dance.
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Chapter 2: New-Animism, Relational Ontology & Deleuzian Ontology
in a Mutable World
|Xue
The works of |Xue are many, and were not one, but many; and my
father’s father, Karu, told me about |Xue’s doings, for |Xue’s works are
numerous.
Various Transformations of |Xue
|Xue as !NaXane—(When) the sun rose, |Xue was !naXane; the
birds ate |Xue; |Xue was !naXane. The sun set, (and) |Xue, was |Xue;
and lay down and slept. The night fell, and |Xue lay down, (he) slept; the
place was dark; and the sun rose, and |Xue was another (kind of) !naXane,
a large (kind of) !naXane, which is a tree. And the night fell, (and) |Xue
was not a tree, and was |Xue, and lay down.243
Further Changes of Form
The sun rose, and |Xue was a dui (plant); and the sun set, and |Xue
was an Omuherero and lay down; and the sun rose, and |Xue was |Xue,
and went into another country and was a sha’o (tall tree); and the sun set
and |Xue was a Makoba, and lay down; and the sun rose and |Xue was a
|naXane (numerous things).244
|Xue as a ||Gui Tree and as a Fly
The sun set, and |Xue was |Xue, and lay upon the ground, and
slept, was alone, and lay upon the ground and slept. And the sun rose, and
|Xue awoke and . . . and stood up, and saw the sun,—a little sun,—and
was ||gui, and was a tree. And his wife saw the ||gui, and went to the
||gui, and went to take hold of a |gui fruit, and the || gui vanished; and
|Xue was a fly. And his wife laid herself upon the Earth, and cried about
the |gui, and died. And |Xue was a fly, and settled upon the grass. And
his wife lay down upon the Earth and cried about the ||gui.245
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The Resurgence of Animism in Anthropological Studies
As with nineteenth-century anthropology more generally, the
academic concept of animism evolved from a Eurocentric evolutionist
setting. Sir Edward Burnett Tylor first articulated an academic definition
of animism in his book entitled Primitive Culture: Researches into the
Development of Mythology, Philosophy, Religion, Art, and Custom, where he
laid the foundation for studying cultural anthropology across geographic
and cultural contexts. From the basis of Burnett Tylor’s definition,
academic animism’s foremost preoccupation was with the attribution of a
soul or essence to natural phenomena. In a world of Christendom, the
soul's ontological question was central to the exploration of so-called
primitive peoples and their way of being in their environment. The
inherent pitfalls in the first iterations of the above concepts of animism
fostered the symbolic image of the “noble savage” used to support
colonization alongside generating the idea of a separation of the human
from their environment through the ideological bifurcation of nature–
culture.246
In the 1930s, when Isaac Schapera first surveyed existing studies of
Khoisan and other ethnic groupings of peoples in southern Africa,
anthropologist Alfred Irving Hallowell was studying the Ojibwa peoples
of North America. Through Hallowell’s study of Ojibwa ontology, the
study of animism evolved to question the role of ecological awareness on
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ontological personhood, both human and other-than-human.247
Hallowell’s ideas are demonstrated well in the work of anthropologist
Tim Ingold. According to Costa and Fausto's assessment of this scholar's
influence on Amazonian specific New Animism, Ingold’s idea of animism
is an instance of "the priority of practice over concepts” that assumes a
phenomenological ontology of dwelling in and with one’s environment
over a symbolic concept or ritual practice.248
It was not until the 1990s that New Animism emerged off the back
of Hallowell’s understanding that the study of social organization should
not be constrained to humans relations, but should include the
connections of all animate beings.249 This reformed academic
interpretation of the concept of animism expressed itself through the
study of shamanic-centered ontologies in South America, North America,
and Siberia, often among hunter, hunter-gatherer, and hunterhorticulturalist peoples. Guenther defines New Animism as being
“concerned with how being is, and beings are, conceived of, either
conceptually or experientially, in relation to non-human beings,
particularly animals.”250
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In South America, the academic study of animism developed
through the study of Lower Amazonian peoples via the dual paradigms of
animism and philosophical perspectivism, pace Philippe Descola and
Eduardo Viveiros de Castro—the former working among the Achuar, the
latter among the Awarete peoples. Intellectually indebted to LéviStrauss’ian structuralism, Descola emphasizes “the aspect of human-nonhuman continuity by virtue of a shared ‘interior’ spirit or soul,” while
Viveiros de Castro is concerned with “discontinuity through different
‘exterior’ bodies which ensures that species see each other as different
from one another.”251 Both paradigms are focused on the ontological
continuity between humans, animals, and the preternatural, and the work
of these two scholars represents what became known as the “ontological
turn.”
These two anthropologists’ studies are relevant to this research in
their use of structuralist and poststructuralist philosophy. Amazonianbased New Animism brings together Lévi-Strauss’s anthropology of
identity and alterity with Deleuze’s philosophy of becoming.252 In
particular, Castro defines animism as “an ontology which postulates the
social character of relations between humans and non-humans: the space
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between nature and society is itself social.”253 Scholarly understandings of
Amazonian- and Amerindian-based animism centers less on how
epistemology informs ontology and more on how ontology informs life's
social structure: “if humans and non-humans—including animals, spirits,
plants, and objects—have an identical interiority, then animism
establishes a world in which everyone and everything can be a subject.”254
As Guenther explains, the ontological turn sparked a renewed
interest with scholars studying symbolic culture amongst Indigenous
hunting societies. This renewed interest expanded the study of New
Animism to broaden the relational aspects of this ontological paradigm.255
Anthropological phenomenologists Tim Ingold and Rane Willerslev are
two scholars of the concept of animistic relational ontology who work
broadly within the philosophical lineage of Martin Heidegger; they
emphasize the experience of what Ingold calls the dwelt-in world above a
conceptual, symbolic, or even semiotic world, the latter presented by
Eduardo Kohn.256
Guenther proposes his own understanding of animism specific to
the San peoples, called (S)animism. (S)animism draws from both the study
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of New Animism and concepts of animistic relational ontology.
(S)animism is distinguished from other academic concepts of animism
through its emphasis on the recursive process of ontological mutability
that occurs between the three domains of being that Guenther defines.
Differences amongst interpretations of animistic relational ontologies arise
in the classifications of where ontological continuity exists and how this
continuity expresses itself in the dwelt-in world.
Definitions of nature, environment, lived-in-world, and dwelt-in world
are themselves problematic in the primacy they afford the earthly world
over that of a mystical-mythical world that results in the bifurcation of
cosmological and ontological realities. In this way, scholars like Viveiros
de Castro and Ingold privilege the continuity between cosmology and
environment as separate from ritual practice, de-emphasizing its role in
informing ontological continuity. In these animisms, which often focus on
hunter-prey relationships, hunting is not considered a ritual. In this view,
the hunter and prey's interaction are akin to what Guenther has called the
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sympathy bond,257 merging a pre-existent cosmology and myth with an
eco-phenomenological exchange between hunter and prey.258
In the analysis of this inquiry, which occurs in Section II, Chapter 4,
I argue that during the chasing hunt, the interaction between hunter and
prey in (S)animism is more complicated. In Chapters 5 and 6, I argue that
a ritual practice of becoming-animal during the hunt facilitates ontological
continuity, through mutability, between the dwelt-in world (here-andnow) and the mystical-mythical. It merges the dwelled-in-world with the
mythological world through a liminal and ritual experience where the
biologically material and other-worldly realms meet. In this argument, the
liminality of ritual experience is central to reinforcing relational ontology.
This meeting between ontological realms is neither metaphorical,
symbolic, nor semiotic; it is tangible for those experiencing it. San
anthropologist Kazuyoshi Sugawara has worked with the Botswanan
G|ui peoples for several decades. Sugawara explains that in contrast to
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Ingold’s view, San ontology “refuses the presumption that a uniform
plane of nature covers all over the earth, admitting that multiple natures
exist, each of which strictly coincides with an indigenous ontology.”259
Although I cannot speak to the Amazonian peoples’ actual
experiences, my understanding of (S)animism is that ritual is the
purposeful punctuation of the dwelt-in world. Ritual contains, or rather
carries with it, a type of a posteriori knowledge from the realm of Primal
time. Sugawara explains that “in the G|ui life-world, the continuity
between human and non-human agents is comprehended in a prelinguistic way.”260 The objective of ritual is then to facilitate the experience
of liminality where ontological fluidity can occur, a fluidity not only
between humans and other-than-humans but also a fluidity between
domains of being and between the two realms of Creation. In Section II of
this dissertation, I elaborate on this function of ritual within San
cosmology more fully and how it facilitates an entry and re-entry from
Second Creation to First Creation and back to Second Creation.
Hunting, as Guenther outlines, is not merely a practical emergence
of relations that arise from a phenomenological experience of dwelling in
the world but is also infused with the mytho-magical. “Such relations and
encounters are for the San also preternatural, mystical and mythical, both
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real and surreal, deriving not only from the hands-on, lived-in world but
also from the liminal and other-worldly domains of ritual and myth.”261
(S)animism does not embrace the perspectivist approach of
emphasizing a discontinuous exterior and a continuous interior. Neither
does it relegate ontological continuity to a selection of domains or realms
between the earthly and other-worldly. In this respect (S)animism is less
focused on personhood and more focused on how the interaction of
various “persons” occurs in the fluidity between different realms of being.
At the outset of my research, before Guenther’s recent volume on
relational ontology and (S)animism was published, I, like him, was struck
by the lack of the application of animistic ideas to the study of one of the
most well-documented groups of hunter-gatherers in the world. As
mentioned previously, Khoisan anthropologists have focused on San’s
pragmatic mastery of their natural environment, particularly in their
study of hunting. Not surprisingly, it often appears as if New Animists
adopt an overly practical approach to the hunt as well. Recent years,
however, have seen an increase in the application of various
phenomenological theories and models to San practices and rituals by San
scholars. Low’s recent work embraces phenomenology in tracking the
relationship of physiology to the evolution of consciousness, challenging
present understandings of how cognitive revolutions amongst species
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have occurred.262 Similarly, Sugawara embraces the phenomenology of
Maurice Merleau-Ponty in his theory of “animal borders” to demonstrate
the potentiality of human–animal metamorphosis in G|ui corporeality.263
Neither of the above examples falls into the category of New Animism;
however, I have found them compatible with my inquiry into the
relational ontology of the San Bushmen, because applying New Animism
to San studies allows scholars to expand their understanding of San
ontology through the broader study of hunter-gatherer ontology. My
inquiry seeks to apply this expanded understanding to the retrieval, reevaluation, and reinterpretation of relational ontology in San studies.
Relational Ontology as Language of Understanding across Indigenous
Studies
My dissertation explores two academic uses of the term relational
ontology: one from within the field of New Animism and the second from
the fields of Indigenous and decolonial studies. The term’s first scholarly
use is within New Animism studies, referred to as an animistic relational
ontology. This ontological framework is anthropological rather than
culturally Indigenous in its definition and academic application. As
alluded to above, the most prominent scholars of an anthropological
relational ontology are animistic anthropologists who largely ground
themselves philosophically in the phenomenological tradition, such as
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Tim Ingold, whose positionality is that of a European, postmodernist
scholar. These scholars bring into question the human place on Earth in
relation to other sentient and so-called inanimate beings.
This inquiry engages in the question of personhood amongst
sentient beings and seeks to understand the role of phenomenological
place-based engagement in human evolutionary history. Here, an
animistic relational ontology demonstrates hunter-gatherers as being
immersed in the dwelt-in world, alongside other creatures and geological
features. Their ontology stands in opposition to an industrialized ontology
whose perceptual engagement is detached from the world.264 Ingold has
commented that this opposition is not because early humans/huntergatherers embodied relations and the so-called West does not; instead, it
suggests that the structures created to govern our social and cultural
environments, including the state, no longer support an ontology of
relationality to our ecological environment.265 On a very corporeal level,
an industrialized world formed physical barriers between ourselves and
our ecological environment. Our homes, schools, offices, cars, and
highways have changed the way we interface with Earth, creating literal
boundaries between ourselves and the rest of our environment that make
it harder for us to relate to other beings. These structures are designed to
“protect” us from the biological and elemental world, perpetuating a
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psychology of separateness and otherness. The globalization of digital
technology has twice removed us from our inherent ecological
environment, driving us even farther away from somatic interaction with
other beings towards a virtual world of thought and imagination.
At the heart of the Deleuze and Guattari project is an exploration of
how this separateness and othering is reinforced through various
structures of power that are antirelational by design.266 The San, on the
other hand, are a testament to the fact that a relational ontology is the
collective heritage of our species. Low reiterates that
for the San, as for us, there is no other way of working in the world
than through the relationships they know. These are relationships
that are experienced and they are complex relationships because
the San must be sensitive to one another and their wider
environment. That the San are here is testament to the efficacy of
their knowledge and practice.267
In the world of the Anthropocene, one of the central questions
remains: will our antirelational structures facilitate our sustained existence
on Earth? Animism grounded in phenomenology highlights that a huntergatherer existence is one that embodies a way of being in the world that
promotes the formation of relational structures of societal governance. In
San society, occupying oneself with animals’ movements and behaviors—
and paying attention to the interaction between one’s senses and the
environment—are all part of building rhizomatic relations. Nothing is
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unrelated to the broader web.268 San trackers, when asked by ecologist
and anthropologist Louis Liebenberg if they could identify the tracks of
individuals within their community, “found it very amusing that I should
ask them such a stupid question. To them, it is difficult to understand that
some people can not do it.”269 In Pierre du Plessis’ dissertation, he argues
that tracking is a relational practice that reinforces entanglement with
place,270 stating that landscapes are always in motion as containers of ever
emergent relations.271 Du Plessis focuses on “relational forms of noticing
landscapes with San trackers and gatherers in the Kalahari Desert,” where
he describes landscapes in continuous motion as “emergent more-thanhuman places where assemblages gather, histories are made, and politics
are enacted” through the biographical encounters of human–non-human
worlds.272
Even if animistic relational ontology asserts that a creative force
permeates all existence,273 it nevertheless privileges biologically material
relations between humans and other-than-humans over mystical-mythical
ones. This type of inquiry contributes significantly to environmental
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humanities and the study of social and political ecology. As my inquiry is
concerned with religion and ecology, it is important to recognize that an
animist inquiry does not necessarily address, speak for, or speak from an
Indigenous worldview, even if it highlights a social relationality of
Indigenous subjects. Hunter-gatherer studies and Indigenous studies are
not identical; rather, they represent two distinct scholarly fields that often
engage vastly different time periods and different questions. Huntergatherers may be Indigenous, but that does not mean that all Indigenous
societies are hunter-gatherers. Indigenous studies engages the inquiry of
hunter-gatherer persons as First or Indigenous peoples to place; it further
recognizes the earthly and other-worldly aspects of their cosmologies,
epistemologies, and ontologies. In this inquiry, an Indigenous theoretical
interpretation of relational ontology meets hunter-gatherer studies when
discussing the hunting practices of the San Bushmen of the Kalahari
Desert.
There are several commonalities amongst the application of
Indigenous research methods worldwide, from the Americas to Africa,
Asia, and Australasia. The first is that identity is rooted in relationship to
land from generation to generation.274 The second commonality is that
relationships occur through ecological awareness, embeddedness, and the
storytelling of oral traditions purposefully not codified in written text.275
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The third is that ceremony or ritual punctuates all facets of life, including
research,276 and the fourth is that knowledge is neither acquired
individually nor owned; it is seen as belonging to the cosmos.277
Indigenous epistemology and ontology not only asserts interrelationships,
interconnectedness, and interdependence between humans, but also
between other-than-humans, and the non-living;278 an African-based
cosmology also emphasizes that spirituality, community, and praxis
cannot emerge unless each is in relationship to the other.279 In other
words, “the shared aspect of an Indigenous ontology and epistemology is
relationality (relationships do not merely shape reality, they are
reality).”280
Reality itself is never singular. Indigenous ontology can broadly be
said to share varying degrees of ambiguity and mutability across cultures,
in that Indigenous ontology principally allows for multiple realities to
coexist.
A “connective cosmos” so premised on ontological mutability as to
make “transformations a part of life” raises phenomenological
issues and questions for an anthropologist or archeologist, a
folklorist or literary or art scholar, trying to understand the world
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view, the values and beliefs, the life- and being-in-the-world-ways
of the people who subscribe to such a cosmology.281
My inquiry argues that the San practice of becoming-animal during
the chasing hunt embodies more than an animistic relational ontology. It
incorporates an Indigenous relational ontology through a central theme of
San cosmology—ontological mutability. Section II of this dissertation
explores how ontological mutability expresses itself in San reality.
Guenther stipulates that hunting not only exists in the phenomenology of
biological materiality and ecological awareness but “is drawn into this
hermeneutic and phenomenological feedback loop between myth and
reality, bringing to this pragmatic subsistence activity, supererogatory
aspects that supplement and complement its prosaic features with mystic
ones.”282
Deleuzian Ontology and the Philosophy of Immanence
On the whole, the history of philosophy supports Bergson’s charge
that the human intellect “spatializes the universe”: that is to say,
that it tends to ignore the fluency, and to analyse the world in
terms of static categories. . . . The difficulties of Cartesianism with
its three clear-cut substances, and with its “duration” and
“measured time” well in the background, illustrate the result of the
subordination of fluency. This subordination is to be found in the
unanalyzed longing of the hymn, in Plato’s vision of heavenly
perfection, in Aristotle’s logical concepts, and in Descartes’
mathematical mentality.283
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In this section, I shift for a moment away from Indigenous studies
to the role of Deleuzian metaphysics in decolonizing the Cartesian
subordination of fluency in the “Western” philosophical tradition that
Whitehead refers to above. Scholars within the fields of New Animism,
relational ontology, decolonial, and postcolonial studies tend to categorize
“Western” culture and philosophy in an oversimplistic and monolithic
manner. For many, “Western” has become synonymous with seventeenthcentury Cartesian dualism, well known for divorcing the ontological
experience from metaphysics and cosmology. In the modern and
postmodern worlds, there is no denying that Cartesian dualism has
dominated Eurocentric thinking. However, it is also essential to recall that
Euro-American philosophy was not born in the seventeenth century but
rather in the classical Greek era, whose lineage has never been
monolithic.284
In the introduction to this dissertation, I express the desire to build
a bridge between the Euro-American philosophical lineage of processrelational thought and Indigenous relational ontology using the
philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and his work with Félix Guattari. Building
such an intellectual bridge is part of a broader effort to retrieve,
reevaluate, and reinterpret principles of relationality within the Euro284
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American philosophical tradition: here, my reinterpretation of the EuroAmerican philosophical principle of relationality privileges earthly
immanence over heavenly transcendence, which I explain below. This is a
relationality that is rooted in the Earth, not moving away from or resting
above Earth.285 Several scholars of process-orientated philosophy,
including Nicholas Rescher,286 James Felt,287 and Robert C. Mesle,288 have
focused their attention on retrieving a metaphysics of fluency in response
to the Cartesian worldview. Rescher believes that process metaphysics is a
way of seeing the world rather than mere theory, and writes that “process
metaphysics is really less of a theory than a point of view taking the line
that one must prioritize processes over things and activities over
substances . . . change of every sort—physical, organic, psychological—is
the pervasive and predominant feature of the real.”289
Based on the above quote, there exists within process metaphysics a
form of compatibility with metaphysics rooted in ontological flux and
Guenther’s ontological mutability. Poststructuralist scholars Keller and
Stengers reinterpret the retrieval of a process philosophy grounded in
change through the lens of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Continental
285
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philosophy, where they draw from both the works of Whitehead and
Deleuze.290 These two scholars believe that the Cartesian worldview has
overshadowed the process-based lineage of Euro-American philosophy,
describing the retrieval of process philosophy as a resistance toward the
continued evolution of this school of thought. According to Keller, the
continental and Anglophone philosophical traditions developed different
but complementary ways of critiquing the substance metaphysics of
Descartes and most modern “Western” philosophy. French thinkers like
Deleuze and Bergson sought to counter substance metaphysics by
highlighting antiessentialism and prioritizing difference, while
Anglophone philosophers like Whitehead sought to counter the stasis of
substance metaphysics with a focus on process in metaphysics.291
Whitehead, for example, was deeply concerned with the distortion that
substance metaphysics created in Eurocentric cosmologies, and believed
this distortion to be a significant environmental concern in that it
perpetuated a bifurcation of nature by bifurcating the human from nature,
assigning primary importance to the human and secondary importance or
relevance to nature. In this form of Eurocentric thinking, nature becomes
the “other.” Stengers elaborates on Whitehead’s concern when she writes,
what has been least critically considered by the philosophical
tradition, and especially by the anti-metaphysical one, is the feature
of Western thought that occupied Whitehead for most of his career,
what he calls “the bifurcation of nature,” that is to say, the strange
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and fully modernist divide between primary and secondary
qualities. . . . Bifurcation is what happens whenever we think the
world is divided into two sets of things.292
It is within this broader context that I enter a discussion of
Deleuzian metaphysics as a potential companion to San metaphysics for
discussing the chasing hunt. Deleuze was a critical and thorough thinker
who, to reimagine a new way of being in the world, drew from the rich,
diverse, and nuanced history of his own philosophical lineage. Deleuze
took both an antiessentialist and process-orientated approach in
developing an ontology of becoming with Guattari. When reading
Deleuze, it becomes clear that he spent many years negotiating with the
long history of the Euro-philosophical tradition. From Plato to Leibniz and
Bergson, from Spinoza to Kant and Nietzsche to Heidegger and
Whitehead, Deleuze dealt tirelessly with the historical creation,
deconstruction, and reconstruction of his own culture’s metaphysics as a
process of retrieval and reinterpretation. Whereas the “panorama of
contemporary thought is dominated by a desire to reverse, destroy, go
beyond, or deconstruct Western metaphysics,”293 Deleuze, following in
the footsteps of Bergson and Whitehead, worked to keep metaphysics
alive. Sushytska in Gilles Deleuze and Metaphysics argues:
If metaphysics is an act of thinking being, as opposed to an
articulated theory about being or Being, then Deleuze is, indeed a
metaphysician. The vital place that the notion of univocity occupies
in Deleuze’s writings confirms the fact that Deleuze is engaged in
292
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thinking being. Deleuze, however, is an obscure metaphysician-his
thinking takes the form of paradox, and thereby defies or
postpones dogmatization of thought, as well as draws the reader
into its movement.294
To understand the above paradox, one can look at Deleuze’s
relationship to the work of Bergson. Deleuze drew heavily upon his
reading of Bergson, and Bergson’s theory of duration, as he developed his
own theories of pure difference and complex repetition in Difference &
Repetition. In this work, Deleuze shapes a new understanding of the
interaction between movement, time, space, and substance, an
understanding that would come to play a crucial role in his and Guattari’s
later development of a rhizomatic ontology of becoming. Becoming draws
from the Bergsonian idea that “ontological identity is required only within
the immediacy of experience.”295 This understanding interprets subject
formation not as substance but rather as the ongoing experience of being
enmeshed in relations of movement. Substance, in Deleuze and Guattari’s
understanding, is not individuated form but rather a multiplicity of casual
interactions. Deleuze and Guattari write that
a body is defined only by a longitude and a latitude: in other words the
sum total of the material elements belonging to it under given
relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness (longitude);
the sum total of the intensive affects it is capable of at a given
power or degree of potential (latitude).296
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In this understanding of an ongoing process of dynamic relations of
movement, there is no experience of being, only the experience of
becoming. This experience is an unfinalized and dynamic circulation of
differentiated relations in flux that embrace interactive encounters and
shared transformation.297 Deleuze and Guattari refer to it as a mode of
individuation different from subject and substance, which they name a
haecceity.298 Steve Baker explains that “a haecceity is not a subject but an
event. It involves moving, by whatever means and with the aid of
whatever animals, from one perspective to the other.”299 The example here
that Deleuze and Guattari use to explain a haecceity is a season: seasons
are individuated not as substance or subjects but through relations of
movement. Here, we see a correlation between these Deleuzoguattarian
concepts and Bergson’s concept of duration: “duration is the very
becoming of inner experience in the qualitative (not quantitative)
multiplicity of its succeeding states . . . duration is time flowing, not
flown.”300 James Felt writes that “If Bergson is right, primordial time is
duration, the flow of immediate experience itself. This duration is
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continuous, but with the dynamic continuity of becoming, not the static
continuity of quantity.”301
Not only did Deleuze work hard to retrieve and reevaluate EuroAmerican metaphysics, he also focused on demonstrating his ideas as part
of the Euro-philosophical lineage of practicing cosmology as the art of
self-transformation on an earthly plane. For Deleuze and Guattari, this is a
process of linking thought and philosophy to concepts of territoriality and
Earth.302 As they state, “Thinking takes place in the relationship of
territory and the earth.”303
This self-transformation through a kind of cosmological chaos was
partially inspired by Deleuze’s thinking with Nietzsche, who declared
that the human is not who is in the world, but the world that is in the
human. 304 In What Is Philosophy?, Deleuze and Guattari state, "We are not
in the world, we become with the world; we become by contemplating it.
[. . .] We become universes. Becoming animal, plant, molecular, becoming
zero."305 Alain Beaulieu elaborates that Deleuze found in Nietzsche an
understanding of the cosmological task as a spiritual exercise “to remain
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earthly.”306 In less philosophical language, what this literally means is to
understand the spiritual essence of cosmology as a task to remain
grounded versus transcending out of or away from the Earth. This
cosmological spiritual task, which I call a ritual practice to remain earthly,
resists an epistemology of metaphysical transcendence. For Deleuze,
transcendence is any attempt to disrupt the process of becoming, to return
to the stasis of substance. Here I understand transcendence to be the
separation of thought from dynamic biologically material processes; this
separation elevates thinking as a metaphysical ontology above the
biological world versus seeing it as occurring anthropologically in the
world. Patrick Hayden writes that
Nature is thus seen by Deleuze as the immanent plane of life within
which all things enter into both their own unique compositions and
a variety of "more or less interconnected relations" with other
compositions . . . the Earth can be considered the fundamental yet
never fixed plane of immanence on which the constitution of
multiplicities takes place.307
The antidote to remaining earthly is metaphysical transcendence. In
recognizing that transcendence has haunted the Western philosophical
tradition since the time of the Greeks, in a Nietzschean vein, Deleuze
saves his severest criticism for the way that Christian philosophy allows
transcendence to colonize all things immanent. In their criticism of Karl
Jasper, Deleuze and Guattari refer to this colonization by describing that
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the Greek world that belonged to no one increasingly becomes the
property of a Christian consciousness. . . . The Judeo-Christian
word replaces the Greek logos: no longer satisfied with ascribing
immanence to something, immanence itself is made to disgorge the
transcendent everywhere. No longer content with handing over
immanence to the transcendent, we want it to discharge it,
reproduce it, and fabricate it itself. . . . Transcendence enters as
soon as movement of the infinite is stopped.308
The above quote demonstrates the colonization of all things
immanent through a process of transcendence that separates thinking
(philosophy) from the fluctuating reality of the processes of Earth.
Resisting an ideology that perpetuates the transcendence of thinking
above or out of Earth, Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of geophilosophy
and becoming are contingent on an immanently earthly epistemology and
ontology. By becoming with the world, not transcending from it, Hayden
explains that geophilosophy “is the attempt to formulate a mode of
thinking in association with, and as the affirmation of, the diversity and
multiplicity of the continuous becomings of a fluctuating natural
reality.”309
It is this affirmation and cosmological practice to remain earthly
that Deleuze found in Baruch Spinoza, his dearest philosophical
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companion, for creating a philosophy of Nature, becoming on the plane of
immanence.310 Deleuze and Guattari write of Spinoza that
Spinoza was the philosopher who knew full well that immanence
was only immanent to itself and therefore that it was a plane
traversed by movements of the infinite, filled with intensive
ordinates. . . . Perhaps he is the only philosopher never to have
compromised with transcendence and to have hunted it down
everywhere. . . . He discovered that freedom exists only within
immanence . . . whenever immanence is interpreted as immanent to
Something, we can be sure that this Something reintroduces the
transcendent.311
Deleuze understood that the cogito of Descartes, Kant, and even Husserl
interpreted immanence as immanent to consciousness, to a thinking
subject, thereby reinscribing immanence within the transcendence of the
subject. It is transcendence that drove a wedge between Deleuze and the
Husserl-Heideggerian tradition of phenomenology and where Deleuze
diverged in his thinking with Whitehead. As Keller explains,
“Theologically the classical tradition, which constitutes the very heart of
what Heidegger and Derrideans call ‘ontotheology,’ grounded itself in the
denial of this ground: in the release of thought into ever more
transcendent abstractions, ever more unchecked generalizations, ever
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more transcendental subjects.”312 For this reason, Deleuze was especially
attracted to Spinoza’s characterization of nature as a productive power.
Whereas Cartesian metaphysics devalued nature by depriving it of
its immanent power, making it the creation of a transcendent God,
and placed the thinking subject outside of nature, Spinoza's
positive naturalism insists that it is within infinite nature that all
finite things exist as a plurality of modes . . . Deleuze thus sees
nature as the immanent plane of life. . . . In fact, the Earth can be
considered the fundamental yet never fixed plane of immanence on
which the constitution of multiplicities takes place.313
Deleuze and Guattari expand on Spinoza’s ideas of nature as
productive power in their theory of geophilosophy in What Is Philosophy?.
Here, they explain that the never-fixed plane of earthly immanence
continually carries out a process of movement, called deterritorialization,
upon territories. 314 John K. Noyes explains that the double processes of
territorialization and deterritorialization are literal geographical processes
of subject-formation of peoples in history to place in relation to
sociopolitical constructions of powers and desires of production.315
Territory is distinguished from Earth similarly to the way in which
MacDonald distinguishes place to Earth,316 describing place/territory as
that space that comes into being when people act on it. This acting on
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would be considered by Deleuze and Guattari as a process of
territorialization. Deterritorialization and reterritorialization are the
subsequent processes of breaking down these subjective formations and of
forming new ones again—a process of stabilizing and destabilizing upon
and with the Earth. Deleuze and Guattari explain that “Territory and earth
are two components with two zones of indiscernibility-deterritorialization
(from territory to the earth) and reterritorialization (from earth to
territory).”317 One does not supersede the other, but instead meets in the
process of double becoming.
For Deleuze and Guattari, the concept of territorialization is a
sociopolitical one that explores the cyclical relations of movement and
power between geography, beings, and structures of empire or state
formation. Deleuze and Guattari explore this sociopolitical concept in
relation to colonization and decolonization of the relationship of territory
to thought. It is through the processes of these cyclical relations that
territory undergoes a process of deterritorialization and then
reterritorialization. These are, in fact, historical processes of becoming,
which is what Deleuze and Guattari are referring to when they state that
“deterritorialization and reterritorialization meet in the double becoming.
In short, philosophy is reterritorialized three times: on the Greeks in the past,
on the democratic State in the present, and on the new people and Earth in
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the future.”318 Particularly relevant to this work are the ways in which the
concept of deterritorialization gives agency to the Earth, often expressed
through the imagery of deserts.319 Irving Goh writes that
“deterritorialization is the force proper to the universe. And this force
traverses all things on this Earth, connecting them all with it, rendering
them of this world and not another.”320
Deleuze and Guattari believed that philosophy creates concept
while instituting the plane321(it is through this instituting of the plane that
philosophy is reterritorialized on the concept).322 This is a place of the
ephemeral where the dance of the potential of realms and the reality of
realms comes into play; Deleuze and Guattari state that “the grandiose
Leibnizian or Bergsonian perspective that every philosophy depends
upon an intuition that its concepts constantly develop through slight
differences of intensity is justified if intuition is thought of as the
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envelopment of infinite movements of thought that constantly pass
through a plane of immanence.”323 Philosophy is reterritorialized on the
concept, which is neither subject nor object but territory, an earthly
ontology. Philosophy becomes a ritualized practice—an art of selftransformation with and on the Earth through a plane of immanence.
Deleuzian ontology then is an ontology that demands that all
beings, humans-animals, animate or geological, are immanent to the
Earth. Philosophy, on this account, is not thinking but rather becoming,
through thinking with the Earth. Not only are all beings immanent to
Earth, but they are also co-constituted in a rhizomatic network that is the
ecology of being with Earth. “A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is
always in the middle, between things, interbeing, intermezzo.”324 Deleuze’s
philosophy of immanence retrieves a process-relational ontology that
exists through a process of flux, the philosophical principles of which I
believe to be congruent with animistic and Indigenous relational ontology.
In the last section of this chapter, I demonstrate how the above
worlds of ontological interpretation are woven together in San ontology;
this section is illustrative of a few of the ways in which these combined
ontologies support one another. The last section of this chapter is meant to
highlight several themes that will be more fully explored in the analysis of
Section II of the dissertation.
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New-Animism, Relational Ontology and Becoming-Animal in a
Mutable World
To become is not to attain a form (identification, imitation,
Mimesis) but to find the zone of proximity, indiscernibility, or
indifferentiation where one can no longer be distinguished from a
woman, an animal, or a molecule, neither imprecise nor general,
but unforeseen and non-preexistent, singularized out of a
population rather than determined in a form.325
Whereas Deleuze found the philosophical roots of the
phenomenological tradition to privilege transcendence, I do not believe
that the same holds true within the study of animistic relational ontology
and its anthropological reinterpretation of the principles of the
phenomenological tradition. In animistic relational ontology, the
pendulum has swung in the opposite direction with Ingold’s hyperrational interpretation of a uniform plane of nature that covers all the
Earth.326 I argue that the epistemology of an Indigenous ontology that
holds multiple realities together—worldly and other-worldly—on an
earthly plane of immanence does not perpetuate a Greek or Christian
philosophical transcendence. In the philosophy of religion, we must be
cautious not to transpose the vertical structures of other religions onto
Primal or Indigenous worldviews; different domains of being and realms
in a Primal or Indigenous cosmology and epistemology can coexist
horizontally.
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Guenther’s three domains of being support a horizontal
understanding of earthly immanence within San cosmology, arguing that
even other-worldly mytho-mystical beings are immanent to Earth. Like
the liminal world of ritual and the here-and-now, Guenther’s worldbeyond of mythological beings is not a domain of being that exists in the
“heavens”; rather, it is a domain that punctuates the San’s physical and
earthly engagement with the Kalahari Desert. Guenther demonstrates this
point in his most recent article on “’The Hunting-Field and Its Doings,’” in
which he points out that as much as the hunting-field is infused with
mythological imprints grounded in ontological mutability, the same
hunting-field serves as a place to ground the mutability of San
epistemologies to the Earth. The interplay between these two realms
coexists on a horizontal plane of immanence.
One way in which the ambiguity of San cosmology derived from
ontological mutability is kept in check is by situating—or
grounding—the ontological mutability within the landscape,
specifically the existentially and culturally salient hunting field. So
grounded, the volatility of this inchoate domain of San symbolic
culture is kept in check.327
Throughout my inquiry, I argue that an earthly epistemology is
embedded in principles of Indigenous relational ontology. Although the
subject of this inquiry is compatible with the ontological theories already
explored in this chapter, a Primal ontology is based on forms of
ambiguity, which makes it difficult to theorize from any one perspective,
whether these be Indigenous relational ontology, process-relational
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ontology, or animistic relational ontology. Following on from Sugawara’s
response to Ingold, for the San there is always multidimensionality of time
and space. 328 Multiple natures coexist, necessitating ontological
mutability in “a boundary-less universe whose entangled people and
animals move across time and space.”329 For the San, holding ambiguity in
all expressions of life is what facilitates ontological mutability, “because
transformation lies on so wide a spectrum and assumes so many forms,
ontological mutability becomes enrooted and implanted within San
cosmology.”330
For example, as is indicated by Guenther above, the hunting
ground serves as both a place for the practical procurement of food and as
a mytho-mystical realm where the transformation between humans and
other-than-humans takes place. The pervasive nature of this type of
ambiguity as lived experience, and its role in forming community, is
oftentimes difficult to grasp from a modern rationalist perspective. As is
fully explored in Section II of this dissertation, studying ritualized aspects
of San life, including the trance or healing dance, puberty rites,
storytelling, and hunting, can demonstrate that the San value ambiguity
because they believe that it promotes social, ecological, and spiritual
cohesion. To fully grasp this epistemology, one needs to understand the
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purpose of ritual, concepts of n/om, and the role of First and Second
Creation in San cosmology, all of which will be discussed in more detail in
Section II of this inquiry.
Above all else, the San worldview values a process of an ongoing
transformation of all aspects of life. For them, this transformation is based
on the ontological mutability of all things without distinction. This
mutability informs a process of transformation, in varying degrees, from
one form into another and back again for the purpose of reinvigoration
and regeneration,331 and is an excellent example of a rhizomatic
Deleuzoguattarian world. This inquiry argues that ontological mutability
is rooted in cosmological interconnectedness that is punctuated by
liminality, and Section II of this inquiry focuses on exploring the
implications of ontology in the process-orientated moments of liminality.
Much of the ontological ambiguity explored here is what Sugawara
describes as a San pre-linguistical understanding of animal–human
continuity.332 I interpret this experience to be, as Guenther says, a
preternatural experience333 that is pre-philosophical; what pre-
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philosophical means here is that this experience is a pre-linguistic
experience occurring on the plane of immanence prior to the creation of
concepts that Deleuze and Guattari call philosophy. Deleuze and Guattari
write that
Rather, thinking takes place in the relationship of territory and the
earth. . . . The earth is not one element among others but rather
brings together all the elements within a single embrace while
using one or another of them to deterritorialize territory. . . .
Philosophy is reterritorialized on the concept. The concept is not
object but territory. . . . If philosophy begins with the creation of
concepts, then the plane of immanence must be regarded as
prephilosophical.334
In San ontology, this is not immanence that is immanent to
consciousness, as Low has recently attempted to demonstrate.335 In part,
Low’s recent work is a response to a form of immanence that persists
within certain studies of New Animism and even in some San studies
circles that is immanent to consciousness. For example, Keeney and
Keeney’s work embraces a Deleuzian and pre-philosophical immanence in
their application of recursive frame analysis to the process of entry and reentry from First to Second Creation in punctuated liminality through San
ritual.336 It is this aspect of their work that I apply to my inquiry and
analysis. On the other hand, Keeney and Keeney’s neo-shamanistic and
sometimes Euro-religious framing of San ritual and San belief embraces a
phenomenological transcendence too often found in Euro-American
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studies of shamanistic practices.337 Being aware of this, I argue that Primal
metaphysics is not based on transcendence, even in its engagement with
different liminal realms, as demonstrated through the hunt. These realms
are not immanent to consciousness, but rather to the Earth and a relational
and rhizomatic Earth cosmology. This is not to say that San religion is
void of understanding God or gods, earth, and sky. Instead, one can argue
that San religion and its influence on San ontology contains Spinoza’s
positive naturalism that “insists that it is within infinite nature that all
finite things exist as a plurality of modes.”338 Creation does not occur from
the place of the thinking subject outside of nature. Instead, as Keeney and
Keeney demonstrate, it is a recursive process of engaging in the liminality
of time and space that facilitates interaction between a multiplicity of
assemblages that deterritorialize and reterritorialize the Earth. To
reiterate, (S)animism is less focused on personhood and more focused on
how the interaction of various “persons” occurs in the fluidity between
different realms of being.
Transforming and transformed beings, as well as the
therianthropes of San myth and art, each retain elements of their
original being, and through it, autonomy and identity,
notwithstanding the inroads of ontological alterity on the integrity
of its being.339
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Chapter 3: Cosmology, Ontology and Epistemologies in Primal
Religions
Kaggen and the Eland
Kwammanga threw away part of his shoe, which Kaggen picked up
and soaked in water at a place where reeds stood. Kaggen returned at
intervals to watch the shoe grow into an eland. When it had grown, he
trilled to it, making his tongue quiver as Bushmen do in springbok hunting,
and he called to it, “Kwammanga’s shoe piece!” The eland then walked up
to his father, and Kaggen rubbed its ribs with honey. He repeatedly treated
the eland in this way while it grew, becoming like an ox. Then Kaggen
returned early, as the sun rose, and called the eland. The eland came forth,
and the ground resounded as he came. Then Kaggen sang for joy about the
male eland, meanwhile rubbing it down nicely.
Next morning, while the eland was grazing, Kaggen took his young
grandson Ni with him to the water. They sat down in the shade of a bush,
and Kaggen told Ni to go to sleep, covering his head. But Ni lay awake and
saw the eland. Then young Ni went and told his father what he had seen,
and while Kaggen was away, he guided his father, Kwammanga, to the place
where the eland lived. Kwammanga knocked the eland down, and when
Kaggen arrived on the scene he saw Kwammanga and the others cutting up
the carcass. Kaggen was very angry because they had not waited for
permission to kill the eland, and he wept for the eland. His heart did not feel
satisfied about his eland, whom he alone had made.
Kwammanga and Ni made Kaggen gather wood for them, for they
wanted to cook and eat the meat. As he went gathering wood, Kaggen
caught sight of the eland’s gall, which he eventually pierced and burst. The
gall broke, covering his head so that he could not see, and he groped about,
feeling his way. While groping along, he found an ostrich feather up in the
sky, telling it that henceforth it should be the moon and shine at night, to
lighten the darkness for men till the sun rise.340
Defining Primal Religions in this Study
How ought we to define Primal religions? Once we recognize that
Indigenous identities and worldviews are grounded in connection to land,
on the one hand,341 and that African epistemologies are characterized by
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interconnectedness, on the other, we can begin to form a picture of Primal
religions grounded in a society's relationship to its geographical
ecosystems. Olupona in Experience of Place explains that for decades,
scholars embraced a deceptive approach to African Indigenous religions
through the theological perspective of the Judeo-Christian worldview.342
This approach to the study of African religions was often concerned with
monotheism versus polytheism instead of how geography culturally
shapes Indigenous religious beliefs and practices. In Primal religions, the
literal and metaphoric experience of place is continually shaping the
metaphysics of these religions. Sharma’s sweeping classification of Primal
religions, which may, for example, be considered either ethnic, pre-axial,
or nonliterate in nature,343 can only be effectively understood when
applied from the perspective of a specific people through their
relationship to place. My reading of Sharma is that he does not intend to
impose sweeping categories upon a diverse range of religious systems.
Instead, he attempts to provide scholars with a flexible framework, asking
them, in turn, to reflect on the ways in which these categories uniquely
express themselves in different geographic and cultural settings.
Within the context of this inquiry, my definition of Primal religion
specifically refers to hunter-gatherers within a southern African context.
My inquiry's definition of the term Primal is more nuanced than the term
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Indigenous, in that Primal specifically refers to societies whose
contemporary social and cultural expression closely resembles its
Paleolithic origins. In southern Africa, Indigenous would apply to pastoral
Khoi herders as well as to pastoral Bantu tribes, amongst other societies
who are not necessarily considered to be of Paleolithic origin like the San
Bushmen. So here, the word Primal refers to Paleolithic hunter-gatherer
communities, considered First Peoples to that land. As was mentioned in
the introduction to my inquiry, Khoi herders and Bantu pastoralists are
not the First Peoples of southern Africa; even if in a post-Apartheid
political climate they are considered Indigenous to the region. So when I
refer to Primal or Primal religions in my analysis, it is particular to the
above.
One of Sharma’s defining characteristics of Paleolithic Primal
religions is that they demonstrate a unique revelatory dynamic between
humans and animals in philosophy of religion; this is a dynamic that sets
these religions apart from those of the Neolithic era and onward. In Primal
religions, revelation occurs primarily through the medium of animals and
environmental elements.344 In San cosmology and mythology, the most
prominent of these is the trickster /Kaggen, who takes on various forms
and is particularly adapt to ontological ambiguity.345 /Xam mythology is
particularly replete with revelatory animal figures in their Creation
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mythology, whose beings were therianthropes of varying degrees.346
Deities themselves are mostly nonhuman, or part-human, part-animal.
Early anthropology and nineteenth century Protestant philosophy
often interpreted this type of revelatory relationship between humans and
animals as primitive, unintelligible, and rooted in the worship of “other”
gods.347 These traditions, classified as polytheistic, were demonized and
belittled, and the demonizing of Primal and Indigenous religious systems
left an indelible mark not only on modern attitudes toward Primal
religion but also on postmodern approaches to theology. Thus, for
example, Deleuze writes that in a Cartesian form of identity, “theology is
very strict on the following point: there are no werewolves, human beings
cannot become animal. That is because there is no transformation of
essential forms.”348 To be sure, in saying this Deleuze is essentializing all
theology, and whether this essentialization is fair within the Abrahamic
tradition is a debate for separate research.349
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Primal religions, for their part, demonstrate that the reverse is
correct, at least from a Primal perspective: the transformation of essential
forms plays a positive role in informing Primal epistemology and
ontology. An example of this is the epigraph at the beginning of this
chapter about Kaggen and the Eland aimed at communicating a moral
imperative through the story of human–animal transformation.
Eurocentric theology was negatively forged by the demonization of
human–animal transformation that has shaped its epistemological
approach toward the nonhuman world by portraying these beings as
monsters (a classic example of such demonization would be the negative
characterization of the werewolf).350 Eurocentric theology has further
shaped the ontological experience of the material world into concrete
forms:
Giorgio Agamben writes that animals in Western culture are
understood as impoverished. That is, an animal only exhibits
behaviors; according to Heidegger, an animal is a non-being that
can only react. Instincts are merely reactions to stimuli. Animals
thus can not act, and so the logic follows that humans cannot have
relations with such non-beings.351
Guenther argues that by studying the mythology of any given
culture, one can gauge a culture's attitude toward ontological ambiguity
in the way that their myth represents therianthropes.352 A Primal religious
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perspective through myth and ritual reinforces a positive attitude toward
ontological mutability between humans and other-than-humans; for the
San, a “fundamental link of San symbolic, expressive and ritual culture to
hunting is through therianthropes.”353 Therianthropes, presented in San
rock art and folklore, play a central role in San creation myths about the
first race of beings of Primal Time, whose ontological ambiguity rendered
them undefined beings. “These (m)animalian beings combined within
themselves predominantly animalian traits with human ones.”354
Pervading San cosmological folklore is the idea that “the humans today
were the animals of primal time and the present-time animals, the primaltime humans.”355
The combined rock art studies of Lewis-Williams and French
archeologist Jean Clottes have analyzed therianthropic representations
across continents spanning tens of thousands of years. Their work
confirms the above symbolic and ontological entanglement in huntergatherer societies across Europe, Australia, and South America, 356 and
their work supports the idea that an axis of identity blurring between
animals-spirit-ritual-and-hunter is central to Primal religion’s belief. This
identity blurring, as Guenther explains, results in moments of animalness
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shared by the hunter-animal; as Watson and Huntington write, ”thinking
as an animal is performing a similar identity with that animal. It is
opposite to what Enlightenment rationality allows for human identity: a
position whereby humans are deemed superior to the behaviour of animal
nature.”357
The blurred identity nexus of human–animal relations in Primal
religions whose societies subsisted by hunting and gathering
demonstrates these religions' unique potential to contribute to modern
environmental thinking. Camilla Powers indicates that we can learn more
about the emergence of modern human symbolic behavior (and its
ecological attitude) through the comparative cultural and religious study
of hunter-gatherer cosmologies.358
There appear to be genuine and non-trivial shared structures of
ritual and belief among African hunter-gatherers that are likely to
be very archaic. Those structures can be regarded as data that
constrain possible models of human symbolic origins. Any model
for the symbolic cultural origins of modern humans should not
only address evidence in the archaeological record, but also pay
attention to structures of a possible source cosmology of equivalent
antiquity.359
In southern Africa, the Primal religious relationship of animalsspirit-ritual-and-hunter is most appropriately demonstrated by looking at
the antelope, specifically the place that the eland holds in the religious
cosmologies of hunter-gatherer peoples. Thea Skaane's work focuses on
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the interspecies spiritual connections between Hadza hunter-gatherers in
Tanzania and the Eland. Her research findings highlight that ”we see
salient correlations between cosmologies of distinct groups (pace linguistic
and genetic research findings) possibly rooting the eland in one of the
oldest cosmological narratives that we know of.”360 About the
comparative study that Skaanes undertakes in comparing Hadza
cosmology with San cosmology, Skaanes quotes Vinnicombe, LewisWilliams, and Guenther when stating that the eland also holds a unique
position in the mythology of Khoisan groups across South Africa,
Namibia, and Botswana.361 In People of the Eland, Vinnicombe
demonstrates a unique relationship between varying groupings of San,
their Creator deity, and the eland, illustrated in the story about /Kaggen
(the trickster) and the eland presented at the beginning of this chapter.
The particular story presented is but one of four parallel myths from
different San groups that Vinnicombe compares with her findings from
studying the place of the Eland in San rock art.362 Vinnicombe’s research
of San rock art finds strong evidence that the “emphasis placed on eland
in the painted record was prompted not so much by economic motives as
by social and metaphysical needs . . . Bushman cosmology focused more
attention on eland than can adequately be explained by purely material
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needs.”363 In the study of tracking, Liebenberg re-emphasizes the
entangled relationship between the hunter-prey-deity when he stipulates
that “religious belief is so fundamental to the hunters' way of thinking
that it cannot be separated from hunting itself.”364
In recognizing that belief and hunting are interconnected, one
recognizes that hunters do more than study animal behavior for practical
purposes. Hunters identify with animals on a social, behavioral, and
cosmologically spiritual level. Skaanes states that the animal-hunters
“Both share ‘spirit’ or ‘n/um’ and despite the different carnal forms of the
two, the hunter is connected in an ontological sense to the eland as the
eland is affected by the hunter’s actions, words, and sentiments.”365
In summation, the definition of Primal religions within the context
of this inquiry are religious systems found amongst southern African
hunter-gatherer societies that emphasize the ontological interplay in the
animals-spirit-ritual-and-hunter nexus. Especially prominent in this
regard is the symbolic focus given to the antelope-hunter relationship.
This definition allows for the analysis of hunting as a ritual practice within
the San's Primal religious systems, the purpose of which is to explore the
ecological and metaphysical role that hunting plays in blurring the species
divide. Guenther eloquently elaborates on how the resonance between
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hunting and therianthropic myth plays a metaphysical role in
symbolically lessoning the species divide. He explains that
hunting, through its sympathy bond between hunter and prey,
ontologically, socially, and symbolically lessens the species divide
as well, tempering the encountered animal’s otherness and, in
resonating with the therianthropes of myth and art, giving mythic
salience to animals and faunal concreteness to mythic beings. 366
Based on the above, one can argue that in a Primal religious system,
neither spiritual beliefs nor ritual practices are designed to affect a kind of
transcendence of the human away from the Earth, but rather aim to assist
the human in better relating to Earth.
Indigenous Cosmology and Primal Religions
Have you ever shared time with an Indigenous elder without first
hearing and sharing a story? In the intro to Jo-ann Archibald Q’um Q’um
Xiiem’s book on storywork as methodology, she tells the story of Old Man
Coyote as a tool to illustrate the methodological principles of her work. 367
When Hallowell studied the ways of the Ojibwe peoples, he too worked
with myth.368 When studying concepts of personhood among the Cree
peoples, Ingold, too, worked with myth.369 When Margaret Robinson
studied human–animal personhood among the Mi’kmaq peoples, she too
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worked with myth.370 When Biesele undertook the study of the foraging
ideology among the Ju/’hoan, it was oration, storytelling, and mythology
that stood at the center of her work.371 I think that it is safe to say that no
San ethnographer in their work with the San has been able to escape an
inquiry of San myth in some way or another; even those ethnographers
with a biologically and economically materialist bent find this to be the
case.
Myth is central to any study of Primal or Indigenous beliefs and
cosmology. Here, myth is defined as cosmologically, religiously, and
socially significant folklore that plays a role in maintaining the
epistemological foundations and structures of a group. The distinction
between folklore and myth is determined by the role that particular lore or
story plays in informing the cosmology of that group or society. Based
upon this definition, not only is myth central to the study of Primal
religions, but the sharing of myth through the telling of stories is central to
reinforcing cosmology and belief amongst Indigenous and Primal
societies.
In the previous section of this chapter, I highlighted Sharma’s
revelatory dynamic between humans and animals as a defining
characteristic of Primal religions within African hunter-gatherers' context
of philosophy of religion. This section illustrates the significance of myth
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in shaping and maintaining a Primal religious worldview, cosmologically,
epistemologically, and ontologically within the cultural contexts of
hunter-gatherer societies and other Indigenous cultures. This section also
highlights the role of folklore and the art of storytelling within the context
of non-textually orientated religious and cultural traditions.
African scholar Olupona argues that the myth and lore of
Indigenous religions who are orally centered comprise the same
comprehensiveness and value as the texts provided within Abrahamic
religions. 372 “Indigenous knowledge is embodied in languages, legends,
folktales, stories, and cultural experiences of the formerly colonized and
historically oppressed.”373 In Indigenous traditions, nontextual lore is
contained within a diversity of knowledge keeping forms, such as
geography, art, and ritual—all of which incorporate into a unified
cosmology reinforced by myth.
Landscapes, which Deacon and Foster describes as theatres of
accumulating memories of performance, hold the signs of these
epistemologies and myths.374 Long after peoples are removed from a
landscape, their myths, alongside the symbols they have etched into the
land, hold those people's knowledge in place over time: well after the
/Xam peoples became extinct peoples, scholars like Lewis-Williams and
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David Pearce were able to retrieve aspects of San belief central to the
trance or healing dance embedded in rock art by studying the myths and
folklore that /Xam informants shared with Bleek and Lloyd. LewisWilliams and Pearce found in /Xam myth the pervasive narrative that
abounds in therianthropic San rock art, 375 because, as Guenther writes:
“Stories about transformation abound within San oral literature.”376 One
of Bleek and Lloyd’s /Xam informants //Kabbo called the rock art
“Bushmen’s letters,” making symbolic reference to them as a form of
written text that embodies an oral history of San myth.377 In My Hunter’s
Heart, /Urugrab’s elders, with their oral memory, are tragically killed in a
car accident on their way to a South African government meeting to
negotiate land rights.378 /Urugab himself has little memory of his own
people's myths, but while visiting ancestral lands in the Kalahari, he talks
of “old letters” written in the dolomite rocks. “It's so strange walking this
old land surrounded by all the old letters, though no people are left here . .
. my mind has forgotten so much, but when I see these old pictures, my
heart remembers.” 379 /Urugab refers to the dolomite rock art that he sees
as threads that connect his people to God’s house. Having lost much
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ancestral knowledge of the Khomani San, it is the collective San memory
about hunting and ritual that tethers /Urugab’s ancestral history to time
and place.
Cognitive evolutionary models, modern interpretations of postPaleolithic religions, and the scientific revolution all privilege the written
and “stable” word above the fluidity of folklore and orally transmitted
myth. In doing so, they demonstrate once again the need for Eurocentric
culture to confine other cultural cosmologies into static states of being.
Geographical colonization across countless Indigenous lands removed
people from the land and removed myth from land and people. Archibald
writes that
like all peoples, our stories were part of articulating our world,
understanding our knowledge systems, naming our experiences,
guiding our relationships, and most importantly, identifying
ourselves. Without choice, we became the “hunted” in the story of
imperialism that framed the grand narrative of Indigenous
Peoples.380
In describing the nature and value of oral systems of communication,
Biesele quotes Eric Havelock, who explains that
all societies support and strengthen their identity by conserving
their mores. A social consciousness, formed as a consensus, is as it
were, continually placed in storage for re-use. Literate societies do
this by documentation; preliterate ones achieve the same result by
the composition of poetic narratives, which serve also as
encyclopaedias of conduct. These exist and are transmitted through
memorization, and as continually recited constitute a report—a
reaffirmation—of the communal ethos and also a recommendation
to abide by it.381
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One can argue that even among religions respected for their
immense texts there is a history that privileges oral knowledge, a history
that is particularly evident in ritual practice. The preservation of myth as
transmitted orally or textually has a specific bearing on how myth informs
a culture's epistemological and ontological approach to its surroundings.
For example, before the destruction of the second Temple in Jerusalem,
the more significant part of Jewish knowledge was the oral law and oral
myth, memorized generation after generation by religious elders. Textual
codification of the oral tradition was strictly forbidden, so this body of
oral knowledge served as a living and fluid body of knowledge that
would be interpreted from generation to generation according to their
environmental needs through time. The oral law of Judaism, commonly
referred to as the Talmud, was eventually codified in the first and second
centuries CE during Roman persecution when the murder of Jewish
knowledge keepers by Roman authorities occurred.382
There is a strange parallel in the historical correlations of how the
codification of the Jewish oral tradition and the Bleek and Lloyd archives
came about. Both of these written bodies of work were produced out of
fear for the loss of their respective oral traditions due to varying attempts
to exterminate the peoples and leaders of these groups.383 Although
//Kabbo, the most prominent /Xam informant, and his fellow informants
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had lost their land, their practices, and their rituals, they had one thing left
to share with Bleek and Lloyd—their oral tradition and their myths. For
more than 100 years, the archives have demonstrated that San cosmology,
epistemology, and ritual have survived through these archived stories. At
the same time, despite being removed from land and ritual practice, the
folklore and myths of Indigenous peoples worldwide have, in part,
managed to survive from generation to generation without a formal
scholarly or written culture, particularly in cases where Indigenous
peoples have been able to retain an aspect of solidarity to ancestral land.
Sugawara’s theory on animal borders demonstrates these points by
studying contemporary G|ui folk knowledge. Sugawara notes,
it is surprising that two studies, Bleek and Lloyd’s and mine,
carried out independently at intervals one century and 800
kilometers apart, reveal a common corporeal sense that might be
specific to the hunting and gathering way of life in the Kalahari
savanna.384
Shortly afterward, Sugawara reflects that due to their changing world, the
younger generations of G|ui now find it more difficult to relate to their
culture’s Indigenous concepts found in their myth. Despite this, Sugawara
maintains, if folklore can remind these youth of the equal standing of the
human–animal relationship and that the hunter is also the hunted, “then
they would obtain a valuable epistemological resource for holding and
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renovating the unique view of the world fostered through the huntinggathering way of life.”385
Keeney and Keeney have commented that San elders believe that
folklore, once written down, becomes stuck in a static form and losses its
spiritual potency.386 Perhaps like the Talmudic sages, San elders believe
that the fluidity of myth through space and time is necessary to keep myth
“potent” and relevant for generations to come.
The Myth World of the San, with its ontologically fickle beings and
permeable boundaries which at times extend to the hunting ground
and affect its “doings,” is an . . . reflection, of the San’s natural and
social world. That world, by virtue of its connection to the Myth
World, is aquiver with potential transformation and transition,
realised, occasionally, in the hunt; and, more frequently, in trance
and initiation ritual. Myths help in making sense and dealing with
the ambiguities and contradictions of such a world.387
In opposition to a biological or economically materialist view of the
hunter-gatherer world, Guenther frequently reiterates that it is myth that
amplifies how the San experience and, more specifically, the /Xam
experienced the world. Being in the world intellectually and physically
cannot be separated from myth.388 As is the case for many Indigenous
traditions, Indigenous and Primal cosmology are informed by and
reinforced by myth. Myth forms the basis for directing an Indigenous or
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Primal epistemology and structures a culture’s understanding of its
ontology. As will be discussed in the next section of this chapter, rituals
are informed by myth, and myth is reinforced through practice.
Indigenous Ritual as Primal Theology
One of the aims of this philosophical work is to narrow the distance
between an Indigenous worldview permeated with liminality that is
facilitated through ritual and New Animism’s resistance to the
“supernatural” associated with ritual and ceremony within the context of
Primal religions.389 Earlier in this inquiry, I referred to several
commonalities of relationality within an Indigenous research paradigm
that can be applied to Indigenous traditions and societies worldwide.
These are relationships to the land that are enforced by an ecological
awareness that is perpetuated through oral tradition and punctuated by
ritual and ceremony. In the prior two sections of this chapter, I discussed a
relationship between land and animals that is reinforced by myth as being
central to Primal religions. In this section of this chapter, I would like to
explore how Indigenous ritual and ceremony constitute forms of actionorientated Primal metaphysics. As an example, a specific reading of San
lifeways demonstrates that the focus of San metaphysics is the becoming
of one’s environment through a somatic reading or exegesis of that
environment. This becoming is a process of learning to cohabit with one’s
environment.
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In Primal religion, creating and entering liminal ritual realms is not
the same as what takes place in the ritual altered states of consciousness
cultivated by more recent Western neo-shamanic approaches. What is at
stake for Primal religion is not a transcendence from the problems of this
world, nor a psychological escape. The neo-shamanic movement's
tendency to associate Indigenous rituals with worldly transcendence as a
replacement for Eurocentric theological transcendence is perhaps one
reason why New Animism has avoided recognizing the role that ritual
plays in Indigenous and Primal traditions, as it seeks to distance itself
from the neo-shamanic movement. In Deleuzian language, liminality
facilitates the creation of a plane of immanence through zones of
proximity that engage a multiplicity of domains of being; the liminality
created through ritual is what forms the zone of proximity. This zone is
not a portal or point of departure from the Earth, but rather a place of
becoming with the Earth. The creation of a plane of immanence occurs
when the world-beyond of mythological beings and the here-and-now
converge in the liminal world of ritual. Liminality occurs through a
conscious and action-based engagement of the multiplicity of beings that
makes up one’s environment. Liminality, in a Primal sense, does not foster
a transcendent metaphysics but a grounded metaphysics that engages
Earth, other-than-humans, and community.
There is a pure plane of immanence, univocality, composition,
upon which everything is given, upon which unformed elements
and materials dance that are distinguished from one another only
by their speed and that enter into this or that individuated
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assemblage depending on their connections, their relations of
movement.390
This plane is the place where merging, transformation, and ontological
fluidity exist;391 I argue that this pure plane of immanence within
Indigenous and Primal religions is the liminal-in-between that ritual
facilitates. In philosophy of religion, it is common to say that ritual
punctuates life phases,392 but this says nothing about whether this
punctuation leads the ritual observer toward becoming-heavens or
becoming-Earth. Deleuze and Guattari, in drawing inspiration from
Spinoza, are strict in noting that the plane of immanence is not bifurcated
in its essence and that it is simultaneously thought and nature, Nous, and
Physis.393
Rightfully or not, the famous San trance dance or healing dance, a
dominating symbol of San religion, is a ritual punctuation of San life
commonly portrayed as an exercise in the transcendence of
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consciousness.394 Biesele, Katz, and St. Denis, in Healing Makes Our Hearts
Happy, present a less transcendent view of the healing dance, one centered
on community relations and on relations with Earth. My understanding is
that where transcendence does play a role in San ritual, its ultimate
purpose is still in forging deeper societal and ecological relations.395 As
Deleuze and Guattari write, “The transcendent God would remain empty,
or at least absconditus, if it were not projected on a plane of immanence of
creation where it traces the stages of its theophany.”396
Shawn Wilson interprets the Latin for the word Indigenous as one
who springs from or is being born from the land, emphasizing that the
land itself can serve as a container of knowledge. Wilson explains that one
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of his elders once described to him that space (zone of proximity) is the
actual relationship between us and an ecological environment that we call
land, and this space of being between ourselves and our physical ecology
is what the elder described as sacred. 397 Ceremonies and rituals are
performed to bridge the distance that exists in the space between to form
and reinforce relationships; here, the plane of immanence is a plane of
relationality in Indigenous terms. “Knowledge itself is held in the
relationships and connections formed with the environment that
surrounds us. . . . The only difference between human beings and four
leggeds and plants is the shadow they cast.”398
The Indigenous worldview of ritual and ceremony brings us into
an ever-deeper relationship with the tangible world around us. This is a
metaphysics that fosters knowledge, respect, and increased consciousness
of creation. Vinnicombe provides an example of this when talking about
the relationship of ritual to hunting among the /Xam: “extremely intricate
rules and taboos were bound up with hunting eland which closely
identified the hunter with his prey, and these regulations, to a great extent
bear out the ritual aspect of the hunt.”399 In the here-and-now, hunting is
enabled by the art and practice of tracking, which entails skilled
interpretation of the natural world in all its ecological complexity.
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Liebenberg notes that despite the scientific way we would read tracking,
most of the San's interpretation of their world is felt and unspoken,
demonstrating a practice of inter-relationality between realms of being.400
It is this practice that I define as Primal metaphysics.
One of the problems that religious scholars have had in placing the
world of liminal ritual next to the world of formal sacramental ritual is
that Primal rituals, such as the trance or healing dance, are assumed to be
void of intellectual thought and capacity; they are thought to be
transcendent acts of emptying the mind. In other words, they are rituals
void of intelligence due to their transcendent nature. Most likely, this
assumption comes simultaneously from a place of Euro-American felt
superiority as well as scholarly cultural ignorance about the role ritual
plays in Primal religions and San cosmology and ontology. Contrary to
such a sentiment, Low recognizes the intellectual value in the somatic
experience of Primal ritual when he states that “grounded cognition lies in
recognizing that the sensory and motor systems play a fundamental role
in learning and knowing as well as doing. Concepts are held not in
abstraction but bodily states.”401 For the San, how they feel, somatically,
alters their learning. Lewis-Williams and Pearce describe this as a spiritual
power in San religion that is “the glue that binds society. Religion, or
ways of managing spiritual power, also played a major role in binding the
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/Xam to their landscape.”402 Keeney and Keeney point out that for
scholars to question the meaning of a particular ritual in San culture is
fruitless because “meaning” is not the ritual's purpose. The purpose of
ritual is as an intermediary that facilitates the enhancement of
relationships between beings.403
Guenther, Low, Skaanes, Keeney and Keeney, and Powers all
allude to the fact that ritual is central to San's tolerance for ontological
ambiguity.
Bushman religion and ceremonial life are shown to highlight the
importance of experiences that enact the way changing forms are
given primacy over any subsequent naming or indication that stills
movement. . . . Bushmen value experience that constantly shapeshifts . . . in a unique phenomenological domain that ceremonial
performance aims to access.404
In the study of San epistemology, there are commonly recognized
groupings of ritual that facilitate liminality; there, ontological ambiguity is
possible and transformation occurs. Guenther refers to the trance healing
dance and the initiation rites of both males and females coming of age.405
Keeney and Keeney focus on these rituals as well as the role of storytelling
as a ritual.406 Other scholars, like Deacon and Foster, have highlighted the
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ritual of rainmaking, no longer practiced but commonly found in the
records of the /Xam.407
Two figures central to San cosmology and myth that repeatedly
feature in San ritual are the eland (and other antelopes) and the trickster
god, known as /Kaggen in the /Xam language, who will be referenced
again in the next section of this chapter.408 Both of these characters are
central to the framing of hunting as a ritual. Chapter 4’s analysis of the
chasing hunt focuses on the relationship between hunter and Eland rather
than the role that the trickster plays in the hunt. The point is that
numerous ritual practices within San cosmology reinforce a bond between
the human-antelope relationship, including activities such as
painting the initiand’s forehead with the eland’s distinctive
forehead mark, rubbing “eland medicine” into cuts administered to
his body, or anointing him with eland fat which is prepared during
a men-only trance dance performed “in praise of the fat” from the
“first eland kill.”409
This practice prepares a hunter to transform through the ontological
ambiguity of liminal space that facilitates becoming-animal.
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San Bushmen Cosmology-Epistemology-Ontology in Primal Religions
Much has already been said in this chapter about the traditions of
San religion contextualized as Primal religion. I previously stated that this
dissertation aims not to define San religion but rather to discuss the
chasing hunt as an act of eco-religious practice through an ecological
reading or exegesis of one’s environment. The first section of my inquiry
concerned itself with contextualizing the different subjects, theories, and
philosophies that this work brings together. It also demonstrated the
relationship between these various parts. At the close of this section, and
in summation of this chapter, I would like to highlight a few essential
components of San religion embedded in San cosmology, epistemology,
and ontology before entering the analysis of Section II of this work.
In Chapter 2, I purposefully noted Barnard’s comments about the
diversity of San linguistics and cosmological expression. Here Barnard
also notes that there is a widespread commonality in Khoisan religious
and cosmological structure.410 It is essential to note that different San
groups have other words and names to refer to their Creator, deities, or
mytho-magical forces. The names and terms referred to in Section II of this
work are not necessarily applied to all San and Khoi peoples but rather to
specific groups of people discussed in this analysis.
Most scholars agree that the broader cosmological and religious
Khoisan structure encompasses “—a high god, a lesser deity, the
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transmigration of the souls of the dead, and the importance of the
Moon.”411 They also agree that San cosmology establishes strong kinship
relations between all of these:412 “In general, Bushman religion
emphasizes the relationship between deity and humanity.”413 In San
mythology, deity refers neither to human, spirit, or animal, but an
interchange of ambiguous identity between the three.414 Similarly,
personhood in San cosmology wasn’t always human; a point well
demonstrated when San talk about the peoples of First Creation, which
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include the Eland peoples:415 “In our old world animals were once people,
and people were once animals.”416
Central to kinship relations between mythical and materially
tangible beings is a pervasive lunar cosmology whose monthly waning
and waxing determine the actions of the lesser deity, the spirits of the
dead, the movement of animals, and the timing of rituals, such as the
trance or healing dance, menarcheal rites, and hunting. Power speaks of
“potent entities as Trickster and Eland are identifiably lunar—they grow
large, fade away, come back alive.”417 The trickster, also known as the
Mantis amongst several San groupings, can be said to be the lesser god, a
mytho-magical being from Primal Time.418 The trickster manifests in the
biologically material world through the ontological blurring pervasive in
San myth and the role that myth plays in San ritual and the here-andnow.419 The trickster, who can be found in the mythological beliefs and
practices of all walks of San life, serves as a moral mediator between the
San and their engagement with different realms and aspects of their
cosmological world. “The occasions at which this unsettling intersection of
myth and reality were most frequent and most impactful are in ritual and
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in the hunt, both of them occasions at which the trickster-antagonist-deityspirit makes his appearance.”420
Underlying the interchange between orders of Creation, realms of
being, and ontological ways of being is what the Ju/’hoansi call n/om.
N/om is a preternatural animistic force of wellbeing given to healers by
the force of Creation, imparted to community members through ritual
practice and the crossing of realms. Scholars most widely discuss n/om
within the context of the trance or healing dance.421 Keeney and Keeney
discuss n/om as a life-force accessed through the recursive process of
moving between First and Second Creation during various rituals,
including storytelling.422 We will also encounter the subject of n/om in the
chasing hunt.
Scholars have disagreed most about how the San relate to these
various components of their religious traditions, not the elements that
comprise a broader cosmological and religious San structure. The
ambiguous and fluid nature of all realms of the San’s social, ritual, and
cosmological worlds ensure the impossibility of ever “defining” San
religion. And as Keeney and Keeney have indicated, we should not be
asking, what San religion means, but rather what function their worlds’
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fluidity serves.423 Several scholars, including Barnard, Guenther, and
Keeney, and Keeney, agree that fluidity of form, whether cosmological or
ontological, is the underlying basis for both San belief and San being in the
world. With this in mind, Guenther has defined San religion as antistructural, a defining factor that can be included in this dissertation’s
definition of a Primal religion. Through this definition of San religion, we
will enter a dialogue with the practice of becoming and becoming-animal
in Section 2 of this work.
Guenther states that the human–animal identity blurring is most
pervasive in San ritual, seen through mimesis and transformation.424 This
identity blurring is supported by the San’s anti-structural religious
approach, where fluidity functions as an Indigenous creative. Barnard
elaborates on this point further in the quote below.
Bushmen religion and the (non)sense of anthropological theory of
religion, (1979) dismisses functionalist and structuralist approaches
in favour of what he terms “religion as anti-structure,” and argues
that Bushman religion in particular, and religion in general, is
characterize by disorderliness, idiosyncrasy, and a lack of
functionality. . . . It is not that fluidity denies structure, as Guenther
contends. Rather, fluidity in religious belief functions as an
indigenous creative and explanatory device and as a product of
linguistic and social circumstances both within and beyond
broadly-defined structural frameworks. Like the fluidity in patterns
of settlement and seasonal migration, fluidity in belief supplements
such frameworks and allows them to persist, as they have done for
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centuries, possibly millennia, from one end of the subcontinent to
the other.425
In Section II of this inquiry, I explore how the Primal religious antistructure of the San religion supports an ecologically comprehensive
identity blurring between human–animal during the hunt.
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SECTION II
Chapter 4: Ontological Mutability in San Bushmen Cosmology and
Epistemology
All Things Were Once People
“All things (that is living creatures) were once people. . . ” /Han#kasso
(Bleek 1936:164)426
“We who are Bushmen, were once springbucks,427 and the Mantis shot us,
and we really cried (like a little child). Then the Mantis said, we should
become a person, become people, because we really cried.”428
Long ago, they were all sitting around talking together. They talked and
discussed things, and they said, “Today we’re going to n=om ka n/om
[create n/om]. Then we’ll write the name of all the animals on their hides.
Today we’ll n=om ka n/om, and we’ll use it to give a different design to each
animal. From today people will no longer be people but will have markings
and be animals.” So they created n/om. They gave names to all the animals;
they told each animal his name.429
The Pre-Philosophical World of Primal-Time and the Two Orders of
Existence
To be present at the dawn of the world: such is the link between
imperceptibility, indiscernibility, and impersonality—the three virtues. To
reduce oneself to an abstract line, a trait in order to find one’s zone of
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indiscernibility with other traits, and in this way enter the haecceity and
impersonality of the creator.430
In the first section of my inquiry, I argued that ontological fluidity
and mutability are ever-present in the various realms of San social and
ritual engagement with their environment. Like many Indigenous and
Primal cosmologies, ontological mutability is deeply rooted in San
Creation mythology. To truly understand how the San “enter the
haecceity and impersonality of the creator,” one needs to understand the
mutability of time and Creation itself within San mythology—a mutability
of metaphysical and material realms that ritual engages through liminal
zones of proximity.
In San mythology, there are two realms of Creations: First Creation
and Second Creation. First Creation is the realm of Primal time, a prephilosophical moment where the animistic personhood of all beings,
undefined, was present at the dawn of the world. Second Creation is the
realm that the San exist in today, where the personhood of beings is
differentiated into humans, animals, and spirit beings through n=om ka
n/om [creating n/om] and naming. Rituals, including the healing dance,
menarcheal rites, storytelling, and hunting, are all mediums through
which the San access the ontological ambiguity of First Creation from
within Second Creation. The relationship between these forms of Creation
demonstrates San’s process-orientated ambiguity of time and space in and
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of themselves. First Creation is not necessarily pre-existent to Second
Creation, even if it presupposes it. This is like Deleuze and Guattari’s
statement that “prephilosophical does not mean something pre-existent
but rather something that does not exist outside philosophy, although
philosophy presupposes it. . . . Philosophy is at once concept creation and
instituting of the plane.”431
In First Creation and the ritual liminality of Second Creation, the
plane of immanence is instituted simultaneously by thinking and
becoming. “This is because one does not think without becoming
something else, something that does not think an animal, a molecule, a
particle—and that comes back to thought and revives it.”432 Guenther
reinforces this idea in his description of two principal manifestations of
San ambiguity in San Creation: therianthropes and transformation.
Guenther explains that therianthropes and transformation are
conceptually and phenomenologically bound. The therianthropes of First
Creation are the creative aspect of ontological ambiguity that arises
through ongoing transformation;433 this process is an instituting of a plane
of immanence through thinking and becoming. In Second Creation, it is
through the liminal world of ritual that San can continue to participate in
this process of transformation; it is this space where becoming takes place.
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Rock art scholars such as Lewis-Williams and Vinnicombe were
among the first to study the cosmological significance of the undefined
beings called therianthropes.434 Following this, Biesele was the next
scholar to focus on the role that therianthropes play in San epistemology
through folklore. In Biesele’s analysis of folklore, therianthropes are not
abstract beings, but peoples of the Early Race who exist within First
Creation and whose actions inform San ethics and moral practice.435
My inquiry’s interest is in the ontological interplay between First
and Second Creation and how this interplay fosters ontological ambiguity
within San cosmology and during ritual liminality. In looking at this
intersection, I found the most thorough exploration of how Primal time
enforces the transformative process of Second Creation in the recent
works of Guenther and Keeney and Keeney. Through these works, I
developed my interpretive models to describe hunting as a ritual practice,
which I mention in the introduction to this dissertation. In this chapter, I
will begin by expounding on my understanding of Keeney and Keeney’s
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model of interpreting the interaction between First and Second Creation,
followed by a further exploration of Guenther’s three domains of being in
the next section of this chapter.
“Bushman religion and ceremonial life are shown to highlight the
importance of experiences that enact the way changing forms are
given primacy over any subsequent naming or indication that stills
movement. . . . This recurrent passage between First and Second
Creation sets the stage for Bushman transformative experience.”436
Keeney and Keeney's psychoanalytical work is perhaps the clearest
example of how (S)animism extends beyond the biological materialist
view of animistic relational ontology. It further demonstrates how their
world extends beyond Ingold's ontology of dwelling through the
inclusion of a preternatural and mytho-mystical worldview. Theirs is a
model of how (S)animism subscribes neither to a structuralist nor a
perspectivist worldview. Critical to understanding these scholars' work is
a recognition of how change-of-being and being-in-change form the
underlying epistemology of all realms and domains in the San’s world. I
elaborate on this in the upcoming paragraph through further elaboration
on the concept of Primal time. As Deleuze and Guattari explain,
“Movement takes in everything, and there is no place for a subject and an
object that can only be concepts . . . movement is not the image of thought
without being also the substance of being.”437 It is not only that movement
takes in everything, according to Keeney and Keeney. This constant
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shifting of form takes place in a unique phenomenological realm that
comes into existence through ritual liminality.438 The reality of
(S)animisms (the plane of immanence) comes into existence through ritual
zones of proximity. Denying the importance of these zones in San
epistemology and ontology misunderstands the entirety of San cosmology
and its unique expression of Primal religion.
In Primal time (First Creation), undefined “persons” continually
morphed into different forms and combinations of animals that we would
recognize today. Several important, undefinable characters that I
previously highlighted that are of particular interest in Primal time
include/Kaggen or the Mantis and his beloved Eland. There are also the
eland-headed peoples with clapping hooves, who in Keeney and Keeney's
report are the peoples to become “the first dancing n/om-kxaosi or
traditional doctors.”439 These are the first healers of the trance or healing
dance who can impart n/om to the community through various rituals.
In Second Creation, persons undergo a reversal of form, with
humans becoming animals and animals becoming humans. Names are
assigned to all living creatures, which institutes stable identities of
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ontological being. 440 In the undefined ambiguity of Primal time, there is
no sickness and death, but naming in Second Creation with its stable
forms brings with it a world of disease and the impermanence of life.441
Other accounts of First and Second Creation were also recorded through
the words of /Xam informant /Han#kasso to Lucy Lloyd442 and by
Biesele.443 Guenther too discusses the workings of First and Second
Creation in his recent work.444
Where Keeney and Keeney see their work as unique is in the
manner that they discuss the intersection between First Creation-n/omSecond Creation. They comment that although many San studies scholars
recognize the importance of n/om as a vital life force for healing, “they
did not report its association with First Creation and how it is evoked
across these different domains of performance.”445
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As noted at the beginning of this section, time itself is ambiguous in
San epistemology. Second Creation is not the end of First Creation but
rather the transformation of a changing world to a more discretely
ambiguous and fluid world—as Deleuze and Guattari would say, an
assemblage of a multiplicity of events or haecceities.446 Entering liminality
or the zone of proximity through ritual is the metaphysical practice of
moving from Second Creation to First Creation to make immanent the
creative power of the cosmos, revealing the place where these two realms
of being converge. This practice occurs not only for healing but also as a
process of creative engagement with one’s environment; a creative
engagement that I have defined as a practice of eco-exegesis in a Primal
religious context, which for the San is a creative engagement of truly
knowing one’s environment, both through the art of tracking and through
the process of becoming an element of the Kalahari Desert itself. Keeney
and Keeney describe the San’s understanding of Creation as a process of
ongoing change that revitalizes and sustains life: “Bushmen live to ‘hunt
n/om,’ as Bushmen n/om-kxaosi [healers] often phrase it. Puberty rites,
storytelling, and healing dances all serve this hunt.”447 Hunting n/om
involves a recursive process of moving from Second Creation to First
Creation and then reentering Second Creation renewed. It is in First
Creation that a shifting and transformative identification is felt between
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the human, animals, spirits, and ancestors; it is a zone where the San
becomes undifferentiated from the other. Keeney and Keeney illustrate
this as follows: Inspired Expression à Entry to First Creation à Renewed
Return to Second Creation.448 Figure 6 is my illustration of this same
process. As discussed earlier in this inquiry, this model visually
demonstrates the recursive and recurrent process that occurs during the
hunt; the process is one of recurrent entries and re-entries from Second
Creation to First Creation and back to Second Creation through boundarycrossing.

Figure 6. Keeney and Keeney’s model, adapted from “Reentry into First
Creation.” Author’s figure.
Inside Creation, a never-ending process of change contributes to
producing paradoxes, contradictions, and ambiguities. . . .
Bushman religion finds its core consistency and clarity in a
dynamic way the n/om-kxaosi [healer/initiate/hunter] value
change that fosters further change, doing so to maintain the
stability of the ongoing dance between First and Second Creation . .
. we are talking about the re-entry of creation into creation, a
recursive operation in which creation acts on itself, redistinguishing, reindicating, reframing, and renewing itself without
end. 449
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Three Ontological Domains of Being in San Belief, Ritual Practice, and
the Here-and-Now
Guenther’s discussion of Primal time and First and Second
Creation does not share the same shamanic-analytical view as Keeney and
Keeney.450 It does, in my opinion, share a related interpretation of how the
ontological ambiguity of First Creation manifests itself in Second Creation,
even if they disagree on the degree of stability that exists within Second
Creation. Keeney and Keeney’s more eco-psychological and shamanistic
approach focuses their discussion on the recursive process of moving to
and from Second to First Creation through liminal time and space
governed by ritual. Guenther’s analysis is grounded in a more animistic
relational ontology focused on demonstrating how the ontological
ambiguity of First Creation permeates multiple facets of life in Second
Creation—punctuating three separate but interrelated domains of being in
the world that exist within San reality. Between these two perspectives, I
have found grounds to discuss the chasing hunt as a Primal metaphysical
practice.

450

My reading of Keeney and Keeney is that the language of their
discussions lends more toward a shamanistic interpretation of San religion,
somewhat more in-line with the language of Lewis-Williams. Guenther’s
discussion of San religion on the other hand is more pragmatic in its framing and
its use of language. Of particular importance is the fact that Guenther attempts to
steer clear of all forms of theological language and neo-shamanistic language that
might unintentionally transpose Euro-American conceptions of religion and
spirituality onto San religion. This is evident in the way Guenther employs his
creative and original terminology in order to frame complex ideas and
discussions (e.g., Guenther, Tricksters & Trancers, 66-80).
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Guenther is definite: even in Second Creation, San ontology is
informed by an epistemology and cosmology of ambiguity and flux.
Guenther defines these as being expressed through three ontological
domains of San being in the world—“the world-beyond, of mythological
beings, the here-and-now, and the betwixt-between, liminal world of
ritual.”451 Guenther’s first volume of Human–Animal Relationships in San
and Hunter-Gatherer Cosmology, entitled Therianthropes and Transformation,
explores in-depth how ontological ambiguity enters these three domains
of Second Creation through the process of transformation. Guenther
demonstrates these occurrences in myth (world-beyond), in ritual
(betwixt-between), and hunting (here-and-now). In differentiating these
domains of being, Guenther clarifies that the First Order world-beyond of
myth is distinguished from the spirit realm that demonstrates itself in
both Creations.
Importantly, the spirit realm for Guenther is both part of the mythic
past and part of this world. Some scholars talk about the spirit realm
being located beyond the hunting grounds, the explicit domain of San
healers and shamans. In contrast, the mythic past is the domain of all
beings and all the community.452 This is a crucial point in understanding
the nuance of ontological ambiguity that my inquiry explores. My inquiry
does not analyze the San shamanic realm of spirits, an aspect of San reality
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covered by scholars in chapters such as Marshall’s chapter in Nyae Nyae
!Kung Beliefs and Rites that look at “sorcery and other mystiques.”453
Guenther reiterates that both the world of myth and the realm of spirits
manifest forms of ontological ambiguity in the here-and-now:
“Ontological ambiguity is also manifested temporally, whenever the
worlds of myth and spirits impinge upon the lived-in world.”454 What is
important to highlight for this inquiry is that the manifestation of
ontological ambiguity is not contingent on the realm of spirits, but rather
contingent on the mythic past.
Because the Second Order is both a continuation and an inversion
of the First Order, the mythological past and primal time pervade
the historical present and contemporary reality. This confounding
of past and present, and myth and reality confers on the present
order an abiding aura of ambiguity.455
I understand the separate but interrelated realms of mythic past
and spirit to be particularly pervasive in Primal religions. It appears,
however, that the ontological reality of the mythic past has been
somewhat lost in the evolution of many Indigenous and modern religious
traditions—lost, in that as Sugawara points out, contemporary generations
of these traditions find it increasingly challenging to relate to the symbolic
reality of the mythic past.456 Guenther also covers this subject in a chapter
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on the disenchantment of the San world in his recent work.457 What is
retained in many Indigenous and Primal religions is the permeability
between the spirit realm and the here-and-now.
Being-in-the-world for the San thus also contains awareness of and
interaction with beings from alternate nether-worlds, whose quality
of inchoateness and ontological mutability spills over also onto
beings of this world (and being-in the same), mostly in the context
of ritual and hunting, both praxis spheres within which human–
animal transformation occurs to varying degrees.458
Returning to Guenther’s three ontological domains of being,
Guenther highlights that the highest degree of ontological ambiguity
manifests itself in the mythology concerning the Early Race of peoples,
with the premiere example being the trickster, /Kaggen, or the Mantis.459
For the San, the world-beyond of mythic time at least for now still remains
in the present, a sentiment Guenther reinforces when he says that “to a
certain extent, the ambiguity of the First Order, with its ontological
fluidity, its trickster protagonists, were-beings, and meat-women, still
persist in the present world.”460 In the betwixt-between realm of ritual
practice, Guenther highlights that ontological ambiguity manifests
through transformation, “experienced, directly or vicariously, through
either metamorphosis or mimesis, and acted out through ritual, either
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altered states of consciousness-informed (the trance/healing dance) or
liminal (initiation rites, most explicitly at menarche).”461 Lastly Guenther
highlights that ontological ambiguity manifests in the so-called real-world
that involves the hands-on activity of hunting, “manifested as a mental or
visceral sympathy bond between hunter and prey, all of it immersed
within the here-and-now, lived-in world.”462
Although neither Keeney and Keeney nor Guenther describe
hunting as a ritual practice, they do make it clear that the symbolic
significance of hunting pervades both cosmological myth and ritual
practice and vice versa. A clear example of this is the menarcheal rights of
a young girl becoming a woman. In the Ju/’hoan tradition, the young girl
is compared to an eland when undergoing her menarcheal ritual. During
her time in the liminal space of ritual, where she enters First Creation, her
identity is ambiguous while she shape-shifts between hunter and hunted
(eland). Here, the young girl experiences a shifting identity with the eland,
finally emerging again in Second Creation with a new identity as a
woman.463 My interpretation of hunting, specifically the chasing hunt as
ritual practice, is based on the interpretation that hunting engages the
same recursive and recurrent process explained by Keeney and Keeney
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between First and Second Creation and explained by Guenther in the
three domains of being present in their respective definitions of ritual.
In the below diagram (Figure 7), I have illustrated Guenther’s three
ontological domains of being in a recursive and recurrent process, in a
similar fashion and alongside that of Keeney and Keeney.

Figure 7. Guenther’s model with Keeney and Keeney’s model. Data
adapted from Guenther, “’Therefore Their Parts Resemble Humans’”, and
Keeney and Keeney, “Reentry into First Creation.”Author’s figure.
The hunter and eland purposefully frame these two models to
suggest how each of these models can be applied to the chasing hunt. In
Guenther’s model, the here-and-now activity of hunting becomes a
liminal world of ritual or a zone of proximity through its interaction or
convergence with the world-beyond of ontological ambiguity. This is a
212

process particular to the chasing hunt and not all hunting, as the chasing
hunt is the most ritualized form of hunting in San society. The sympathy
bond between hunter and eland during the apex of the hunt bleeds into
psychological merging and elements of physical transformation. In
Keeney and Keeney’s model, the hunter, whose task to procure meat
begins in Second Creation, transforms as the hunter crosses the boundary
into First Creation during the hunt's heat, where ontological fluidity
occurs. The hunter reenters Second Creation at the end of the hunt, having
taken eland's life.
The Geophilosophy of the San as Ontological Epistemology in the
Kalahari Desert
“Let me begin by explaining what the landscape is not. It is not
‘land,’ it is not ‘nature,’ and it is not ‘space’”464 A discussion of becominganimal would be incomplete without a further discussion of the
geophilosophy of becoming the Kalahari Desert itself. In Chapter 3 of this
dissertation, I asserted that both Indigenous and Primal epistemologies
are informed by relationship to their dwelt-in geography. For the
remaining San peoples of South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana, this
geography is the Kalahari Desert. This semi-arid savannah desert, which
covers 350,000 square miles and extends over three countries within
southern Africa, has been home to the San for tens of thousands of
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years.465 With its long hot and dry seasons and short rainy seasons, this
harsh environment has shaped the San as a people over more than 30,000
years; it has not only shaped their survival techniques, but their rituals
and myth as well. The Foster brothers have reflected that like many other
desert environments, the Kalahari Desert can appear lifeless to a spectator
who holds no relationship to this geography. Watching the San move in
and with the Kalahari reveals a dynamic world of differentiated
multiplicities continuously becoming in motion with one another.466 This
is what Deleuze and Guattari might describe as the entangled movement
of beings in relationship to Earth. Here, the San are beings who
deterritorialize and reterritorialize upon the plane of immanence that is
the Kalahari Desert.
Deleuze and Guattari believe that philosophy and thinking occur in
the relationship of territory to Earth. “The earth is not one element among
others but rather brings together all the elements within a single embrace
while using one or another of them to deterritorialize territory.”467 For
Deleuze and Guattari, geophilosophy is the relationship between
thinking, politics, and territory, which are geographically conditioned.468
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How Primal and Indigenous traditions interpret this statement and how
the dominant Eurocentric worldview interprets this statement is evident
in the different understandings of land ownership and land use between
colonizers and colonized in the past number of hundreds of years. For the
colonizer, the territory is controlled geography, domesticated through the
creation of the concept of land ownership and state-forming politics. For
Primal and Indigenous communities, the land is not dominated or owned;
rather, it is shaped through one’s epistemic engagement with dynamic
geography. One's relationship to geography determines the impact of
territorialization between one worldview and the next, as an assemblage
of a multiplicity of animate beings or as a single element of static space.
The San relationship to geography and territory is demonstrated in The
Great Dance, where tracker and hunter !Nqate begins his story by
introducing himself by introducing his relationship to the Kalahari Desert
and the other beings that inhabit that land.
I !Nqate, live in the Kalahari; I know the waterholes and pens
around here, all the places where the animals come. When it is the
rainy times, the animals come close again, and the fruits come. I am
a hunter; I hunt with my friends, Xlhoase, the bowhunter, and
Karoha, the runner, who will even risk death in the most difficult of
all hunts, the hunt by running. We know tracking. This is what we
are born to do. We talk silently with our hands, and we read the
animal's stories. Tracking is like dancing because your body is
happy; it’s telling you that the hunting will be good.469
Du Plessis’ recent dissertation, “Gathering the Kalahari: Tracking
Landscapes in Motion,” draws on Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy and
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animistic studies to explore how humans, other-than-humans, and
landscapes are entangled in perpetual motions of becoming. In meditating
on the historical processes of the Kalahari Desert itself, Du Plessis writes
that “landscapes are not simply the contexts for politics and histories;
rather, their movements are always embroiled in the doings of histories
and politics themselves, which include issues of human and more-thanhuman livability.”470 Drawing on Deleuze and Guattari’s notion that it is
the movement of lines that provides us with a relational way to experience
becoming in the world,471 Du Plessis demonstrates how the lives of
humans, more-than-humans, and landscapes become entangled through a
process of co-emergence.472 Du Plessis’ exploration takes place through an
analysis of the art of tracking, where he argues that “tracking is a
relational practice of becoming familiar—with these multiple
entanglements of emergent landscapes . . . an ongoing practice of
becoming-with emergent landscapes and their multiple potentialities, not
just a relationship between the human tracker and tracked animal.”473
The significance of Du Plessis’ research to my inquiry is two-fold.
The first presents itself through the shared theoretical intention to explore
the relationality of the San’s human and more-than-human world. The
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second presents itself through the lived histories and politics of the people
that Du Plessis forms relationships with over a decade through his MA
and Ph.D. work in the Kalahari Desert.
Like the Foster brothers, Du Plessis spent much time working
under the guidance of tracking specialist Louis Liebenberg. Liebenberg
has been working with the San for decades to understand the art of
tracking and its scientific and cultural role in San society, and to assist the
San in turning the skill of tracking into a viable income source for their
communities.474 Both Du Plessis and the Foster brothers worked closely
with the same San trackers and hunters that Liebenberg does. Two of
these persons, central to The Great Dance, are the film’s narrator !Nqate
(!Nate) and the foremost hunter of the film, Karoha. When the Foster
brothers met !Nqate and Karoha in the late 1990s, they explored the art of
tracking in relation to the chasing hunt, a practical and ritual practice that
!Nqate and Karoha’s communities still practice. When Du Plessis was
conducting his dissertation field research in 2016, these same San had
been unable to hunt legally since 2000, and a complete ban on hunting had
been in place in Botswana since 2014. At the time of writing his
dissertation between 2016 and 2018, Du Plessis confirmed that “today,
virtually no one in the Kalahari lives—or rather, no one is allowed to live
(by law)—the mobile, semi-nomadic lifestyles that people once did.”475
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The loss of these San’s self-subsistent way of being led Du Plessis to study
tracking as its own practice of place, separate from its relationship to
hunting. Professional tracking, art, and trance or healing dance
performance are former ways of life that San communities have attempted
to utilize in the modern world to support their communities and maintain
a sense of cultural autonomy.
Du Plessis’ work explores both a Primal and colonial
territorialization of the Kalahari Desert as an emergent landscape through
the lens of tracking. Du Plessis states, “tracking does just that: it is a
practice that investigates relationalities that cross material and semiotic
conceptual distinctions between the social and natural, in matter and
meaning, as enacted with and unfolding through landscapes.”476 I suggest
that this practice is also a practice of geophilosophy, a practice of
becoming familiar with the emergence of difference and repetition of an
assemblage of beings.477 This practice of geophilosophy is the
epistemological and ontological foundation for San relations to Earth; as
Du Plessis writes, “tracking refuses to treat landscapes as stationary, for to
do so not only implies the potential for getting lost but for the landscape
itself to be abstracted and co-opted.”478 Here, tracking and geophilosophy
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are the relationality of becoming with the landscape through the practice
of knowing and noticing.
The relevance of geophilosophy to this dissertation is that hunting
does not exist outside or separate from tracking. Becoming-animal does
not exist outside of or separate from a philosophy of thinking with and
becoming Earth. Guenther reinforces this idea by describing that “magicomystical links emanate, some San believe, from the animals tracks
themselves, bringing about a connection between hunter and prey.”479
Here, Guenther goes on to reference a number of examples where the
San’s encounter with tracks evokes the stirrings of becoming what
Guenther may call sympathy stirrings.
Today, tracking is one of the few ways in which the San can
continue to become with their environment, a practice that holds centuries
of epistemological ecologies, which are alluded to below and in the
following chapter. In writing his dissertation, Du Plessis, who is of settler
descent, demonstrates the value that the San place on the continuation of
this practice by beginning Part 2 of his work with a passage entitled
“Endings as Beginnings.” Here, he relays the sad passing of !Nqate
following his diagnosis with cancer. After being diagnosed, !Nqate shares
a plea with Du Plessis to keep this San epistemology alive, to assist his
community in fostering it through the engagement of moving with the
evolution of the Kalahari Desert itself. Since !Nqate takes on the voice of
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the film that this inquiry uses to analyze the chasing hunt, I thought it
pertinent and appropriate to include his plea here in this work.
“If I die,” I remember !Nate saying when we drove back to Bere
after his terminal diagnosis, “These things, this culture, that I have
been teaching you will die with me unless you and Njoxlau, and
Karoha, keep doing the work. No, they won’t die. It will be here,
but no one will know it. You must help to teach our babies and to
tell the other people that we are still here. This bush is still here,
you must tell them. The animals, the footprints, the plants, the
truffles, the pans, you must show them, they must know. They are
here, but they will go. You and Derek and Louis, you must tell
them and you must show them. You must keep on tracking.”480
The Role of Story in Forming the Ontology of San Epistemology
In a recent article, Guenther writes, “myth, through its linkages
with and relevance to people’s real-life existence, becomes an implicit
aspect of this existence, and contributes to shaping how they live,
experience, and understand their lives.”481 In the previous chapter of this
dissertation, I discussed the role of myth in informing Indigenous
cosmology within the context of Primal religions. Here, I elaborate on
storytelling's role in reinforcing ontological ambiguity as a fundamental
principle of San epistemology.
For the San, a people whose social fabric is governed by orality,
storytelling is a collaborative, participatory practice. Not only do stories
reinforce the San’s ontologically ambiguous mythology, they also enforce
a culture of individuated expression and knowledge production by
different community members sharing the same story. Storytelling is a
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practice in ontological ambiguity, where diversity is encouraged as a form
of individual expression within the collective. Whether child or elder, the
storyteller brings their own experience and personality to what would
otherwise be a static tale.
The San utilize storytelling as a tool for gathering information and
passing on knowledge, and at the same time support several and even
contradictory versions of a story with little interest in solidifying the facts
and details of a narrative.482 A key feature of San knowledge is that “their
oral culture permits much flexibility in people’s ideas and thinking; they
place great emphasis on personal experience and feelings; as they are
fiercely egalitarian, their knowledge is not clearly associated with
authority.”483
Sugawara’s research found that the most widespread subject for
storytelling among the |Gwi of all ages was hunting.484 Across groupings
of San peoples, stories about the hunt, often told at night around the
campfire, serve as a form of ritual that brings the world-beyond and the
here-and-now into the same place. “As meat and metaphor, animals fill
the collective Bushman stomach and mind. They are eaten and talked
about with relish and are as prominent in Bushman religious and
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expressive culture as they are, or once were, in the Kalahari landscape.”485
Low argues that the San use of metaphor in such ways demonstrates their
perception of how their environment forms an entangled web of
relationships in the Kalahari Desert.486
Keeney and Keeney demonstrate this in their own way by applying
recursive frame analysis to changing forms of storytelling amongst San
peoples. As they do with the trance or healing dance and menarcheal rites,
Keeney and Keeney position the practice of storytelling as a ritual tool that
facilitates the liminality of crossing between Second and First Creation.
For example, here the story about the hunt becomes the zone of proximity
that facilitates a meeting of humans and other-than-human beings, instead
of a physical hunt that took place out in the field. Extending the metaphor
of hunting, storytelling is described as another way to “hunt n/om.” By
delivering a story with n/om, the storyteller is opening himself or herself
up to receiving n/om from the liminal realm that the act of storytelling
created.487 As a storyteller tells Keeney and Keeney,
“I must enter First Creation to tell a story. Here the story will
change and have n/om.” Like a n/om-charged song, a n/omcharged story can transmit n/om, but “if the story is not told by
someone who is full of n/om, it will be dead.” It must be spoken
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with n/om, and that performance helps take others inside First
Creation.488
Keeney and Keeney explain that it is the nature of this process that
informs how stories embody what they call evoked transformational
change. Stories, whether about Primal time or events that took place in the
hunting grounds, “emphasize transformation and shape-shifting, where a
man can become a lion, an eland can turn into rain, a feather dropped into
water can become a whole ostrich, or a leather sandal can become an
antelope.”489 Here Keeney and Keeney insist that the function of San ritual
is to recirculate the action that inspired the ritual through the recursive
process of entry to First Creation and re-entry to Second Creation. This
continual process of motion and movement between present and past
stimulates a process of creation and reinvigoration in the present.490
Through a somatic process, re-enactment, or enactment of ritual, this
recursive process becomes an experience of somatic ontologically
ambiguity that Keeney and Keeney explain as experienced in time, space,
and personhood.
One way in which stories achieve somatic ontologically ambiguity
is through a reversal of identification in human and other-than-human
personhood. Liebenberg quotes Biesele when he explains that “stories
deal with animals in their human aspect, though the characters already
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possess traits that will be typical of their animal aspect. The characters
may turn into animals when they find themselves in situations where they
need their animal powers”; Liebenberg continues by saying this reversal
of identification extends into the hunting grounds as well when “trackers
identify themselves with that animal by thinking what they would do if
they became that animal.”491 This demonstrates that the San’s use of story
not only blurs the San’s distinction between scientific knowledge and
myth,492 but also blurs their ontological experience of these forms of
knowledge in the world. The art of tracking demonstrates that knowledge
is not the result of an intellectual experience alone; it is also the product of
an ever-emergent somatic experience that is ontologically ambiguous.
Trackers and hunters spend a great majority of their days somatically
engaged in embracing and becoming intimate with different aspects of
their ecological environment. For a San tracker, knowing how to hunt an
animal does not merely entail a theoretical understanding of the scientific
anomalies of that animal; rather, it entails an experiential knowledge of
how that animal breathes and moves in relation to its environment. It is in
the experiential process of this somatic knowing that zones of proximity
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are formed between beings where the possibility of ontological ambiguity
exists. This experiential process supports my understanding that the San’s
engagement with their landscape and the beings therein are based on
geophilosophy's ontological epistemology. In this ontological
epistemology, all these beings are, together, constructing and
deconstructing subject formation, acting on territories that are
deterritorialized and reterritorialized through the ephemeral dance of
differentiated bodies of varying types of personhoods that meet in zones
of proximity. Here, thinking and becoming take place through an everemergent process of this movement that deterritorializes and
reterritorializes the plane of immanence that is Earth. The previous
passages indicate that story is an integral part of the ongoing process of
becoming-animal within the Kalahari Desert that extends beyond the
hunt.
Becoming-Animal as Epistemology in San Ontology
To become is not to attain a form (identification, imitation,
Mimesis) but to find the zone of proximity, indiscernibility, or
indifferentiation where one can no longer be distinguished from a
woman, an animal, or a molecule, neither imprecise nor general,
but unforeseen and non-preexistent, singularized out of a
population rather than determined in a form.493
Thus far, I have explored how ontological ambiguity is embedded
in the Primal religious structure of San cosmology, epistemology, and
ontology. This chapter has examined how ontological fluidity manifests
itself in San myth, ritual, and the here-and-now. I have also looked at how
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ontological fluidity is supported by an epistemology of ambiguous
identity between humans and other-than-humans. This research has
touched on the forms of cultural practices and rituals where this fluidity
manifests, whether through the identification of a sympathy bond,
imitation, or mimesis, all of which Guenther details in his recent double
volume.494 The above exploration has laid the groundwork for analyzing
the chasing hunt as a practice of becoming-animal, which I will undertake
in the following chapter. The reason for restating the Deleuze and Guattari
quote is to reaffirm that becoming is not identification, imitation, or
mimesis: these forms of human and other-than-human engagements are
part of an ontologically fluid cosmology and epistemology. They may also
serve as precursors to becoming, but are not the act of becoming in and of
themselves. Instead, becoming is a process where differentiated beings,
finding a zone of proximity, engage in the indiscernibility and
undifferentiation of self to the other; this relationship of self to the other
distinguishes practices or rituals of becoming from other forms of
ontologically ambiguous experiences. In this instance, I will be exploring
how the chasing hunt takes place in a zone of proximity where the hunter
not only becomes undifferentiated from their prey but from the Kalahari
Desert itself. This, I argue, forms the fundamental basis for the ecoexegesis or reading of ones’ environment.
“The actual is not what we are but, instead, what we become, what
we are in the process of becoming-that is to say, the Other, our
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becoming-other. The present, on the contrary, is what we are and,
thereby, what already we are ceasing to be.”495
Du Plessis echoes Deleuze and Guattari’s thoughts when he describes the
relationship between the tracker/hunter and animal as one of the
landscape companions becoming-with each other.496 Du Plessis described
tracking as a process-orientated “practice of becoming-with emergent
landscapes and their multiple potentialities, not just a relationship
between a human tracker and tracked animal.”497
Deleuze and Guattari explain, in both a literal and metaphorical
way, that becomings are molecular, which is imperceptible yet still
perfectly real. Becoming is not mimesis; rather, it is a molecular process of
the dissolution of both psychological and physical form between the
varying movements of beings.498 My inquiry hopes to demonstrate that
for the San, tracking and hunting are acts of dancing with these molecular
elements of one’s environment. The hunter Karoha explains, “You must
know the ways of the animal before you eat it . . . when I was running, I
was really a Kudu.”499
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What is most striking for me about the type of becoming most
valued in Primal religious and San culture is that as Deleuze and Guattari
insist, they are anti-Darwinian and, to use Guenther’s term, contraCartesian.500 They are of a different order than filiation; instead, they are
of an order of contagion.501 These becomings “appeal to an objective zone
of indetermination or uncertainty, ‘something shared or indiscernible.’
Proximity that makes it impossible to say where the boundary between
the human and the animal lies.”502
San ritual and the realm of liminality purposefully engage a type of
proximity where boundaries are malleable between different personhood
beings. Keeney and Keeney’s crossing of borders or boundaries from one
Creation to another reiterates this experience; here, malleability is
ontological in personhood, time, and sometimes space.503 Keeney and
Keeney demonstrate an example of this while discussing the ritual of the
male eland dance, where they explain that ritual in San culture serves a
much greater purpose than attracting ancestors and spirits into the hereand-now. It serves the purpose of becoming.
The men do not dance as an eland simply in order to attract a spirit
eland. They dance as an eland because they feel they are being
transformed into the eland people, the form of the original
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ancestors. They expect the ancestors to return to the here and now
of ongoing Second Creation because First Creation is eternal,
bringing past, present, and future into simultaneous
participation.504
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Chapter 5: The Chasing Hunt: Hunting in the Three Ontological
Domains of Being
A Story of the Chasing Hunt
The Great Dance was the first of four films that Craig and Damon
Foster made throughout Africa over fifteen years. Each of their movies has
sought to privilege the knowledge systems and ways of life of those
Indigenous and Primal cultures that have been threatened by colonization
and globalization in Africa. Through my informal discussions with Craig
Foster, I came to learn that the production teams of The Great Dance and
My Hunter’s Heart committed themselves to raise funds for San
communities, and went to great lengths to physically take the films to faroff corners of southern Africa in order to share these stories with the San
peoples and their descendants. In many instances, the films were screened
in the open air on large projectors with generators to impoverished
communities, where the films were received with a sense of cultural pride
and as messages of hope. The Great Dance was released twenty years ago
now, and much has changed during that period for both the filmmakers
and the San in the film.
When the Foster brothers made this film, they were not convinced
that the chasing hunt was still actively practiced; they believed it to be
something of the heritage of San folklore. Through their consultation with
Louis Liebenberg, the filmmakers met the central characters of the film,
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who at that point were still able to hunt, even if in a limited manner.505
Ironically, shortly after the film was made, Botswana underwent twenty
years of land and hunting reforms that continued to marginalize the !Xo
and other San peoples—and as we learned from Pierre du Plessis, when
he met the same characters who assisted him with his research, hunting
had been all but banned throughout the country.506 Like many San
practices and rituals, the chasing hunt has rarely been captured on film.
This film stands as a testament to the legacy of a San way of being in the
world. The Foster brothers assert that all human existence followed a
hunter-gatherer’s way of life for ninety percent of our existence on planet
Earth.507
Although this film visually captured the chasing hunt like no other
filmographic work, it was not my only option for analyzing the hunt;
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there is also the work of John Marshall,508 the BBC,509 and the most
comprehensive studies ever conducted on San hunting practices by Louis
Liebenberg.510 Although all of these provided me with valuable
information about various forms of San hunting, only The Great Dance and
My Hunter’s Heart presented hunting from a more animistic and relational
ontological worldview, a perspective that is infused in all of Craig and
Damon Foster’s projects.
For the chasing hunt analysis, I decided to include the entire script
of the film in this chapter, which I received formal permission to selftranscribe for publication purposes. I hope that the information that I have
provided the reader with thus far will give the reader sufficient context to
truly absorb the words of the film's central voice and narrator !Nqate
Xqamxebe. The reader first met !Nqate, also known to du Plessis and
Liebenberg as Nate “Shortie” Brahman, in the previous chapter of this
dissertation, fifteen years after the film was made and after !Nqate had
been diagnosed with cancer.511
As this dissertation is not a media studies project, there are many
aspects of the film that I will not be discussing. The elaborate soundtrack,
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the visual style, camera work, and the symbolism and metaphor are all
subtexts in my analysis. I am providing the entire story in the script
format of the film as I believe it is relevant to the reader to follow the
theoretical analysis. The second reason I have decided to include the film's
script in my inquiry is to give a more direct and less theoretical voice to
San peoples themselves. The theoretical analysis that follows the script is
broken into three parts that discuss the model of Guenther’s three
domains of being in relationship to the script. Additionally, I apply the
principles of Keeney and Keeney’s recursive and recurrent frame analysis
to Guenther’s three domains of being. With these tools, I analyze how the
hunters' relationality to their ecological environment facilitates
transformation before, during, and after the hunt as part of a recurrent
process of becoming-animal. In the analysis, I also use interview material
from the filmmakers alongside various consultants on the film that I have
not used elsewhere in my inquiry.
I mention that I draw from The Great Dance and My Hunter’s Heart.
There is not sufficient room within one dissertation to undertake a full
analysis of both films. For this reason, my primary analysis is of The Great
Dance, though I draw from My Hunter’s Heart to support the concluding
chapter of this work.
The writer of the script The Great Dance was Jeremy Evans; the
script was developed from the ethnographic or field recordings that Craig
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and Damon compiled in the veld.512 At the beginning of filming, the
filmmakers were unsure who would be the narrator of the film. As they
traveled with and learned from the three hunters, it became clear to them
what a profound storyteller !Nqate was, so it is for this reason that the film
was framed from !Nqate’s perspective.
The Foster brothers explain that the San characters of the film were
only mildly interested in the rushes that they shared with them on a small
generator, and it was not until Damon had produced a rough cut that the
characters really got involved in the filmmaking process.513 It is here that
the film's own characters began to see a story emerge, and where they saw
the value of their knowledge and stories being shared. Craig and Damon
explain that following the first cut, the San and particularly !Nqate sat
them down for days on end and talked them through what was truly
going on in each scene, which the filmmakers were unable to grasp or
understand at the moment of filming.
According to Craig and Damon, it was the San who brought up
many cultural or politically sensitive issues, requesting that these be
displayed in the film. The Foster brothers saw this representation as a
512

A commonly used Afrikaans word for field, plains, or bush. Following a
reading of the transcript of the film, Guenther has commented that much of the
language in the script of the film reads as the words of the /Xam informant
//Kabbo. From conversations with Craig Foster, my understanding is that the
script of the film was in no way consciously influenced by the Bleek and Lloyd
archives, but rather built up from the direct words of the characters in the film.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to ponder the historical and cultural influence of
//Kabbo’s words on contemporary San storytelling.
513

Foster and Foster, The Great Dance, DVD, Added Features/Alternate
Commentary/Directors, 21:00.
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huge responsibility. They also recognized that the film does not purport to
represent the whole of San culture; rather, its purpose is to be a film about
hunting and a connection to nature, a way of life that is lived through
storytelling.514
As mentioned above, the below transcript is self-transcribed by me.
I have attempted to provide a few cues and visual prompts as possible as I
would like the reader to focus on the story that !Nqate is sharing with us.
Visual guides are provided for essential contextualization and are
supplied in a ten-point font. Cues are included in the dialogue in brackets.
At the end of the script, I have provided the reader with limited images
from the film to ensure the reader has a cursory visual context. I have also
included a limited number of footnotes (using easily accessible sources)
for those interested in learning more about practices or rituals displayed
in the film.

The Great Dance515
[The film opens with a mirage of undefined imagery of fire and water
with the following text displayed on the screen.]
/XAÂ is the word for DANCE in the !Xo language of the Kalahari, and also means
to REVERE, or to Show ONENESS.
[The viewer is introduced to the three central characters !Nqate
Xqamxebe, Karoha Langwane, and Xlhoase Xlhokhne, who are tracking in
the Kalahari during the heat of the day. Their silhouettes move in the
514

Foster and Foster, The Great Dance, Additional film material, Craig and
Damon Foster interview.
515

The reproduction of the script of the The Great Dance, as well as the
display of any photos in this dissertation has been done with permission by
Craig and Damon Foster. Forbes, C. "The Great Dance." Unpublished
documentary transcription, last modified May 31, 2021. Microsoft Word file.
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background of the vast landscape whilst a praying mantis516 is
foregrounded on screen.]

!Nqate: A story is like the wind; it comes floating from a far-off place. We are San
Bushmen, the sons, and daughters of the First People.517
[We see images of herds of antelope and of !Nqate, walking and using his
hands to narrate the environment around him.]

!Nqate: I, !Nqate, live in the Kalahari; I know all the waterholes and pans around

here, all the places where the animals come. When it is the rainy time, the animals
come close again, and fruits grow. If it rained more often, this Kalahari would
always hold plenty of food, but sometimes a year will pass with no rain at all.
I am a hunter; I hunt with my friends, Xlhoase, the bowhunter, and Karoha, the
runner, who will even risk death in the most difficult of all hunts, the hunt by
running.518 We know tracking; this is what we are born to do. We talk silently with
our hands, and we read the animal stories.
Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy; it is telling you that the
hunting will be good. Only on a very hot day can we hunt by running; we try to
chase the animal to its death. We can run down Eland, and we can rundown Kudu,
we can run down Gemsbok, even if we see a Springbok, we go after that one. Many
times the animal is too fast, and we must leave it. (a Springbok jumps past Karoha
in the background) That one wasn’t meant for us to take.
But sometimes, our G-d, Bihisabolo, says, “I will set one aside for you,” and we
wait to feel in our bodies when we will be lucky.519 Once we were always near
animals, now we must walk far to find them. We see where Cheetah passed, and we
put on the Cheetah’s mind, he’s hunting. If we follow him, he will lead us to his
kill. (Images in black and white show us how Cheetah is moving). A Jackal passed
here. The fat tail of a female Scorpion shows us the trail is old. But we know the
Scorpion moves by midnight, and her trail lies over the front paw mark of the Jackal.

516

The praying mantis in the opening sequence of the film is a symbolic
reference to the Trickster/Mantis.
517

When !Nqate talks of the First People, he is not only referring to the
first humans of Second Creation. He is also referring to the fact that they are the
descendants of the First People of Primal Time.
518

Here !Nqate makes an inference to the multiple forms of hunting that
he and his fellow hunters practice.
519

This is the first of several inferences to what scholars have termed
presentiments, which will be discussed in the analysis.
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The insects, the wind, keep time for us.520 But the Cheetah was here just now, and
it is hungry. We are close, speaking only with our hands. (the follow the Cheetah’s
tracks). Now the Cheetah is stalking; he has seen something. The Cheetah was here
since the last rain; we know when the last drops fell. He’s very close, THERE! [the
hunters chase the Cheetah off from its prey]. Even before he has gone, we search for
the story; we must know everything to tell it right back at our village. We go back
to where the Cheetah first surprises the Steenbok [the hunters reenact the Cheetah’s
hunt of the Steenbok as they retrace the tracks of the hunt]. Now let’s see if my
friends are clever enough to tell what happened, we like testing each other.
[The hunters follow the story of the Cheetah’s hunt in the sand] The Steenbok
turned too quickly and broke her leg; she’s heavy. [They circle back to the Steenbok
laying on the ground.] He has killed not one but two; she’s pregnant. He drags her
to the shade to rest. The Cheetah raked her back leg with his claw, and then he
caught her. [The hunters are studying the body of the Steenbok.] She was due to
give birth in four days.
We celebrate our good luck; our far away village will have meat at last. Cheetah is
a nice man to give us meat. He’s fast; he will catch something else and eat until he’s
full. Lions also help us with meat, but we are careful when we chase Lion from the
kill; the time must be right.
[The hunters begin skin and prepare the meat and parts of the animal
until nightfall, where they prepare a fire and camp for themselves for the
night.]

!Nqate: The soft flesh of the unborn animal will be good for the old and the very

young; its death will give strength. Bihisabolo, our G-d, has put it there for us to
take.
[The film cuts to images of women of all ages back at the village eating
meat. Among them is a young woman who is undergoing her menarcheal
rites. Her face is painted with the strips of a Gemsbok. She does not
partake in the meat.]521

!Nqate: Women like meat, but a girl who is becoming a woman cannot eat

Steenbok. She wears the Gemsbok face to bring us luck, to bring us rain. This is our
old way. But today, we are told we don’t own our land. We don’t own our animals.
[Images of rock art and the community engaging in the healing or trance dance
flash before us. The rock art images are of antelopes, perhaps Eland and hunters.]

520

The insects and wind keep time through what they show the hunters
in the sand.
521

For more on menarcheal rites see Marshall, Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs and
Rites, chapter 9.
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[The film cuts to women gathering food with the children in the veld.]

!Nqate: The women are away all day looking for food. There are no good things left

nearby, so they must go far.522 When there’s good rain, nearly all our food comes
from what they (the women) bring back. If they see an animal has passed, they tell
us they know the tracks very well. They see the Ants have not worn away the tracks
of a Steenbok; it is still near; they return to tell us where he is going and think of
the meat.
[The film displays a scene of the hunters with their wives and elders in a
hut discussing the tracks of the new Steenbok the women have seen. As
the scene continues, the women sing, and Xlhoase is working the sinew
retrieved from the Steenbok they prepared the night before for his bow
and arrow.] 523

!Nqate: This is one for the bowhunter Xlhoase.
[The film cuts to a scene of Xlhoase digging deep in the Earth for the
beetle that will provide him with the poison for his arrow, followed by
images of Xlhoase preparing the poison on his arrow.]

!Nqate: The smallest animal can bring down a Giraffe. The lava of this Beetle is

more poisonous than a Cobra. You must spread it well and dry it hard onto the
arrow and be careful if you touch your eyes with it, you will go blind.524
[The film shows Xlhoase leaving the village by himself with his bow and
arrow to hunt.]

!Nqate: Step by step, he reads the stories of the tracks, his father taught him about
the birds too and all other animals. The tracks make the lines of a map in his head.
He sees the Meerkat; he sees where the Lynx run, together all the creatures tell one
story. They say where you will meet the Buck [general term for antelope].
[Evening approaches, and the three hunters sit around the campfire.]

522

Ordinarily nomadic societies avoid depleting resources nearby their
own village by moving from place to place. With statehood, the San have been
forced to be sedentary.
523

For a brief discussion on the relevance and importance of the bow and
arrow, see Marshall Thomas, The Old Way, chapter 7.
524

For a brief discussion on the poison used in San bow and arrow
hunting, see Marshall Thomas, The Old Way, chapter 9.
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!Nqate: Back home, Xlhoase tells us what tracks he has seen. A Lion as tall as a
man. His stories are always the biggest. Even a snake as long as a man. We smile,
but we are serious.

Karoha: Hunting is important to us; it is what we do. If we can’t hunt, how will
our children eat? If I visit you, it is my job to look for tracks on the way.

Xlhoase: If I see something sorry about the visit, I have children to feed.
[The film cuts to a new day.]

!Nqate: Soon after dawn, Xlhoase tests the wind then he will choose his direction.
[Xlhoase spots a small Steenbok.]

!Nqate: It is very hard to get close. You must have the breeze on your face so he
doesn’t smell you. Fly insects can carry a man’s sweat to the animal. He will know
you are there.
[Xlhoase is crawling on the ground stalking the animal as if he were a
predator like a Cheetah or a Lion.]

!Nqate: You only have one chance to shoot.
[Xlhoase prepares his bow and arrow to shoot and appears to hit the
animal.]

!Nqate: If he is hit, if the arrow stays in, the poison may take one whole day to kill
it. You must find his tracks [through the tracks], you look where the poison is
affecting him, you look whether it is entering his blood.
[Xlhoase looking at the tracks] He is definitely hit. The signs say he is heavy on
his legs; you must not lose him in the grass. You must stay near enough to keep
him from the Lion and Hyena and distant enough that you do not drive him too
far from the village.
[Xlhoase finds the Steenbok dead on his side.]

!Nqate: The arrow has done its job nicely. The meat belongs to the owner of the
arrow; they normally belong to a woman or a child from our families; this makes
the sharing go easily.525
[Xlhoase prepares the animal and roasts it on the Earth so that it will be fit
for the community to eat when he returns to the village.]

525

Marshall Thomas in her chapter on hunting also discusses ownership
of the arrow (The Old Way, chapter 7).
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!Nqate: The hunter can drink the blood. When the meat is so small, this is all he

can have. Why should he get more? There are many to feed. (In jest to Xlhoase’s
balding head) Of course, if he ate more meat, his hair might grow stronger.526
[Xlhoase creates a sling with the animal skin and carries the meat back to

the village.]

!Nqate: Now he carries the story home. His wife will like him tonight.
[The women greet Xlhoase in the village by clapping and dancing. The
film then returns to similar types of rock art.]

!Nqate: Bow and arrow is still important to us; it is our gun. In our
grandchildren’s time, it will still be there. We Bushmen must use our culture; our
children who are coming must see it and live it.
[The hunters sit around a fire.]

!Nqate: In the far back years, animals were once people. Animals can talk to each

other, like yesterday, Gemsbok saw us and told the others. Ostrich did the same,
and Kudu too.
All these things are because of our G-d Bihisabolo. Bihisabolo put us in this land.
Bihisabolo gave us, the First People, fire. People say we have no leaders, but what
leads us on is a glowing ember, the ember we take from the place we live last to light
the fire at the place to which we go.527 Bihisabolo made the earth, Bihisabolo made
the people, and He made the animals. He made the grasses, He made the trees, He
made the waterholes and the pens, He made the rainy time and the cold time and
the dry time, Bihisabolo put us in this land.
[The film cuts to expansive images of animals on the land from a birds’
eye view. These are interspersed with San rock art and ongoing scenes of
Therianthropic figures, which correlate to !Nqate’s words below.]

!Nqate: My kin, my grandfathers and grandmothers, they lived a trembling

tortoise. They hunted an elephant vagina. My fathers and mothers, they lived a big
man’s buttock; they ate from the dunes near Steenbucks’ eye [an underground
tunnel system.]
[The film returns to the hunters by a campfire.]

526

Marshall Thomas in her chapter on hunting also discusses sharing of
meat (The Old Way, chapter 7).
527

This is a reference to their egalitarian society.
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!Nqate: Today, some of our people don’t know hunting. Black people have made
them lazy by forcing them to look after their cattle.528

Xlhoase: These lazy people still want to share our meat. We are not happy because
you must know the ways of the animal before you eat it.

!Nqate: Now there are many people and laws.529 They hunt differently; they spoil
conservation.530
[The film cuts to a scene of young San hunters, the next generation,
hunting with dogs.]

!Nqate: New ways are not always better ways. When you hunt with dogs, you do
not use your own ideas. You use the dog’s nose. You make a noise, and you do not
see the tracks. But it is a way to bring meat, and otherwise, there is little work to be
had.531
[The film displays images of life back in the village.]

!Nqate: We can no longer follow the rains, we are no longer moving from place to

place, much of our land has been taken for Cattle farming and Wildlife Parks.
Sometimes we feel we have no future. My friend Karoha says, “If you only sit then,
you are just waiting to die.” That is why he is always on the move.
[The film shows Karoha tracking near the village.]

!Nqate: If he sees fresh tracks, he doesn’t ignore them; it is our way. [Karoha spears

a baby Steenbok with his tall spear.] There is enough meat on a baby Steenbok to
keep a hunter going. But a baby Ostrich, the meat is too little. [Karoha is holding a
small baby Ostrich which he strokes and then places on the ground.]
[The film shows images of women making necklaces out of Ostrich eggs.]

!Nqate: Our women make necklaces from ostrich eggs to try to earn money. And
when it is dry, us men work on government projects for money and food.

528

“Black people” is a reference to the San’s neighboring Bantu
herdspeoples, whose cattle, today, occupies much of their ancestral land.
529

A reference to the multifaceted inhabitants of Indigenous and colonial
origins that inhabit the nation-state of Botswana.
530

This is a reference to both the younger generation of San hunters as
well as hunters who pay to kill animals in wildlife parks.
531

This is a reference to the difficult economic situation the San find
themselves in, with little work and increasing hunting restrictions.
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[The film shows Karoha sharpening his spear before the three hunters
leave the village together to go hunt.]

!Nqate: Today, we must be off hunting; that’s what we do, that’s who we are. Our
names have come in the wind to you, but you don’t know our stories. My name,
!Nqate, means always walking, Karoha, always running, and Xlhoase, always
taking things, with or without permission. We’re always looking, always checking
for signs, showing each other tracks. Like here, [one shows the other a chewed root]
a pair of Porcupine has been feeding recently. We walk for hours along the footpath
of tracks. But while we walk, we must not just have Porcupine mind; we might not
be the only ones hunting today. [A black and white image of a leopard appears.]
To make no sound, we use the language of hands to show each other the tracks. To
say how fresh they are, how fast they’re moving, the size of the animal, is it male or
female? How strongly is it moving? Will it be the one? [The hunters follow the
Porcupine tracks, Karoha and Xlhoase ready their spears, and they begin running.]
Xlhoase spears him cleanly; Karoha, the runner, must run for his. [Karoha spears
the Porcupine once, but it is still alive.] Now he [Karoha] must help it die quickly
until its spears lie down.
[The film shows !Nqate taking out all the spears from the Porcupine. The
hunters begin to prepare a fire as well.]

!Nqate: A clean kill. The little spears are sharp like thorns. When a Porcupine is

dying, he makes a noise with his rattle. He’s put there for us by Bihisabolo. It’s the
fat we love; it gives us strength. We must collect it all and put it back inside so that
it will cook nicely. We are the chosen ones. We are the ones Bihisabolo chose to give
fire. Good luck, says Xlhoase [as he blows on the straw to make fire], good luck be
with us. The liver is for us, the hunter’s portion. [The hunters eat the cooked liver
together.]
[The film cuts to the hunters on the move again in the veld. They are

gathering fruits as they walk.]

!Nqate: After the sourness of flesh comes the sweetness of fruit. Xlhoase picks some
cucumber (wild) without asking, of course. [Xlhoase digs deep into the Earth for a
root, whilst Karoha collects melons.] The bitter liver makes us thirsty. We need to
drink. Tsamma melon is our water.

When I was a small boy, I used to put out melon rinds, and the small animals would
come. I would take the little bow and arrow that my father made me and practice
hunting. My father (Nmkoabe) was a great hunter; he taught me to find my way
by the trees, to remember the shapes they make. He taught me which were the good
things. He taught me you can’t eat this one; you can eat this one.
[The film shifts to vast images of the Kalahari landscape and the weather.]
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!Nqate: The wind has long washed my father’s footprints from the sand. He taught

me the signs that bring rain. He would see the termites cutting grasses and taking
them beneath the earth. Then he might say,” The rain will come.” Fire, smoke makes
clouds that rain down so we can live on the plains. He would teach me the animal
tracks. Together we would follow the fresh signs. He showed me where the spotted
owl lands to catch mice. Its feathers leave marks on the sand. Even now, if I am
hunting, I am doing what my father was doing. I am singing his song. I am dancing
his dance. Now we must cook the porcupines because we are a day away from the
village.
We are free from hunger now. It is time for music and telling the story of the day.
[The film shows the hunters gathered around a fire.]

Xlhoase/!Nqate: When you follow the prints, you see in your mind how

Porcupine thinks. Every animal is like this—you jump when the track shows it (the
animal) jumps. [!Nqate imitates an antelope jumping through the veld whilst
telling a story.]

!Nqate: When you track an animal, you must become the animal. You feel a

tingling in your armpits when the animal is close; then, you know the hunt will be
good.532
[The film shows images of !Nqate, interspersed with images of a crow
flying alongside a dancing Springbok a veld. ]

!Nqate: You learn the ways of the birds that come on the wind. They whisper to
you, “the rain is coming,” these are things you know. When tracking is like
dancing, this is the Great Dance. And the springbok heartbeats in your ribs; you
see through its eyes. You feel its strip dark on your cheek. 533
Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy. It tells you hunting will be
good. You feel it in the dance. When you do this, you are talking with G-d.
[The film begins on a new day.]

!Nqate: In the morning, we check outside the camp as usual. A Leopard was here;

he smelt the meat of the Porcupine, the flashing of a Leopard’s eyes is lightening.
When he moves, he’s a restless storm; in the sky, he growls, he crunches bones as it
eats, that is thunder.
The porcupine has cooked nicely, it will give us hunters strength, it is fat, but it is
not enough to feed our families.

532

This is another reference to presentiments.

533

Further references to presentiments.
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My face has a feeling; it is the same place where the Gemsbok strip is.534 We will
see them. The tracks of a Gemsbok are fresh. Today is a good day for the most
difficult hunt—the hunt by running. Sometimes you must run the whole day. We
must ready our spears. We will track while we run, without stopping until the
animal gives itself up. Then we will need our spears. The day must be hot, real hot
for us to be lucky, and if luck goes with us, our minds will be strong like our bodies.
Our legs will always carry us out of danger. [The hunters run and track together.]
We have run for six hours, the Gemsbok are weaker, they have not turned, they
have not stopped, but their blood is hot. But now they have run into the Wildlife
Reserve. We must leave them. Otherwise, we will be put in jail.
Hunting is much more difficult than in the past times; fences cut the land like
blades.535 The herds can’t travel their old paths to find food. [A large antelope is
running the length of a fence, charging it.] We see our animals go to waste, and we
are sad, and we are angry. The only ones who are happy are the Flies and the
Vultures.
We need to find meat. We see Vultures feeding. [The hunters chase the vultures
away.]
We make them drink wind instead. Take their meat, snatch it from them! The flesh
is stinking, three days dead. As children, we grew up often eating rotten things, so
it doesn’t make us sick.
There is a story here in the sand. The small signs of the track, the fur, and the blood,
they tell us their tale.
A mother Steenbok came three nights ago. She was ready to have her young; she
laid down under this bush to give birth. Her front legs dug into the Earth, the
mother and the baby died in the birthing. Two nights later, a Jackal smelled the
blood. In the first light, the Vultures arrived. The Jackal tried to drag the meat away,
but the Vultures kept coming; there was much fighting between them. The Jackal
went hungry, and we arrived to eat what was left.
[The film shows the hunter around a fire, this time with others from the
village.]

!Nqate: That night, the lightning comes, but still no rainfalls. In the old days, we

could speak to the rain and ask the sky to send soft rain. The sky used to listen to
us, but now lightning is very dangerous. It brings no rain. It kills because our ways
are being changed. Children and old people are dying when it doesn’t rain. Nothing
grows in the sun as hot as fire. Five people are dead.

534

A reference to presentiments.

535

Referring to the Wildlife Reserve fences and fences for cattle.
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[The imagery shifts and merges with !Nqate beginning to dance around
the fire.]

!Nqate: One must dance for the good rain, the soft rain.
[The imagery shifts again as we see the villagers around the fire begin a
trance/healing dance. The men slowly begin dancing as the women sing
and clap.]

!Nqate: The healer is strong; he takes the ember inside of his body, the heat helps
the power to rise in him. He will draw the arrows of sickness out of the people.

[!Nqate, too, is working with an ember from the fire as he begins to move

into a trance.]

!Nqate: The dance is hot. The fire is hot. The ember is hot. My hand is hot. My
head is hot. My spirit boils, “Bad things go away, get behind me, Bihisabolo give
me rain and give me meat.”

[!Nqate moves deeper into trance.] In the past times, the old ones marked the stones
(rock art). They tell how they journeyed to far-away places. Whilst dancing, they
show the creatures they saw in that other world. There are many Bushmen tribes.
The ones from the West,536 in the spirit they change into Lions, with only their
skins left dancing. Here we don’t do that (that type of transformation in a trance).
We dance for healing.

Karoha: We dance to be blessed by Bihisabolo with rain.
[The film shows the morning of preparation for the hunters to set off for a
chasing hunt. !Nqate’s grandmother and wife are preparing ritual
medicine for the hunt. This is a medicine that is inserted into the hunters’
tattoos that he first received before his first hunt, during his initiation as a
male member of the community.]537

!Nqate: Now my grandmother and my wife they are making special plant powder

so I will be strong for the hunt. They let the blood from my tattoos nicely, so my
legs will be lighter. I will be lighter; I am not young like Karoha, I am forty or maybe
forty-five. I have no need for years. I need this now. The plant stuff will make the
animal go tired, see darkly.

536

Here !Nqate is referring to the |Gwi and the Naro. Guenther and
Sugawara have studied this type of transformation among the Naro and
the|Gwi respectively; see Guenther, Trickster & Trancers; Sugawara, “On the
G|ui Experiences of ‘Being Hunted.’”
537

For more on first hunting rites see Marshall, Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs
and Rites, chapter 9.
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[The hunters set out from the village shortly after we see !Nqate talking to
the Earth and the sky with his spear as it is about to rain.]

!Nqate: Bihisabolo hears my song. He dances with me. Let me lead out the legs of

rain. Stay away, black jackal clouds, come soft rains soaking deep. For the first time
in a year, the rain is coming; it will wipe everything clean. When we who walk on
sand die, our traces vanish as our footprints wash away. So to the old tracks will
die, and new signs will be born. Like in the old times, we will dance for that rain
dance the whole night and, in the morning, we would start to hunt. And there was
rain, and the people were happy, and we would be dancing.538
[The film shows a scene of the rain covering the land. We pass an evening
and enter morning again.]

!Nqate: After the rain, the animals become happy, the soil is wet, and there is no
more dry. They smell the water, and they come to where the rainwater is. They come
to drink, and that makes them happy.
[The film follows the delight of a young Springbok jumping around in the
veld. Karoha drinks at a waterhole with imagery of an antelope
superimposed on his face as he drinks. !Nqate, also drinks, embodying an
antelope and playing with the water as an animal.]

!Nqate: The children of the rain are born (insects). Now we can search for meat for
all the families; it has been a long time since we last killed a big animal.

Karoha: [Looking at the tracks around the waterhole.] Hyena came here in the
night. Gemsbok came past this morning. Later in the morning, Kudu drank. A few
minutes ago, a little bird took water.

!Nqate: [Analyzing the tracks.] It will be very hot this day. Karoha must prepare

to run. Now, at last, the time is right for the run to the death. The ones we are after,
whose names we do not yet say aloud, were just here.539 The signs are fresh; they
drank recently (we see their excrement on the ground). It is their saliva (on a bush);
they are very close.
DONKA! KUDU!
Now the chasing hunt begins. The big bull leaves, the herd keeps on.
Half an hour goes by, Karoha runs without stopping.

538

This reference is the ancient ritual rain dance.

539

Biesele details the conventions and taboos of naming and verbalizing
names (Biesele, Women Like Meat). Keeney and Keeney also discuss this in Way of
the Bushmen.
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The first hour is past; the sun is like a fire overhead. The Kudu are way ahead; he
must read the tracks well, underfoot the sand burns like a second sun.
As the second hour ends, the Kudu are saying, “Who is this man, always when we
stop, he is there.”
Now Karoha is becoming Kudu. No longer does he follow the tracks.
He runs where they will run. He twists back where they will twist back. He runs
among the thorns to chase them out of the shade. He drives them into the open; he
does not slow down; he thinks of his family, who must eat meat.
After three hours, he is close but cannot see them. The day reaches the hottest. This
is good.
The Kudu’s blood will soon boil. Karoha must outrun his thirst. He is testing
himself, “Can I do this? Run with no bow or poison. Keep chasing with no rest.
Only myself and my spears.”
For four hours, he runs without stopping. [Karoha reaches the Kudu, who comes to
a halt and turns towards him. The hunter and the Kudu’s eyes meet.]
The one G-d has set aside is dead on her feet. Now Karoha is controlling her [Karoha
throws the first spear at her and then a second spear]. He looks through her eyes.
He must help her to die. [Karoha pulls both spears out and throws one spear back
in a third shot. The Kudu collapses onto the ground and dies. Karoha removes the
spear and throws sand on her body.]
[It is almost dark now.] Xlhoase and I follow Karoha’s trail. We read his luck in the
sand. The scent of blood draws Hyena and Lions. [The hunters build a camp.] We
build a circle of thorns to keep the meat and ourselves safe.
[Karoha plays with the finger harp.] We must give thanks to G-d for the food. G-d
has helped us to catch the animal. Now we have food for our hungry children.
[The film displays otherworldly images that indicate that Karoha is still in
a state of liminality following the hunt.]

Karoha: When I was running, I was really Kudu; it’s a long time since I felt like
this.

!Nqate: Karoha says, “I am living on sand, I am walking on sand, I am looking for

footprints on sand, and I have seen this animal’s tracks on sand, so I have killed
this animal while we were both running on sand. When she dies, I must put sand
on her body.”

Karoha: You think how hard Kudu is working. You feel it in your own body. You

see it in the footprints. She is with you, and your legs are not so heavy. When you
feel Kudu is with you, you are now controlling its mind. Its eyes are no longer wild.
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You have taken Kudu into your own mind. As it tires, you become strong. You take
its energy. Your legs become free, you run fast like yesterday.
[The hunters prepare the Kudu to take it back to the village. They cut the
meat up and hang it in the thorn bushes to dry in the sun.]

Karoha: When you’ve killed the animal, you still need strength to carry it home.
!Nqate: Out of the animal, the meat becomes light as it dries in the heat. We will

carry it easily. The fat in the bone is good for the old people. The meat of the big
animals, the Eland, Gemsbok, Kudu, holds great strength for us. Inside too is
something for Xlhoase to take; we don’t mind [sinew for the bow and arrow].
Something to make a bow hunter happy. Even the skin makes good rope.
[The hunters begin their journey back to the village.]

!Nqate: The long track is a short path, for we know our wives will be pleased.
Already they are singing the song of the Kudu, Donka!

[The hunters arrive back to a village dancing and singing at the sight of
their return with meat.]

!Nqate: Not for a long time has there been enough for all. The women will bring

water and wash us nicely. It’s like in the old times when we would hunt many
animals, the rain was there, the people were happy, and we would be dancing, and
we would dance the whole night long. But now they kaya for the Kudu, Donka,
Donka!
[The film shows a scene of the villagers dancing to an old tape recorder in
the delight of a day of abundance. The film then moves to a scene around
the fire again, and we re-encounter !Nqate dancing around the fire.]

!Nqate: Everyone will respect us again as hunters, as men. But what will become

of our sons, the future hunters? Now they go to school and learn to speak English
and Tswana.540 School is good, but we must also teach them the ways of the dance.
Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy; it is telling you the hunting
will be good. You feel it in the dance. It tells you when you are tracking and
dancing; you are talking with G-d.

540
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The hunter in the Kalahari with the

Kudu in the Kalahari.

Mantis.

!Nqate dancing for rain.
Herd of Kudu in the Kalahari.

Xlhoase.

Xlhoase is testing his bow.

Karoha.

Karoha at the end of the chasing
hunt.

Figure 8. The above images are stills from The Great Dance (2000), directed
by Foster and Foster. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 9. The above image is a photo of Damon, !Nqate, and Craig during
the making of The Great Dance. Still from The Great Dance (2000), directed
by Foster and Foster. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 10. Integration of Guenther’s model and Keeney and Keeney’s
model. For the purposes of the below analysis of the film, I have represented the above illustration of Guenther and Keeney and Keeney’s
model. Data adapted from Guenther, “’Therefore Their Parts Resemble
Humans’”, and Keeney and Keeney, “Reentry into First Creation.”
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A quick note to the reader: all modified comments by Craig and
Damon Foster and Megan Biesele in the following three sections of this
chapter have been taken from additional interview materials [added
features/alternate commentary] provided on a special features DVD of
The Great Dance, provided by Craig and Damon Foster. Time stamps for
this commentary is approximate. All sayings by !Nqate, Karoha, or
Xlhoase are directly quoted from the DVD of the film The Great Dance.
Hunting to Survive in the Here-and-Now
Guenther writes, “At the face of it San hunting is indeed a secular
activity, a subsistence pattern that is practical, pragmatic and strategic,
based on observation and empirical knowledge and practical skill.”541 In
its most formative sense, The Great Dance is a film about a Primal or
hunter-gatherer way of life as a means of human survival. In the
introduction to this inquiry, I highlighted the “optimal forager theory”
formulated by early San ethnographers that demonstrates that the
biologically and economically material aspect of the San way of life is
highly efficient and resource savvy within a perceived stark and
unforgiving ecological environment.542 This theory fails to fully recognize
that for the San, the real secret to surviving the Kalahari Desert's
physicality is becoming part of its relational web. The San’s relationships
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with the Kalahari as an ever-emergent landscape of assemblages have
transformed and shaped who they are. !Nqate indicates this in the most
practical way when he says that “I, !Nqate, live in the Kalahari; I know all
the waterholes and pens around here, all the places where the animals
come.”543 Without becoming-Kalahari, the San would not have been able
to thrive with the desert for the extended period that they have. Aside
from the metaphysical and metaphorical inference of becoming that I am
insinuating here, this statement is also a very literal inference meant to
demonstrate that to survive in the Kalahari Desert over multiple decades
of climate evolution, the San peoples had to intimately know and be
attuned to their ecological environment. Hunting to survive is its own
transformational form of becoming in place, and the chasing hunt is an
extreme expression of this becoming.
In Biesele’s commentary on The Great Dance, she begins by noting
that the San have been developing their social and survival skills for
40,000 years in the Kalahari Desert. For her, the film is about the human
capacity to process information to build relationships: “Everything that
we do is an outgrowth of the kinds of skills honed for many thousands of
years on this planet, tracking, hunting, and gathering of wild foods, the
original humanizing experience.”544 Here, Biesele emphasizes that sharing
this type of information enforces relationality among people with a
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Commentary/Megan Biesele, 04:20.
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common task to thrive as a community alongside their environment. In an
egalitarian Primal society, each member’s ecological experiences and
knowledge are critical to the survival of the whole. For this reason, Biesele
stipulates that the film is not a romanticization of hunter-gatherer peoples,
but rather a story of the human capacities that we as a larger human
family share.545 The hunt's story is a humanizing activity that
demonstrates an inherent practical and social history common to all
peoples, including more-than-human personhood.
In a decolonial context, the film represents people's contemporary
struggle to regain their rights to lead what they believe to be a legitimate
way of life with the land. Biesele comments that the film also
demonstrates a postmodern struggle in the right to declare hunting and
gathering as a legitimate form of land use, one that is ecologically centered
and sustainable. Ironically, southern African governments do not deem
Primal forms of hunting and gathering legitimate land use. Land “use” on
their terms is only legitimate if extractivist, which is why mining, cattle
herding, and wildlife reserves where tourists can hunt are legitimate
forms of land use.
In The Art of Tracking, Liebenberg explains how Primal hunting
economies are specifically adapted by different San peoples' groupings
according to their unique ecological environments within the Kalahari
Desert, demonstrating that knowledge is held in the land. Liebenberg
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agrees with Silberbauer that the optimal size of a hunter-gatherer
community is fifty to seventy persons.546 A band of persons this size
traditionally occupied a camp for several weeks or months during the wet
season, moving on from the camp before depleting the natural resources'
ecology, only to return later. In the dry season, bands were more
sedentary to remain close to larger or permanent waterholes. Here,
hunter-gatherer bands appropriately behave in a similar social manner to
animals in their nomadic practices by working with the seasons to
maximize ecologically and resource-abundant periods while supporting
the environment’s regenerative capacities.547 Vinnicombe echoes a similar
sentiment in her analysis of the nomadic practices of the Drakensberg
/Xam: “It is very probable that seasonal movements and concentrations of
Bushman bands followed a similar pattern to those adopted by eland, and
in many respects, Bushman band structure is reflected in eland herd
structure.”548
Material and social life attuned to seasonal and ecological patterns
supports a symbiotic existence that is mutually supportive of all beings
within that environment. Suzman argues that such a lifestyle creates
economic and social affluence that is unrecognizable in the West, based on
the principle of community support through the act of sharing and the
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practice of mutual aid. Social cooperation and the sharing of specialized
knowledge ensure a life of social cohesion and material security.549 In such
a system, abundance is a relative term. Liebenberg highlights that
traditional San existence is neither a struggle nor one of scarcity but a
reality that demonstrates the Kalahari Desert's abundance. Among the
Ju/hoansi in Dobe, Liebenberg cites Lee in listing eighty-five edible plant
species and fifty-four edible animal species available to the San in this
area.550 For the San, hunting and gathering to survive is not a life of
poverty; it is a life of autonomy that allows them to partake in the
Kalahari Desert's abundance.
Upon entering the world of The Great Dance, the audience sees the
hunters engaged in an ongoing dialogue with the world around them. The
audience sees the hunters moving through the bush, watching, learning,
and sharing every step they take. The premise of the film situates itself
within the practice of hunting, not because the meat is the San’s primary
source of food, but rather, as Biesele suggests in interview footage,
because the self-identification of the San is deeply rooted in the idea of
hunting.551 To be San is to be a hunter; therefore, by focusing on hunting,
the film is privileging not only hunting but the entirety of a Primal way of
life. The San’s self-identification with hunting informs San cosmology,
549
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epistemology, and ontology through the understanding that honorable
meat consumption, as Karoha explains, comes from knowing the ways of
the animal that one eats.552 Knowing the animal's ways informs their
material and spiritual relationship to the Kalahari Desert.
All San know tracking; however, hunting is culturally the men's
skill within a community—subsequently, this film focuses on the men's
knowledge and skills. Given this, Biesele, in her commentary on the film,
reminds the audience that the woman’s knowledge and gathering skills
make up the larger part of the community's daily sustenance: meat,
although highly cherished, provides a smaller portion of the San diet.553
The Great Dance alludes to this aspect of San's social structure that gives
the women great power in San society. Even if meat is the smaller part of
sustenance, the San view it as a critical part of their nutrition, and the men
see it as their responsibility to provide meat to their families. Karoha says,
“Hunting is important to us. It is what we do. If we can’t hunt, how will
our children eat? If I visit you, it is my job to look for tracks on the
way.”554
In addition to the meat that an animal provides, an animal's fat is
also a highly prized commodity in the Kalahari Desert. In one of the first
hunts of the film !Nqate tells us, “It’s the fat we love, it gives us strength”
552
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and “The fat in the bone is good for the old people.”555 Metaphorically fat
represents sex and fertility, which symbolically links women to meat,
game animals, and the hunt, thus underscoring their social standing
within San society.556
Although hunting provides a male with his sense of identity in San
society, it does not elevate him socially in a highly egalitarian setting. As
we move through the different hunts, The Great Dance alludes to several
social practices that accompany hunting that maintain the community’s
social and material cohesion. For example, following Xlhoase’s bow and
arrow hunt, !Nqate explains that “the meat belongs to the owner of the
arrow; they normally belong to a woman or a child from our families; this
makes the sharing go easily.”557 Those elevated through the hunt are not
the hunters nor members of the community, but rather the large antelopes
themselves. This elevation is demonstrated through the primacy that these
large antelopes exhibit in San myth and San cosmology.558 As has already
been demonstrated, the antelope are given primacy within San cosmology
and epistemology. When !Nqate says “the meat of the big animals, the
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Eland, Gemsbok, Kudu, holds great strength for us,”559 he is speaking
both literally and metaphorically. “In the hierarchy of animals that are
hunted, the kudu, gemsbok, and eland are the great meat animals, the
ones mystically invested with N/UM or potency, and thus most prized by
the hunter.”560
The Great Dance looks at the life of a hunter in all its variety—
hunting with bow and arrow, hunting with spears, hunting small animals
and large animals—before culminating in the chasing hunt. In displaying
all these various types of hunting, the film demonstrates the material role
that various hunts and hunters have in sustaining the community, and
shows the spiritual and ritual significance associated with different types
of hunting. As !Nqate says in the script, “Bow and arrow is still important
to us. It is our gun. In our grandchildren’s time, it will still be there.”561
Again, this statement is both tangible and symbolic.
Tracking forms the basis of all hunting. To be a hunter is to be a
tracker, and as !Nqate says, “We know tracking; this is what we are born
to do. We talk silently with our hands, and we read the animal stories.”562
The filmmakers describe that filming a hunt of any kind often required
them to walk eighteen to thirty miles through the bush each day;
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additionally, it required much innovative thinking in getting the camera
to become a part of the environment, an area where !Nqate had no
shortage of ideas.
Although filming the hunts was physically grueling, capturing the
art of tracking on film presented different challenges. Talking about the
representation of tracking on film, Craig and Damon Foster relayed that
much of what the San could see and experience was too subtle to capture.
They describe the tracking represented in the film as elementary, only
touching the surface of the knowledge and understanding that the hunters
embodied.563 Craig Foster refers to the hunters as master storytellers
versus master trackers, as they weave their expertise and experiences
together into stories of relations of the land. The filmmakers explain that
the San are continually projecting their minds into the tracks and that the
tracks project back to them as stories of ongoing relations that keep
changing shape and form in the landscape.564 In working with the San, the
filmmakers had to learn to adapt their body language to move silently
through the bush, and it was only when the day's tracking was over that
the filmmakers learned what had truly transpired that day by listening to
the stories that the hunters would share around the campfire at night.
Biesele, in her commentary on the film, points out that sharing food and
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stories has carried humans throughout history.565 Sharing itself is another
equalizing practice of humility by being aware that “it is never a good
idea to say you know something that you don’t as it doesn’t help survival,
you only survive by sharing what you really know.”566
To the contemporary viewer living in a modern world, a life that
revolves around the physical act of hunting is often disturbing and
foreign. For this reason, it may surprise many to hear that both Biesele and
the Foster brothers speak about the lack of guilt that the hunters
experience during and after a hunt. Biesele explains that the San feel
justified in their consumption of other animals through their belief that
these animals were put there by their G-d for them, and !Nqate repeats
this sentiment throughout the film.567 A Eurocentric worldview tends to
misinterpret this Primal perspective; Craig Foster believes that our
misplaced judgment of Primal cultural attitudes toward hunting stems
from the guilt we carry from our culture's mistreatment and exploitation
of animals. 568 Like many Primal and Indigenous societies who consume
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the animals that coexist with them, hunting is neither a sport nor a
pastime. Neither is it solely a means to acquire food; rather, the hunt is an
entire ecological existence. After all, it is not the San nor the other Primal
societies that have abused and destroyed their ecological environments.
Craig and Damon Foster state that “They [the San] honor the animal in life
and death. The mark of a true hunter is one who has a true respect for
animals and their lives but doesn’t feel pity.”569 Part of honoring the
animal in death ensures that all aspects of that animal’s physical body be
utilized for the community's good; one such example in the film is the use
of animal sinew for making rope for Xlhoase’s bow.
As the film indicates, all forms of hunting are of economic value to
the community in one way or another. However, the chasing hunt holds
the most significant economic and symbolic value within San society.
Putting the symbolic and mystical aspects of the chasing hunt aside for a
moment, there are pertinent practical reasons why the chasing hunt is so
respected amongst the San. When the filmmakers questioned the hunters
on this, the hunters reiterated that a large animal could feed an entire
community, a point that !Nqate makes clear in the film. Vinnicombe
reiterates this practical importance of such a hunt by highlighting that
“the huge bulk of an eland bull, weighing in the region of 545 kilograms
and dressing to about 363 kilograms, would have provided a camp of
twenty Bushmen with enough meat for over a month, allowing an average
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of half a kilogram of meat per person per day.”570 The chasing hunt
requires much physical, mental, and emotional strength, which, according
to the hunters, also builds a man's good character.
Liebenberg studied the chasing hunt, or what he has termed
persistence hunting, among the !Xo and the |Gwi of Botswana.
Liebenberg describes persistence hunting as a highly effective hunting
method that has served as one of our most crucial evolutionary
developments. One biological contributor to this development is the
human body’s ability to cool itself down by sweating while being exerted;
in terms of hunting, sweating is the primary physical advantage that
humans have over other animals in the bush. 571 Given this single
advantage, if a hunter tracks a large antelope such as a Kudu or Eland in
the heat of a dry day and particularly after a full moon, when animals
have been active at night, the hunter can run that animal down.
Liebenberg has studied Karoha’s performance over several chasing hunts.
The hunts he studied took between three to six hours of consistent
running at an average of 3.9 to 6.2 miles per hour, covering distances of
fifteen-and-a-half to twenty-one miles of Kalahari landscape.572
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Craig and Damon Foster explain that one of the distinctive aspects
of the chasing hunt is that the hunter follows the animal's tracks at such a
high speed while the animal is out of sight for ninety-five percent of the
time. The filmmakers expressed that they experienced much fear
surrounding the actual filming of such an incredible feat, having agreed
with Karoha beforehand not to assist him in any way during the process.
“There was a big sense of danger and death due to overheating and
dehydration, and it was an emotional feeling.”573 The filmmakers explain
that even when undertaking the first chasing hunt, they did not expect
success. As The Great Dance’s script revealed, the first chasing hunt, which
lasted six hours, ended with the animals crossing into a wildlife reserve
where the hunters were forbidden by law to hunt.
For the filming of the chasing hunt, Olympic athlete Teo Bielefeld
formed a part of the backup camera crew, in case the vehicle with Craig
and Damon Foster was unable to follow Karoha and a cameraman was
needed to run alongside him. Teo, who ran with Karoha for part of the
hunt, had much to say about the phenomenal physicality that Karoha
displayed.574 What struck Teo Bielefeld, a hunter himself, was not the
hunt's tangibility but rather the feeling that he and the rest of the film
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crew were being lifted by a great spirit during Karoha’s hunt and were
being brought closer to G-d.575
My interpretation of Teo Bielefeld’s expression of this experience in
the philosophical language of this inquiry is that the extremity of the
event—the processes of the chasing hunt—brought Bielefeld into a zone of
proximity with his literal ecological environment in a way that he had
never experienced before. In this experience, the boundaries between
Bielefeld and his environment dissolved, and he experienced a merging, a
type of unification with the creative forces of being a part of the Earth. The
film crew agreed that even if the chasing hunt is unique in its practical
and economic importance when compared to other hunting forms, this is
the least of what the hunt taught them. What they learned is that all
aspects of San life are rooted in the spiritual experience of relations among
humans and other-than-humans; every part of life that serves a practical
function in survival is equally rooted in myth and ritual. Similarly, the
chasing hunt is as deeply rooted in the world-beyond of mythological
beings and the ritual world of liminality as it is in the here-and-now. The
chasing hunt is most likely the oldest form of hunting by humans and an
integral part of the holistic evolution of the human species.576
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Hunting as Liminal World of Ritual
“While we were hunting on foot with them, they showed us their
secrets. . . . For example, our whole notion of hunting is about killing,
while they see it as dancing.”577 In the film !Nqate repeatedly compares
tracking and hunting to dancing: “Tracking is like dancing because your
body is happy. It is telling you that the hunting will be good.”578 When
Craig and Damon Foster screened The Great Dance to other San
communities, these communities reiterated that hunting is like dancing,
storytelling, and trancing. For the San “who give importance to shifting
ways of experientially being in the world,”579 hunting, like storytelling
and trancing, can be experienced as a form of ritual.580 The chasing hunt
specifically is situationally a practice of entering into a zone of liminality
where transformation and becoming take place. “For the San, hunting
becomes like dancing, like tracking, like trancing, like every aspect of the
great cycle of life and death.”581 Here hunting is ritualized through the
converge of the three domains of being and through the boundary-
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crossing that it facilitates from Second Creation to First Creation and back
again. Biesele explains that “All hunting potentially involves an altered
state, and we can see that hunting and healing are surrounded by very
similar metaphors. Both contexts emphasize discipline, circumspection,
and the great bravery that it takes to dare death.”582 Craig and Damon
Foster explain that as a ritual, the healing dance is a cornerstone of San
culture, one used among various San groupings to generate n/om for
healing and social cohesion.583 In The Great Dance, we see hunters
undergoing trance in order to receive n/om for the hunt; we also see them
entering trance for “rainmaking.” In My Hunter’s Heart, we see the hunters
undergoing trance to express gratitude for the meat from an animal
following a hunt.584 !Nqate reinforces the ritual link between trance and
rainmaking when he says that “One must dance for the good rain, the soft
rain.”585 Shortly after, while in a trance, !Nqate prays for both rain and the
strength to hunt: “Bihisabolo give me rain and give me meat.”586 The
entanglement of trance and hunting is even explicit in the film's name, The
Great Dance. The name metaphorically draws a parallel between hunting
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and trancing as ritual practices that facilitate the San’s participation in
their environment's co-creation. The film's scene sequencing plays on this
entanglement by introducing trance into the film during the buildup to
the chasing hunt. The recursive ritual practice of associating one thing
with another, which occurs in both the healing dance and rituals related to
hunting, supports the ontological ambiguity between the hunters and
those being hunted.587 In the healing dance, a person can transform into
and be conflated with an animal. The same is true for a young maiden,
who, in the process of undergoing her menarcheal rites, is conflated with
an antelope, a being of prey.
Biesele, in her commentary on the film, highlights that the cultural
practice of placing ritual at the center of community life is a cornerstone of
a hunter/gatherer shamanic way of being human that many in the world's
modern societies have lost. Biesele reiterates that so-called Westerners are
in the minority of not having regular access to ritual healing practices, and
points to the spiritual nature of widespread rock art across cultural
geographies as evidence.588 The societies that generated this rock art
emphasize engaging rituals to access energy beyond the human capacity
for their daily lives, and this energy maintains healthy social relations
among communities. N/om is essential for healing and to achieve a
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chasing hunt. The chasing hunt is much more than a symbol of human
capacity; it is a symbol of the human accessing a more-than-human
capacity. Olympic athlete Teo Bielefeld noted that conducting a chasing
hunt pushes a hunter’s physical abilities to their very limits.589 A
successful hunt is not only dependent on the hunter’s ability to maintain
physical stamina and strength, however—it also depends on his capacity
to maintain mental and emotional stamina and his ability to connect with
the creative dynamic power of the Kalahari Desert and the animal he is
hunting.
For this reason, Biesele comments that the chasing hunt is a highly
ritualized form of hunting that traditionally formed the ultimate test for
maleness.590 Accessing this more-than-human capacity occurs through the
process of becoming as a form of ritual practice, when the hunter enters a
state of ontological fluidity within First Creation. Biesele suggests that
such an approach is evident in the film's rhythmic images, which indicate
the rhythmic attunement of the hunter to animal experiences. This
rhythmic attunement facilitates the identification between the hunter and
the animal being hunted.591 One way in which the filmmakers achieved
this sense of visual rhythm in The Great Dance was by simulating an other-
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than-human point of view: throughout the film, the camera takes on the
perspective of various animals who either hunt or are being hunted.
Images from the animal’s perspectives were graded in black and white
versus full color, and editing and sound techniques were also altered. The
film includes the perspectives of the Porcupine, the Vultures, the Cheetah,
and the Lion, as well as the antelopes.
The Great Dance supports San scholarship by pointing to several San
practices that demonstrate hunting and the chasing hunt's ritualization.
Marshall details these alongside some ritual practices associated with food
avoidances for hunting.592 Biesele comments that many of these rites
require accessing more-than-human strength from a complex mix of
physical and spiritual realities.593 One commonly discussed ritual is a
young man’s rite of passage into manhood and his preparations for taking
on a bride. A vital ritual signifier for a young man’s rite of passage into
manhood is the ritual scars or tattoos that he receives on the right and left
of the body for the first large male and female antelope he hunts for the
community as a hunter, traditionally through a chasing hunt. Craig and
Craig and Damon Foster explain that older hunters use their tattoos as a
ritual charm in preparation for the hunt by letting blood from them and
rubbing them either with animal fat or an herbal mixture prepared by the
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women.594 !Nqate himself undergoes this process in the film as part of his
preparation for the chasing hunt and narrates,
Now my grandmother and my wife they are making special plant
powder so I will be strong for the hunt. They let the blood from my
tattoos nicely, so my legs will be lighter. I will be lighter. I am not
young like Karoha. I am forty or maybe forty-five. I have no need
for years. I need this now. The plant stuff will make the animal go
tired, see darkly.595
In Vinnicombe’s study of the hunting practices of the /Xam, in her
comparison of her rock art studies to the Bleek and Lloyd archives, she
encounters exact rules and prohibitions linked to the way of hunting an
Eland. Vinnicombe believes that these cultural rules and prohibitions
specifically bear out the ritual aspects of the hunt.596 For example, in the
case of using a bow and arrow or spear with poison during a chasing
hunt, the /Xam and other San believe that from the moment that an
animal is hit that the hunter and the animal are psychologically bound.
This link is one in which the hunter has psychological and physical
influence over the wounded animal: if, for example, the hunter was to
return home for the evening while the poison was still working through a
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large animal's body, he would not say the animal's name during this time.
He would avoid meat or conversation, and physically take on the
weakness of the animal, such as a limp.597
Craig and Damon Foster explain that even the bow and arrow
themselves are highly ritualized technologies whose use denotes an
approach to hunting that emphasizes the hunters’ knowledge of
relationship to land rather than the advancement of a “weapon.” When
talking about Xlhoase, the bowhunter, they explain,
He must dig for the pupae or larvae of chrysomelid beetles, which
are used to poison the arrows. This means of poisoning—a secret
passed down over generations—does not render the meat unfit for
human consumption. The bow and arrow hunt itself appears to
have changed little for thousands of years. Rather than employ
more advanced technology, the San chose to keep their arrows
small and use their knowledge of the environment and tracking to
outwit their prey. This decision may result in less meat for their
families, but it has the benefit of maintaining the spiritual bond
between the hunter and the hunted an contributes to an
understanding of the hunt as a “sacred art.”598
Guenther highlights how the San experience a mystical or spiritual
psychological link between themselves and the animal during the chasing
hunt; in addition to the previously mentioned cases in which some San
experience the animal's actual tracks as a form of connection between
hunter and prey, hunters may take their sweat and place it on the tracks of
animals they are hunting, establishing a bond. 599 Here Guenther quotes
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Neil Rusch, who argues that such practices foster a cross-species merging
of identities between the hunter and the animal during tracking.600 As
Guenther explains, “The practice of hunting is a process in which their
bodies and senses progressively merge with those of the prey.”601
During the pinnacle of the chasing hunt !Nqate explains that “Now
Karoha is becoming Kudu. No longer does he follow the tracks.”602 This
identification reaches its height in the hunt's final moments when Karoha
and the antelope meet and !Nqate says, “Now Karoha is controlling her.
He looks through her eyes. He must help her to die.”603 In this ritualized
moment of ontological fluidity, the hunter experiences his moment of
death and rebirth, as he is both hunter and hunted. In Keeney and
Keeney’s model, it is here that the hunter himself undergoes a death with
the animal in First Creation only to emerge again as a hunter in Second
Creation at the ending of the animal’s life.
Following the hunt, Karoha expresses, “When I was running, I was
really Kudu. It’s a long time since I felt like this.”604 Perhaps one of the
more subtle and sensitive demonstrations of a ritualized hunter and
animal identification, even in death, is best illustrated in the moments
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directly following the hunt. In both The Great Dance and the BBC
segment,605 where Karoha completes a chasing hunt of a large antelope, he
spends substantial time visually and somatically engaging the animal. He
takes a moment to “be” with the animal, touching it as its spirit leaves its
Earthly body. As indicated before, the San believe that these prized
animals embody a high level of n/om, particularly in the fat. Craig and
Damon Foster explain that once the animal has died, Karoha spreads sand
on the animal's body to hold the n/om in its body and tether the n/om to
the Earth, so that it will not leave with the animal's spirit. We see that even
in San practices and rituals of altered states of consciousness, that
transcendence is not the goal, but immanence tethering n/om to the Earth.
Karoha says, “I am living on sand, I am walking on sand, I am looking for
footprints on sand, and I have seen this animals’ tracks on sand, so I have
killed this animal while we were both running on sand. When she dies, I
must put sand on her body.”606
In a Primal religious world, one’s identity is with the land, and
ceremony or ritual builds and reinforces the relationship between the
community and the land. “For the San, hunting is key to their identity; it is
the constant bond with the land, the power that provides food for the
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body and food for the soul. Hunting gives them independence and a
reason to be proud of who they are.”607
Biesele, in her commentary, explains that instead of emphasizing
shame, the ritualization of hunting and the chasing hunt gives thanks to
the animal and their G-d. The San believe that the animal put there for
them is shared with their G-d through sustenance and an offering.608 The
fluid and multiplicitous nature of hunting among many Primal and
Indigenous traditions maintains an ecological and social balance between
various beings of personhood. Biesele further explains that this balance is
also supported through the act of sharing the hunt.609 Although the
chasing hunt is a solitary practice, its effects manifest socially and can be
experienced when sharing the hunt's story, sharing the meat, and giving
thanks. The ritual of sharing, Biesele argues, has carried humans through
time.610
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Hunting, Transformation, and the World-Beyond
“We who are Bushmen were once springbucks, and /Kaggen shot
us, and we really cried. Then /Kaggen said we should become a
people, because we cried.”611
More than anything, it is the visual style and music in The Great
Dance that engages the audience and the film's characters in the worldbeyond. The soundtrack attempts to create an overwhelming feeling of the
Kalahari's vastness, as an ecology abundant with worldly and otherworldly life. The film's visual narrative is interspersed with images of the
material world that the San are continually analyzing. At the same time,
the images demonstrate their projected worlds visualized during tracking,
as well as their imagined worlds envisioned from the heritage of their
ancestors that they carry with them. Where does the liminality of the
world of ritual become the world-beyond, and where does the worldbeyond become the here-and-now? The film appears to purposefully blur
these distinctions, indicating that these are all part of one world—the
world of the Kalahari Desert. This world that the San inhabit and co-create
for themselves is reaffirmed when !Nqate says, “Bihisabolo put us in this
land. Bihisabolo gave us, the First People, fire.”612
Craig and Damon Foster reveal that the imagery that represents
states of liminality is inspired by their own study of rock art.613 The
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filmmakers purposefully aimed for an altered visual state in the film
because they believe that this altered state of visual is how the San see the
world. In my analysis of the film, this altered state of visual points to the
filmmakers’ heightened awareness of the concept of ontological fluidity,
even if they were not aware of it or able to verbalize it as such.
In Tricksters & Trancers, Guenther introduces ambiguity as a
fundamental principle in San cosmology, mythology, and religion. In later
works, Guenther fully expands on the concepts of ontological fluidity and
ontological ambiguity as fundamental to San epistemology and ontology.
The Great Dance, released shortly after Guenther’s 1999 work, appears to
be grappling with Guenther’s later concepts without quantifying or
defining them in that it attempts to introduce the audience to the San
world of ontological fluidity. While the film's creative expression
personifies many aspects of ontological fluidity, it also lacks sensitivity in
distinguishing between various other-worldly realms, particularly in
distinguishing between the world of spirits and the world-beyond of
mythological beings from Primal time. Perhaps for lack of a more distinct
language, the film tends to fall prey to treating all things other-worldly as
“shamanistic.”614 This general artistic tendency makes it more difficult to
discern when the hunters are engaging the spirits’ world or when they are
614
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referring to mythological time: these two distinct but interrelated realms
of San cosmology and axiology are themselves entirely fluid within the
film. As previously stated, this inquiry is not concerned with analyzing
the world of the spirits nor the religious structure of San deities.
Therefore, this inquiry needs to recognize the distinction between these
two other-worldly realms to discuss the world-beyond of mythological
time. Given the film's shamanistic artistic nature, this research attempts to
avoid potential misinterpretations of references made by the hunters to
spirit beings, ancestral beings, and connections made to ancestral rock art.
Instead, this section takes an alternate approach by focusing on a more
evident association in the film between the world-beyond of mythological
beings and hunters. This association highlights the experience of
presentiments felt by the hunter, a precursor to becoming during the
chasing hunt.
Scholars most commonly discuss human and other-than-human
transformation among the San within the context of San myth, rites of
passage, or within the trance or healing dance context. In the practice of
hunting, scholars commonly refer to “bodily tappings” or
“presentiments,”615 which are well-recorded phenomena in the /Xam
archives and in the ethnographies of any contemporary San scholar who
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has analyzed San hunting practices. Guenther, whose analysis of
presentiments more directly focuses on the relationship of these to
transformation and ontological fluidity within San experiences, defines
tapping’s as the moment where the hunter–animal’s sense of
connectedness peaks through somatic stirrings in certain parts of the
hunter’s body. These somatic stirrings mirror actions or physical
identification between the hunter–animal.616
In the same way that Lewis-Williams and Pearce found
therianthropic imagery to demonstrate San antelope transformations
during trance,617 the somatic confounding of human–animal identity
occurs during hunting. A more-than-biologically-material link between
animal and hunter is most powerfully expressed through “the hunter’s
ability to ‘feel the animal,’ to tune into its psyche.”618 Feeling the animal is
not limited to the imagination of the mind; it is something visceral and
phenomenological. It can be argued that this experience provided by the
ritualized practice of the chasing hunt generates a link or zone of
proximity between the world-beyond of therianthropic beings and the
here-and-now of the hunter-animal chasing hunt. In the liminal space
created by this zone of proximity, the hunter enters First Creation, where
he can experience the Early Race of people’s ontological ambiguity
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through the visceral and psychological process of merging and becoming
that is taking place in Second Creation during the hunt. As Keeney and
Keeney would explain it, the hunter is in First Creation, which is in
Second Creation, meaning that there is a transformation process in
multiple domains of engaging n/om or regenerative creative energy.619 By
entering First Creation, transformation in Second Creation takes place.
Said another way, by becoming a mythological being in the worldbeyond, the hunter becomes-animal in the here-and-now. The hunter
experiences moments of becoming-therianthrope during the hunt through
the ontological fluidity that presents itself in the somatic experience of
presentiments, becoming-original-being or mythological-being from the
time of First Creation. Only when this occurs can the hunter becomeanimal during the hunt of the here-and-now.620
Before Karoha begins the chasing hunt in The Great Dance, !Nqate
knows that today is a good day for the chasing hunt because he feels the
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presentiments on his face. “My face has a feeling; it is the same place
where the Gemsbok strip is. We will see them. The tracks of a Gemsbok
are fresh. Today is a good day for the most difficult hunt.”621 His
statement reveals that he understands that the time is right to enter that
liminal space. !Nqate explains that when a hunter is tracking, he is always
engaged on one level or another in this recursive process of ontological
fluidity by “putting on animal mind”: “When you track an animal, you
must become the animal. You feel a tingling in your armpits when the
animal is close, then you know, the hunt will be good.”622 !Nqate, Karoha,
and Xlhoase believe that all animals were once people, and all people
were once animals. “Putting on animal mind” is what it means to be a
hunter, and to be a hunter is what it means to be San, to be Bushmen. For
!Nqate, hunting is participating in the great dance of creation. “When
tracking is like dancing, this is the Great Dance. And the springbok
heartbeats in your ribs, you see through its eyes. You feel its strip dark on
your cheek. . . . When you do this, you are talking with G-d.”623
The Bleek and Lloyd archives are replete with experiences of
tappings and presentiments. These accounts are surprisingly similar to the
accounts of tappings or presentiments that Karoha relays to the audience
in the film, demonstrated above. Common accounts include a hunter
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experiencing the vibrations of running springbok in his feet like the
rustling of springbok hooves, or feeling the hair of the springbok on the
back of his neck or the strip on a gemsboks face in-between his eyes.624
Liebenberg writes that in the Bleek and Lloyd archives that Bleek
“described presentiments experienced by /Xam hunter-gatherers. They
could feel in their bodies that certain events were going to happen. These
feelings were a kind of heating of the flesh, which told them things.”625
Even following a hunt, a hunter could experience the sensations of having
horns chopped off and would feel the blood of the animal trickling down
his legs.626 These two accounts alone demonstrate an incredibly high level
of human–animal identification and ontological merging.
Presentiments, like rock art that are etched into the land, are also
referred to as “Bushmen’s letters” by the /Xam. These letters that present
themselves on the hunter’s body and are “written” in the land form the
basis for an Indigenous form of reading that is ecologically and
environmentally based, rather than textually based. It is this bodily and
geographical somatic experience felt by hunters that I have defined as
forms of an Earth-based eco-exegetical practice within a Primal religious
context. According to Guenther, the/Xam contrast these bodily letters
with the letters found in European books; he explains that they “allowed
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the hunter to project himself into the animal and look at himself qua
hunter, approaching his prey. He could “read” the animal, its actions and
reactions, through this act of projection and empathy.”627 According to
Vinnicombe, the /Xam also spoke of experiencing “letters in their bodies,”
a type of gut feeling or intuition referred to as inward presentiments that
would warn them of events yet to unfold.628
Scholars with a more functionalist approach to San culture, such as
Liebenberg, describe presentiments as follows:
These sensations described by Bleek may well be a result of how
the tracker identifies himself with the animal when tracking. To
anticipate and predict the animal's movements, the tracker must
think in terms of what he would do if he were that animal, and in
his imagination, he must become that animal. The tracker may,
therefore, almost feel like the animal. The tracker's presentiments
may result from intuitive thought processes, self-fulfilling
prophecies, selective memory, or perhaps some unknown
process.629
Even in Liebenberg’s description of this process, hunting follows an
increasingly intense merging progression between hunter and hunted.
Guenther expands on this premise by explaining that
in . . . merging somatically with the animal as the hunter “runs its
track” and mentally as he looks into its eyes after it has stopped
running, eyes that reflect the hunter and that “are no longer wild,”
identity and otherness of the human and other-than-human
dissolve into each other.630
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After the chasing hunt, Karoha shares with !Nqate and Xlhoase the
following: “When you feel the kudu is with you, you are controlling its
mind. Its eyes are no longer wild. You have taken the kudu into your own
mind.”631 Craig and Damon Foster explain that as they were capturing the
chasing hunt on film, this moment that both Guenther and Karoha talk
about is a Primal act that reaches deep into our prehistory and transcends
the meaning of hunting itself.632 But is “transcendence” the right word
here? Arguably, to put it in the process-relational language of Deleuze and
others, this moment of becoming-animal, of feeling the kudu within you,
is not, in fact, a moment of transcendence (even figuratively); rather, it is a
moment of immanence in that the hunter is not transcending to something
higher than himself or even outside of himself. Instead, he is sinking into
the ecological consciousness of his dynamic environment by engaging in a
dissolution of form between himself and his ecological environment, by—
in the words of Karoha and !Nqate above—“putting on animal mind.” It is
a moment where the First and Second Creation converge.
“Although we didn’t realize it at the time, we were witnessing the
ultimate expression of ‘the hunter becoming the hunted.’ The kudu
stepped forward towards Karoha, giving herself over, and Karoha
killed ‘himself’ as the spears left his hand.”633
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The filmmakers felt the chasing hunt within themselves for a long
time after that day, and it was only much later that they realized that
Karoha was moving in and out of a trance state during the hunt; they
describe that Karoha would leave his body and travel to the Kudu and
back again. As I have argued throughout my inquiry, this process is better
understood as a reciprocal process of becoming between human and
more-than-human: to use a Deleuzian definition, each is becoming the
other while remaining themselves.634 In either description, the chasing
hunt engages an altered state of reality that reinforces a unique
relationality of transformation between humans and more-than-humans.
Perhaps it is more apparent now why the San identity is so deeply rooted
in hunting.
Tragically, this powerful ritualized practice, which, as Guenther
explains, “is capable of effecting ontological identity merging with
exceptional intensity,”635 is likely almost entirely a practice of the past. It is
a practice enabled entirely through the San’s relationship to their land and
their ability to live in a manner that facilitates an ongoing eco-exegesis of
that land.
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What we [filmmakers] experienced and actually saw in action was
a hunter leaving his body and merging with the body of the animal
he was hunting for very short periods of time. . . . It seems like our
bond with animals is deeply rooted in our psyches, and we need
them just as much as we need wild open spaces. . . . At a deep level
a land without life, without creatures, is really disturbing.636
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Chapter 6: Becoming-Animal as Primal Metaphysics in San Cosmology,
Epistemology and Ontology
“Claim to the Country” 637
An Anthem*
I am the land: of the early times
I am the time: of the blackest night
I am the sound: of the distant rain
I am the spring: that never dries
I am the scent: of the sho-/oa root
I am a star: in the water pit
I am |xue: who is all things
I am the dying Moon. Who but I
Walks the sky at dusk?
I am the dream: whose house is little
I am the legs: of !khwa
I am the Sun: tossed in the sky
I am the sound: of the falling star
I am the clouds: unequaled in beauty
I am the honey: of the eland
I am Moon: who comforts the orphaned child
I am the fire’s child. Who but I
Dispels the darkness?
I have been the whisper of every desire
I have been the healer of every sickness
I have been the hope of every hunger
I have been the fear of every night
I have been the rumour of every danger
I am the snake: on the grave
I am the fly: who listens and tells
I am the tick: on the sheep’s back
I am the shadow: of the lion
I am the baboon: whose death lives on your brow
I am the back-apron: of a mouse’s skin
I am the animal: before there were animals
I am the son of the wind. Who but I
Changes from man to a bird?
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I am the wings: of the dreaming Mantis
I am the song: of the beast of prey
I am the tobacco-pouch: stolen by a dog
I am a stripe: on the springbuck’s side
I am the horn: on the antelope’s head
I am the dancing rattle: of the springbuck ears
I am the spoor: of the eland
I am the waterhole—Who but I
Passes from father to son?
I have been the arrow of every bow
I have been the stone for every stick
I have been the shelter from every he-rain
I have been the fire for every camp
I have been the fat of every feast
I am a dancer in the moonlight
I am the lash of the European
I am the lord of the desert lands
I am the breath of the spoiled lung
I am the tear in the firelight
I am the hope of my engagement
I am the song of the broken string
I am the gun. Who but I
Takes care of an old man in the middle of the cold?
I am the names: that are no longer known
I am the prisoner at the Breakwater
I am the book: in which my story is written
I am the hunter: calling for rain
I am the owl-spirit: of my pupil Wilhelm
I am the teacher: of my language, /Xam
I am the healer: of sickness
I am a magician. Who but I
Throws the stories to the wind?
I have been the wind of every soul
I have been the strings of every thought
I have been the murmur of every wind
I have been the end of every hope
I have been the place of every memory.
*After Robert Grave’s restoration of the Song of Amergin
This brief chapter, the first of two concluding chapters to this
dissertation, is meant to serve as a philosophical bridge between the
discussion of the chasing hunt and the concluding remarks of my inquiry.
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The sections that follow help reinforce relations between some of the more
nuanced anthropological, philosophical, and philosophically religious
concepts explored throughout my inquiry.
Ontological Mutability on the Plane of Immanence in the Kalahari
Desert
One of the most evident relations between a Deleuzian cosmology
and ontology to that of the San is that both “pay attention to the world of
the infinitely small. A world outside the realm of Darwin’s evolution of
the species, and outside ‘the family tree.’”638 The purpose of a Deleuzian
cosmology is to seek out increasingly mutable ways of perceiving the
world, to experience transformation by experiencing the deterritorializing
forces of Earth. 639
Philosophically and pre-philosophically, if the Kalahari Desert is a
plane of immanence, it is because it is immanent only to itself. It is because
the San inhabit it not as a territory that they govern but as the geography
that governs them. The Kalahari as a dynamic desert is geography in
perpetual motion that deterritorializes its co-constituents as they
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reterritorialize it, only to be deterritorialized again.640 As Deleuze and
Guattari write, “The earth is not one element among others but rather
brings together all the elements within a single embrace while using one
or another of them to deterritorialize territory.”641
In the geophilosophy of the San, thinking is knowing, thinking is
tracking, and thinking is exegeting or reading the multiplicity of emergent
assemblages that constitute the Earth, that constitute the plane.
On the plane, “everything is given, upon which unformed elements
and materials dance that are distinguished from one another only by their
speed and that enter into this or that individuated assemblage depending
on their connections, their relations of movement.”642 These relations form
the great dance of assemblages that are part of a rhizomatic network. In
the !Xo language to dance is to revere, to show oneness. This oneness is
differentiated in its haecceities and multiplicities, and yet still forms part
of the emergent whole that is the plane. Compare this of oneness to
Deleuze and Guattari’s description of the individual: “each individual is
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an infinite multiplicity, and the whole of Nature is a multiplicity of
perfectly individuated multiplicities.”643 The rhizome which connects any
point to any other point is “reducible neither to the One nor the multiple .
. . it has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between things,
interbeing, intermezzo.”644 It is a metamorphosis. It is a life of recurrent
symbiotic transformation. As they write, “this is the supreme act of
philosophy: not . . . to think THE plane of immanence as to show that it is
there, unthought in every plane, and to think it in this way as the outside
and inside of thought.”645
Is this not the world of ontological mutability that constitutes the
Kalahari Desert, where the plane of immanence emerges? We might even
describe this as the San’s relations of movement to the Earth. For the San,
constituting the plane occurs through a somatic process of eco-exegesis.
This is a literal reading (tracking), following and knowing of the stories of
relations that emerge in the desert sand. Suzman argues that tracking is
perhaps the earliest form of reading,646 a form of noticing and interpreting
that I have called a Primal form of eco-exegesis of Earth. /I!ae, a Ju/hoan
hunter that accompanied Suzman during his studies in the Kalahari,
“experienced the desert as a vast interactive canvas animated by the
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stories its many creatures inscribed into the sand.” Suzman described that
as /I!ae walked, he played close attention to the stories “from the
cacophony of narratives etched into the sand.”647 /I!ae taught Suzman
that as much as hunting is a practice that is reliant on tracking, that
tracking is about much more than hunting. “To be a good tracker requires
engaging in a constant physical dialogue with the environment and
ultimately an ability to project oneself into the animals that left the
tracks.”648
For the San, constituting the plane is to engage in transformation
and becoming as life. The “connective cosmos” of the San is reinforced
moment to moment through an epistemology of ontological ambiguity, “a
boundary-less universe whose entangled people and animals move across
time and space.”649 Although my inquiry and much of Guenther’s recent
work has focused on the mutability and ontological fluidity between
humans and more-than-humans, the /Xam archives and numerous more
recent ethnographies are replete with folklore about the mutability
between humans-animals-plants-earth-elements.650 “I am the land: of the
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early times. I am |Xue: who is all things—I am the dying moon. Who but I
Walks the sky at dusk?”651
This type of ontological mutability that pervades all of San life is
represented in their myth and folklore, in their rituals, in their healing
practices, their understanding of social cohesion, and their tactical
engagements with their ecological environment. To state again,
constituting the plane of immanence through ontological ambiguity is not
a transcendent form of shamanism, and certainly not the neo-shamanism
popularized in contemporary North Atlantic cultures, but it does require
active engagement with transforming perspectives that decenter regnant
worldviews. Ontological ambiguity is a process that embraces ongoing
changes in perspective and phenomenological experience. It is being San,
being Bushmen, whether in myth or during ritual or in the here-and-now's
lived reality.
The Hunt as Zone of Proximity between Domains of Being
Suppose an ontological eco-exegesis enables the emergence of an
ecological plane of immanence. In that case, it is the zone of proximity that
is the agent of becoming a copresence of being within a borderless space
of liminality. As Deleuze and Guattari explain, it is the zone of proximity
that is agential, the relationship rather than the putative subjects in
relation. “Becoming is to emit particles that take on certain relations of
movement and rest because they enter a particular zone of proximity . . . a
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proximity that makes it impossible to say where the boundary between
the human and the animal lies.”652
To use the language I have tried to employ throughout my inquiry,
this is the zone of ritual, the indeterminate and indiscernible world of
liminality where particles of beings are shared. The previous chapter
described this space of indetermination as the place where Second
Creation and First Creation meet. Most importantly, it is the place where
First-Second Creation merges in the convergence of the world-beyond and
the here-and-now. In the ritualized practice of the chasing hunt, this is
where in becoming-mythological being in the world-beyond, the hunter
becomes-animal in the here-and-now. “Becoming is to extract particles
between which one establishes the relations of movement and rest, speed
and slowness that are closest to what one is becoming, and through which
one becomes.”653 These relations of movement are the relationships
formed between particles on the boundaries of differentiated beings that
become indifferentiated by their meeting in zones of proximity. These
relations of movement support forms of knowing that emerge from a
somatic engagement with differentiated beings, which enable everrenewed events of becoming. For the hunter, these relations come into
being by knowing the animal, by putting on the animal’s mind.
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Establishing relations closest to what one is becoming and through
which one becomes requires the hunter to enter a liminal zone of
proximity where multiple realms of existence can touch, where they are
brought close enough to enable an exchange of being. Guenther explains
that because the San hunters’ worldview exists outside of conceptual
Cartesian dualism that they can hold multiple modes of understanding
and experience together.654 At the same time, when the hunter enters “into
the consciousness of a nonhuman creature and immerses himself into that
being,” 655 he does so knowing that this is not a dissolution of his own
identity. In fact, this becoming during the chasing hunt is the ultimate
practice that reinforces his identity as a human person that is San, that is a
hunter. Guenther explains, “Identity and alterity are conjoined, in
transforming and transformed being . . . the gemsbok-dancer, kuduhunter, eland-girl . . . each holds on to his or her identity while partaking
of that of the non-human other, generating thereby reflexivity and
enhancing understanding of self and other.”656
During the chasing hunt, when !Nqate says, “Now Karoha is
becoming Kudu. No longer does he follow the tracks,”657 the identity
merging and alterity of Karoha-Kudu are most pronounced. Even as he
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“runs where they will run . . . twists back where they will twist back . . .
runs among the thorns to chase them out of the shade . . . he thinks of his
family who must eat meat.”658 The intensity of such an encounter is both
real and surreal, worldly and other-worldly.659 It is never either-or;
instead, the relationality of such an encounter demands both worlds meet.
The ritualization of the hunt facilitates this meeting of domains enabling
becoming during the chasing hunt.
Keeney and Keeney explain that neither world is “preferred”
within San epistemology, 660 neither the world-beyond of mythological
beings nor the here-and-now—neither First nor Second Creation. Instead,
in the “hunt” for n/om as in the hunt for meat, what the San are seeking
are practices that generate that space that allows for the recursive process
of crossing from one world to the other and back again; not only crossing,
but where the being of one world establishes relations closest to that of the
other, and through which particles of beings are shared. “The dynamic
form of Bushman religion is found in the constant changing of First
Creation which, in turn, feeds the development of Second Creation, the
ongoing creation of new interpretations and meanings.”661 Through
becoming, the San become co-creators of their world. They actively
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participate in the ongoing emergence of the plane of immanence that is
both corporeal and incorporeal; it is both inside and outside thought.
The Hunt as Primal Metaphysical Practice
As co-creators and symbiotic participants of their ecologically
rhizomatic world, the San engage in an action-based existence in all
spheres of their lives, including the religious spheres. As defined in this
dissertation, the metaphysics of a Primal religion is one whose practices
are informed by relationship to the land, and relationships enforced by an
ecological awareness are perpetuated through oral tradition and
punctuated by the regular practice of ritual and ceremony. The space (or
zone) created during ritual through liminality does not foster a
transcendent or outward-bound metaphysics but a grounded metaphysics
of crossing borders that engage Earth, other-than-humans, and social
cohesion. Liminality occurs through the conscious and action-based
engagement of the multiplicity of beings that makes up one’s
environment. Within this Primal context, the ritual practice itself
constitutes acts of metaphysical practice.
At the heart of San Primal metaphysics is their blurring of human
and other-than-human boundaries, an epistemology of ontological
fluidity, particularly in the ontological ambiguity between the San as
human persons and large antelopes as animal persons. The blurring of
these boundaries has been demonstrated in menarcheal rites, trance or
healing dance, storytelling, and the chasing hunt. The ritualized practice
of the Primal metaphysics of the chasing hunt is itself enabled through the
San’s literal and metaphoric reading or eco-exegesis of the Kalahari
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Desert. The axiology and epistemology behind the practice of the chasing
hunt are animistic in that both humans and animals share personhood.
This ontologically ubiquitous sense of personhood, so important to the
San, is almost entirely vacant in the consciousness of any form of hunting
practice in the so-called postmodern West.
Ju/Joansi insisted that animals were people of a sort-not humans
but people, because they too lived and thought. They asserted that
each species of animal had its own distinctive physical forms,
customs, habits, and ways of experiencing and interacting with the
world. . . . For them, empathy with animals was not a question of
focusing on an animals’s humanlike characteristics but on
assuming the whole perspective of the animal. To empathize with
an animal, you couldn’t think like a human and project your
thoughts and emotions onto it; rather, you had to adopt the
animal’s perspective.662
In drawing a correlation between the words of Huntington and
Watson on North American hunting practices, I re-examine their
sentiments within the context of a Primal religious perspective, stating
that hunting is a metaphysical practice of building ethical relationships
with humans and other-than-humans through a Primal ontological
engagement with epistemic space.663 Huntington reinforces the above
when he says, “You have to become the animal to attract it . . . I only
became successful when I began to truly understand all aspects of what
respecting an animal meant.”664 Vinnicombe explains that the San believe
that it was crucial to physically demonstrate respect for animals that they
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hunted, lest they (the animals) would not be hunted.665 They have to
adopt the animal's perspective.
Becoming-animal during the chasing hunt transposes the ultimate
expression of adopting the other-than-human perspective as a form of
demonstrating respect. No other ritualized practice in San life demands a
higher level of emotional, mental, and physical engagement between the
human and other-than-human, bringing the human–animal close to
death.666 Braidotti describes this type of becoming between humans and
other-than-humans as an “axis of transformation [entailing] the
displacement of anthropocentrism and the recognition of trans-species
solidarity on the basis of our environmental roots, that is to say,
embodied, embedded, and in symbiosis with other species.”667 Guenther
explains that hunting ritually and mythically significant animals such as
the Eland or Kudu, which also hold great value in supporting the physical
needs of the community, generates “incipiently metamorphic identity
conflation.”668 This identity conflation is a form of trans-species solidarity
that the metaphysics of the chasing hunt aims to achieve. As Guenther so
aptly explains,
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there is no other activity in San life that establishes so close a
connection, in eye-to-eye, cheek-to-cheek proximity, between a
human and an animal. This is why hunting is at the heart of the
Animistic Complex, and why its core element—the hunter-prey
relationship—some researchers of animism (especially among
Amazonian hunting people), have “promoted to the status of an
all-encompassing cosmological operator.”669
Everything discussed thus far throughout this research is but a
small percentage of what can and should be said about Indigenous and
Primal hunting practices’ religious, cosmological nature. It is challenging
for most of us who live in a postmodern world to place hunting within a
healthy metaphysical context. One of the goals of this inquiry has been to
demonstrate how the ritualization of hunting was one of the single most
significant practices that bound humans to the land in an ecologically and
cosmologically symbiotic relationship. My inquiry has shown why
hunting is so important for the San Bushmen: hunting forms a mutually
constitutive relationship to the Kalahari Desert by fostering a Primal form
of eco-exegesis. I believe that it is an act of colonial resistance to privilege
this perspective during a period in capitalist history when so many Primal
and Indigenous cultures’ rights to hunt have been stripped away from
them. To repeat the words of Liebenberg, “Religious belief is so
fundamental to the hunters’ way of thinking that it cannot be separated
from hunting itself.”670 Even if those of us, raised and educated in
modernity, no longer understand how to live with the land and no longer
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understand how hunting can form part of the sacred,671 we must hear the
words of those for whom these understandings are still recent memories.
Their words call on us to reflect on the physical, psychological, and
metaphoric role that hunting has played in the formation and evolution of
an Earth-based Primal metaphysics that was once the heritage of all of
humanity. Khomani hunter /Urugab Kruiper reiterates the
interconnectedness of the above when he says, “The big meat animals,
these we know, these are sacred to us. Their blood is our life, this is the
work of men and women, who knew nature like no other.”672
Primal Metaphysics, the Original Eco-Religious Practice
Is the Earth-based Primal metaphysics of the San peoples and other
hunter-gatherer communities the original form of eco-religious practice?
To claim that the metaphysics of Primal religions is the original form of
eco-religious practice is somewhat of a paradox. Eco-religious thought,
alongside eco-theology within an academic setting, is an entirely modern
construct that emerged similarly to the field of religion and ecology as a
response to the environmental crisis. Eco-theology emerged in the 1960s
as part of an academic debate within Euro-American academia that
questioned the relationship between theology and ecology, following the
1967 Lynn White Jr. article entitled “The Historical Roots of Our
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Ecological Crisis.” In this article, White accuses the Christian ideology of
dominion over nature of promoting and accelerating environmental
disaster.673 In other words, eco-theology, and eco-religious thought,
emerged in response to a contentious relationship between formal religion
and the environment. In fact, all the religious and even “spiritual”
language employed within this research derives from a response to
dominant religions’ complicated and often contentious relationship to
Earth. It is a further response to formal religion and modern societies’
objectionable relationship to Primal and Indigenous cultures, which
allowed themselves to be shaped and formed with the Earth for tens of
thousands of years.
In recognizing the roots of the emergence of eco-theology and ecoreligious thought, this research seeks to leave the reader with the question
of whether Primal metaphysics constitute an original form of eco-religious
practice in so far as the metaphysics of a Primal religion are immanent to
the Earth. This claim is purposefully paradoxical and seeks to elicit, within
philosophy of religion, a counter-argument to the dominant academic
interpretation of theology—an eco-theology that posits a separation
between a Creator and the Earth. What this question is asking the reader
to think about is the idea that “theology” within the context of Primal
metaphysics creates a reversal of our understanding of religious practice
by replacing a Euro-theological interpretation of transcendence with a
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Primal interpretation of immanence. Primal metaphysics, as an original
form of eco-religious practice or eco-exegesis, is the ritualized practice of
becoming Earth and becoming the beings of the Earth. But if Primal
metaphysics constitute an original form of eco-religious practice, one that
thus lies deep in our history, arguably this is also where eco-theology
today ought to be heading. As Deleuze and Guattari say, "We are not in
the world, we become with the world; we become by contemplating it. [. .
.] We become universes. Becoming animal, plant, molecular, becoming
zero."674
Within the context of this Primal metaphysics, San religion
practices what Guenther calls anti-structure, not because it is opposed to
structure, but rather because it defies structural boundaries.675 Barnard
explains that fluidity and ambiguity (or becoming) of this anti-structure
facilitates an “Indigenous creative” imitated in the fluidity of the everemergent desert. The fluidity of nomadic existence, animal migration, and
the fauna and flora show their faces with the rain's coming.676 The
metaphorical relationships of a Primal metaphysics derive out of the
relations of tangible environmental realities. This, according to Low,
facilitates a belief that the fluid nature of n/om or essence hinges on the
epistemology that “one thing can be another despite external
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appearances.”677 The San tolerance for ontological ambiguity becomes an
active foundation of how they practice metaphysics through welcoming
liminality into their world. In this sense, a worldview infused by
ontological ambiguity reinforces an original form of eco-religious practice
based on the principles of Primal metaphysics.
What links San cosmology and world view about ontological
interconnectedness between human and animals to the actual
experience of such connections is what might be considered a
tolerance for ontological ambiguity . . . variations on the theme of
ontological identity merger and the dissolution of species
boundaries and attribution of personhood and human sociality to
animals.678
As animistic and relational ontological studies focused on huntergatherer societies expands, so does the evidence that (S)animism is among
several Primal animisms that embody this ontologically ambiguous
worldview.679 Nevertheless, the question remains, what do these societies
have to share with us who are so artificially separated from geography,
elements, and other beings of personhood? How can we integrate the
principles of Primal metaphysics into our consciousness, and how do we
form relations with the world around us? And how do we living in
postmodernity inhabit a relational ontology that is fluid? As Ingold says,
“The world can only be “nature” for a being that does not inhabit it, yet
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only through inhabiting can the world be constituted, in relation to a
being, as its environment.”680
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CONCLUSION

My Hunter’s Heart
For two hundred thousand years, humans have hunted and gathered on
planet earth. The San Bushmen called the Khomani are genetically linked
to all the peoples of the earth. They are the First People—this is their story.

/Urugab: The sunset has seen me, the sunrise found me; I was born under
a tree in this land, the Kalahari. My people, the San Bushmen, are the
First People; we have lived here on this dry edge of Africa for thousands
upon thousands of years. My name is /Urugab; it means hunter, knower
of nature. In our way, to walk as a man, I have to be a hunter, what we
call the hunter's heart.

I come from the red dunes. This Kalahari sand is like no other; it holds the
fingerprints of all animals so clearly. For so long, we lived wild and free in
small groups fed by the land. I remember as a boy, the lions coming to our
fires at night, pulled by the smell of our meat. Then everything was taken
away from us. We were forced off our land. They made it into a wildlife
park. All my knowledge of nature handed down by the old people was
taken from me. We were no longer allowed to hunt, so I never became a
man.
Now we live on the edge of the park, cut off from our heartland by the
roads, the big fences. We live in cages while our animals run free. Our
traditional skins were taken from us. The women stopped singing.
My story is also the story of my wife, Tina, and my sister-in-law Sanna.

Sanna: We lived the hard life, tried to forget, but the old people like my

mother always think of the land. . . . That is why my heart is so sore. We
don’t get rain because our hearts are so sore, it won’t rain.

Sanna: My mother always tells me the story of the old days. We lived

together, helping each other build our community. They speak of the snake
that came into our lives. The snake destroyed us. We were helpless. The
snake stole our children, stole our future.

/Urugab: For generations, there was a thread that linked us to G-d, to our
ancestors. Now the thread has broken, we are adrift. A few years ago, our
old people, the doctors tried to get back our land, they traveled far to speak
to the government, but they never came back. It seemed like the curse
would never end.
I need to hunt my animal. I need the strength to help my people. We still
go out, separated from the land. It’s not hunting. We scavenge Springbok
that have been caught on the fences.
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Abijol, our last hunter, tells us stories of the old life before the fence. He
remembers how he used to survive without rainwater . . . Abijol tells us,
the head of the buck holds all its senses, the sense of smell, the need to run,
when to stop, all its behavior. All these things go inside us when we eat it.

Abijol: Meat is so important to us—it is the power. The blood is our
spirit. That is why we use it to initiate the hunter.

/Urugab: When I was a young boy Abijol taught me how to track, how to
feel the animal’s sense before all was taken away. Now Abijol survives
from the dump, cast out like a piece of rubbish. He has TB (AIDS),681 the
disease that drugs cannot cure. Only Abijol can carry out the ceremony
once I have hunted my animal. We have so little time left.

For all of us, the drink lets us forget a little of the pain. My mind and my
heart are walking separate roads. You know my birth name /Urugab
means hunter, but my mind holds all the pain of my people: all the scars,
the blood. The only way to take the pain away is to drink.
This is the story of the hunter and the drinker: my story, my people's story,
and the search for my hunter’s heart. 682
All modified comments by Craig and Damon Foster in this chapter
have been taken from additional interview materials on the DVD of My
Hunter’s Heart. All italicized sayings by /Urugab are directly quoted from
the film.
The Hunt: What Is There Left to Lose? What Have We Already Lost?
Transitioning from the world of The Great Dance to the world of My
Hunter’s Heart feels as if one has taken a spear to heart.
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Red Dunes of the Kalahari

Tina, Sanna, and /Urugab

Visiting ancestral lands

Visiting a small-town San Museum

/Urugab

Figure 11. Film stills from My Hunter’s Heart (2010), directed by Foster and
Foster. Reprinted with permission.683
The transition from a semblance of a hunter-gatherer way of life to the loss
of this way of life is stark and profoundly reveals how much our world
has changed in the past seventy years. The Khomani San of South Africa
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maintain pride in their sense of identity as Bushmen despite forced
servitude; pressures from cattle ranching, border wars, and mining; and
being removed from their land for the sake of wildlife conservation. When
we meet /Urugab Kruiper, Tina Swarts, and Sanna Witbooi, their
community is beset by poverty and alcoholism. They number less than a
few hundred people, and at the time of filming they are embroiled in a
desperate land claim against the South African government after a series
of forced removals from their land for the creation of the historic tri-nation
Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park.684
The opening scene to this well-crafted film contrasts the Kalahari
Deserts' vast beauty with a history of genocide and a near loss of culture.
Our characters in My Hunter’s Heart are not dressed in traditional skins
but are instead dressed in old “white” person clothes. For the most part,
they do not speak their native tongue but the language of their original
colonizers, Afrikaans. They have lost their land, their elders, and their
rituals. It is a scene that is likely all too common across the globe, one of
the struggle of a small group of people to regain some semblance of a
hunter-gatherer way of life.
There is also something surprisingly hopeful and original about
this film. My Hunter’s Heart is not a film that originated in the minds and
the hearts of the Foster brothers, but in the minds and the hearts of the
Khomani San themselves. /Urugab and his community know that the
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future of their community lies in traveling deep into the past, literally and
figuratively. /Urugab, who never became a man in the San way, has a
dream to undertake his first hunt, yet his community cannot hunt. Sanna,
whose daughter Kayla Ann has come of age, wishes to initiate her
daughter in the old way, and yet they have no access to the dolomite
medicine to perform the face painting ritual to make her antelope. The
community knows a village three and a half hours away with a museum
that will provide clues to past ancestral lands; they also know that the
Ju/hoan in Namibia have limited access to hunting and that there is most
likely a hunter there who can assist /Urugab in undertaking a hunt. The
community has a deep desire to record their culture for generations to
come and has heard of The Great Dance and its impact. Through the
assistance of two Afrikaans-speaking women living in a San hut for three
years and working for a small nonprofit, the Khomani contacted the
Foster brothers and asked them to accompany them on long journeys
across southern Africa. Craig Foster explains, “It was very unusual to get
a call from the San, from the Khomani, requesting us to make a film about
what they were trying to do.”685
My Hunter’s Heart, which was shot over three and a half years,
became a meaningful co-production between the Foster brothers and the
community. The script was crafted from hours of discussion tapes with
/Urugab, and the other characters and the filmmakers ensured that the
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San had autonomy in the edit. Craig Foster has shared that it was the San
and not the filmmakers who wanted to highlight the problems that
alcoholism and poverty had brought to their community; they wanted
people to see what had been stripped away from them alongside their
desire to regain their culture. Craig Foster shared that “they wanted to
regain some of their early culture, and they needed to make these big trips
into southern Africa to find old people who had knowledge.”686 This
search resulted from the tragic loss of their elders.
Craig and Damon Foster share that My Hunter’s Heart is but one of
many films that focus on the plight and struggle of Indigenous people to
regain access to ritual and land.687 More importantly, they believe that this
film is a metaphor for all of humanity, about what humanity as a
collective has lost as former hunters and knowers of nature. Craig Foster
explains that although we as a species cannot become hunter-gatherers
again, what is in our reach is to learn from those for whom the memory of
such an existence is much clearer. As Craig Foster often reiterates, human
beings have existed as hunter-gatherers for nine-tenths of our existence.
He further claims, in the interview material to this film, that we are
arguably currently suffering a psychological trauma that we are unaware
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of from the loss of this existence.688 Does this not, at least in part, lie
behind the modern experience of perpetual dislocation so poignantly
expressed in our art, literature, and film? We have lost the ability to be
embedded in place in the ecological fabric of our geography.
As has been the case all over Africa, the San’s bond with the land
was severed when the land was taken away from them and used
mainly for farming and game reserves. Losing the land had a
tremendous impact on the San, both practically and spiritually, as
their ability to hunt—a cornerstone of their culture—was severely
curtailed.689
/Urugab, Sanna, and Tina take us to far-off places throughout the
Kalahari. They find the “earth medicine” for Kayla Ann’s ceremony at
ancient ancestral lands, and they journey to the Ju/hoan in Namibia, to
what they call Bushmen land. Here the Ju/hoan community comes
together to dance for rain so that /Urugab can hunt. /Urugab is
accompanied by three hunters, including a man called Doctor, who is also
a Ju/hoan healer. Following a successful hunt by the hunters and
/Urugab, the Khomani return home to their community. The old hunter
Abijol cuts the ritual tattoos into /Urugab’s skin and rubs them with the
Giraffe's blood. Two weeks later, Abijol passes away. Not long after, the
Khomani win part of their land claim690 and are given partial rights to
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hunt in the park, leading to renewed hope for the community. The
community is now actively engaged in educating tourists in the art of
tracking and traditional San hunting practices.691
Guenther, Biesele, Marshall Thomas, and Suzman all write about
the San world's disenchantment due to land loss, loss of ritual practices,
and forced integration into industrialized modernity. Biesele, Suzman,
and Keeney, and Keeney have also focused on the importance of
supporting San autonomy to self-direct their communities’ futures
following these losses. There is a renewed understanding among
Indigenous rights activists and cultural heritage activists that by
supporting the San’s initiatives and efforts to direct their future, we
support the regeneration of ourselves as a larger human community. At
the same time, there is renewed interest by the younger generation of San
to regain their cosmologies and epistemologies through the oral medium
of story and through engaging in traditional practices like the trance or
healing dance.692
“Africa is laden with knowledge and wisdom, yet very little of this
is written down. Instead, it travels like water on the tongues of the
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elders.”693 Much Indigenous wisdom that travels on elders' tongues across
the globe has been lost, but as !Nqate and /Urugab express, it is still
written in the land, “the land is full of the old ways.”694 With Primal and
Indigenous communities’ help, we can allow the Earth to share these
stories with us. In the case of the San, we are fortunate to have access to
the /Xam archives and the large body of research conducted with them
over the past 100 or so years. It is incumbent upon scholars of religion and
ecology to embrace such materials to address the eco-theological roots of
our environmental crisis, and to understand how survival and ritual are
symbiotic partners in Primal metaphysics—and why that is relevant to
our current ecological moment.
Ontological Mutability and Becoming in the Anthropocene
/Urugab: These white pans are so strange to me. How can I track in these
strange lands? Oupa says that the animal is not just in what the eye sees.
He says that I must try to feel the animal with my body. You feel a
tapping along the chest or wrist. It tells you all about the animal. Tapping
is strongest with a big animal. Oupa has left his tracks on this white sand
for so many many years. Then my heart sinks as he walks the black road.
This place is dead. It leaves no tracks, no signs of life.695
Modern philosophy and science of the industrial era framed the
world as comprised of a body of material that is static, stable, and void of
animistic experience.696 This worldview made it impossible for us to either
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perceive or understand the emergence of intelligence or soul from
ecological processes. From this premise, the theologically driven
assumption was born that the human mind and soul were not of this
world; humans and nature were not related.697 As director Josh Murphy
often says, the problem here was not with our minds but with the myths
we created that we continue to tell ourselves.698 As a species, we are
currently awakening to the fact that the bifurcation of humans and the rest
of the living planet is and has always been an unfounded myth created in
an extractivist cosmology. The tragedy through which we are coming to
see this is not by reawakening to the idea that Earth’s assemblages are
ontologically relational in being. We are coming to realize this by
experiencing the dramatic effects of our manipulation of dynamic
ecologies for industrial and capitalist purposes.
Our beliefs have directly informed our idea of biologically material
and metaphysical ontology that earthly matter lacks animism. Despite
these beliefs, we have used the emergent principles of material and
biological mutability to mutate our world by turning the planet into a
world of concrete. This is not a transmutation or transformation grounded
in relational ontology, nor Indigenous or Primal metaphysical practice. It
is transmutation and transformation grounded in the arrogance of
assuming that we have dominion over the Earth.
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In recent decades, many scientists have begun calling for the
proposal of a start to a new ecological and geological epoch called the
Anthropocene. Debate continues around the dating of the beginning of
this era. Nevertheless, the reality that humans have changed Earth's face
more dramatically in the last 100 years than in all previous human history
is a reality that is dawning on us now.699 What many denied for decades
and called scientific myth has begun to enter the here-and-now of the
worlds’ most vulnerable species and human communities.
A report published in the journal “Nature” late in 2020 quantifies
anthropogenic mass correlation to all other living biomass on Earth. The
report concluded that humans have officially generated anthropogenic
mass to all other biomass equivalence on Earth. The report concludes that
anthropogenic mass equivalent to their body weight is produced every
week for each human person on Earth. The authors of the report state that
“This quantification of the human enterprise gives a mass-based
quantitative and symbolic characterization of the human-induced epoch
of the Anthropocene.”700
One can imagine that this symbolic characterization is akin to the
negative images of Deleuze and Guattari’s war machine that inverts the
principles of becoming for the state's mechanistic objectives,701 a machine
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that claims territory over the Earth. As they write, “It is not only our States
but each of us, every democrat, who finds him or herself not responsible
for Nazism but sullied by it.”702 So, too, in our case: each of us finds
ourselves sullied by the Anthropocene and the sixth great extinction of
other-than-human persons. Therefore, each of us needs to rise to the
challenge to envision a new world.
A process-relational vision of the world makes it clear that we
humans are not the only members of the world community to
experience pain or pleasure or values of our own. . . . It may take
even greater relational power to become open to the values
experienced by those nonhuman members of our community, but
in the long run, we must develop the power to perceive those
values, or we will surely continue to do massive damage to the
ecological web essential to our own survival.703
The Importance of Adopting Primal Metaphysics as Metaphysics for
Our Times
“I see the dance, the hunt, the seeds of nature. It’s all one thing.”704
Decades before the phrase “traditional ecological knowledge”
(TEK) was coined, before the environmental humanities began engaging
complexity science and symbiotic biology, Deleuze and Guattari were
calling for a rhizomatic conception of evolution based on “unfinalized flux
of constantly circulation relations, interactive encounters, and shared
transformations.”705 At times they were accused by postcolonial scholars
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of appropriating the Indigenous experience. 706 However, Bignall and
Patton have argued that the intention behind Deleuze and Guattari’s work
has always been to open a dialogue between shared participants of the
Earth to engage in a creative process of becoming in resistance to the war
machine.707 My inquiry views this intention as a decolonial act of standing
in solidarity with a Primal perspective and Primal metaphysics in the field
of religion and ecology.
“Artaud said: to write for the illiterate—to speak for the aphasic, to
think for the acephalous. But what does ‘for’ mean? It is a question of
becoming. The thinker is not acephalic, aphasic, or illiterate but becomes
so.”708 Without a doubt, we have reached a tipping point where it is time
to become with all persons on Earth, human and other-than-human. As
Isabelle Stengers says, to move beyond conversation to think together,
maintaining awareness of necessary difference.709 In Way of the Bushmen,
Keeney, and Keeney relay a message from the Ju/’hoan elders that despite
John Marshall and Megan Biesele’s disagreements over the years about
how to assist the San, that the community cherished them both. The San
elders' statement is a subtle message to put our ideological differences
aside to bring together different worldviews for the greater good of the
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whole. It is also an invitation to learn from their ability to hold multiple
perspectives together.
Our current environmental moment requires that we think together
while celebrating difference. Celebrating difference has been a driving
motivation behind the combined use of multiple theoretical perspectives
in my dissertation. This work sought to bring together a multiplicity of
theories that foster and promote an increased understanding of what it
means to engage in multispecies relationality and to encounter zones of
existence that facilitate a deep relational interaction between humans and
other life forms. This inquiry’s decolonial perspectives draw from the
philosophical belief that reclaiming the European intellectual lineage's
process-relational world is critical. At the same time, this inquiry
recognizes that process-relational thought is not enough. It is equally
essential for scholars of all backgrounds to begin engaging Indigenous
and Primal expressions of animism and relational ontology. Why?
Because, as my inquiry has sought to demonstrate, a Primal perspective of
ontology embodies the memory of what it truly means to become human
with the Earth. (S)animism’s gift for experiencing ontological mutability
and openness to becoming is an engagement with the world that can help
us think together to rebuild our relationship to the Earth and its
multiplicity of species. Within the field of religion and ecology, the added
dimension of a Primal perspective can be found in its ability to hold
multiple spheres or domains of our corporeal and incorporeal worlds
together through ritual. Ritual reinforces an earth-centered cosmology by
engaging an ontology of becoming.
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For many years, scholars focused on the hunt as a sovereign right
of Indigenous forms of survival. Now that the hunter-gatherer way of life
is on the verge of extinction, scholars are beginning to ask how the hunt
served to create moral and ethical human–animal relations. In asking this
question, we are just now beginning to see that in a Primal world, hunting
is the zone of proximity where the cosmological expression of multiple
dimensions meet—a place where the Earth and all its inhabitants become
sacred beings. Deleuze and Guattari state that our greatest challenge now
is to believe again in the world's possibilities. How are we to let new
forms of existence emerge that are closer to animals and rocks? This, they
say, is our most challenging task. Or is it the task of a way of being in the
world that is yet to be discovered on our plane of immanence today?710 In
(S)animism, learning that way of being in the world is a recursive and
recurrent transformation process between ontological domains of being,
between First and Second Creation, and between the present and the past;
a process that takes place through an ongoing reading of eco-exegesis of
one’s environment is a way of knowing other beings. This Primal form of
an eco-exegesis of place, this Primal metaphysics, provides modernity
with a renewed set of tools for instituting a new plane of immanence in
our day and age, a set of tools that may help us to engage in the great
dance of life.
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My inquiry closes with one last story that /Urugab shares with us
in My Hunter’s Heart, following his first hunt after he and the other
hunters have returned to the Ju/’hoan village to share the meat of a large
Giraffe. Here we are left one more time with a hunter-gatherer’s view of
what it means to dance the great dance of life—of what it means always to
be moving toward becoming oneself again.
This is really the dream of the old times when the women used to
tease the hunter so that they don’t feel more important than the rest
of the village. This kept us all equal. Now we must dance to honor
the Giraffe. The song of the Giraffe came to a healer in this land a
long time ago. In a dream, the Giraffe came to her, and that night
there was thunder, lightning, and rain. The sounds of the Giraffe’s
hooves mixed with lightning and rain were the sounds of the song
that came to her. Doctor is the master of the Giraffe dance. The
healer feels the animal in his body, feels the marks of the Giraffe on
his skin become fur, hair become horns, his legs stretch long like
her legs, and he looks high over the land. Now Doctor prays to the
ancestors for the meat for the Giraffe that has fed the bellies, the
spirits, and the hearts of his people.711
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Filmmakers and Characters
Craig & Damon Foster

Figure 14. The above image is a photo of Damon, !Nqate, and Craig during
the making of The Great Dance. Still from The Great Dance (2000), directed
by Foster and Foster. Reprinted with permission.
Brothers Craig and Damon Foster grew up in a small wooden home on the
coastline of the Atlantic Ocean, near the tip of southern Africa. Together,
they have worked extensively as documentary filmmakers, living in many
rural and wilderness areas throughout Africa. As filmmakers, they have
championed the deep cultural and historical voice of Africa, which has led
them to receiving dozens of international awards for their filmmaking.
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A Tribute to !Nqate

Figure 15. Newspaper article memorializing !Nqate. Scan of a memorial
article by Derek Keeping and Pierre Du Pleissi that appeared in the
February 7–13, 2016, Sunday Standard. Scan from Liebenberg, “Botswana
Loses a National Treasure.”
https://cybertrackerblog.org/2016/03/03/botswana-loses-a-nationaltreasure/
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A Message from /Urugab following the making of My Hunter’s Heart

Figure 16. /Urugab. Photo/still from My Hunter’s Heart (2010), directed by
Craig and Damon Foster. Reprinted with permission.712
It is August; it's springtime, it's the fight between winter and summer
and my heart is filled with new flowers and I want to thank you for these
new flowers.
We have worked very hard on this.
I'm not just speaking for myself but also for my son, my wife, my father
and my nephew, for all the bushmen.
My dream has come true.
We all worked together on this.
I kept my dream a secret for so long.
I never wanted to tell people because they wouldn't believe me if they
heard it out of my mouth.
If they see it in the video cassette only then will the people that come after
me believe that my dream was true.
Everybody that worked on the film I would like to thank; it was worth it.
The Great Spirit guided our journey to show us the truth and I now feel a
hundred, a hundred.
712

Image used above is under copyright to My Hunter’s Heart. Directed
by Foster and Foster. South Africa: Creative Films, 2010.
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My community, my people all feel like me.
We hope there is a new future for my people, I'm very thankful.
My heart is blossoming like nature is blossoming.713

Additional San Resources
•

The //Ana-Djeh San Trust in Windhoek—
https://anadjeh.wordpress.com/about/

•

The San Youth Network—
https://sanyouthnetwork.wordpress.com

•

The Kuru Art Project—http://www.kuruart.com

•

The Khomani San—http://www.khomanisan.com/

•

The Kalahari Peoples Fund—
https://www.kalaharipeoples.org/

•

South African San Institute—http://www.san.org.za/

•

Digital Bleek and Lloyd archives—
http://lloydbleekcollection.cs.uct.ac.za/

•

Rock Art Research Institute—https://www.wits.ac.za/rockart/

713

My Hunter’s Heart, “Message from /Urugab Kruiper.”
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The Great Dance714
[The film opens with a mirage of undefined imagery of fire and water
with the following text displayed on the screen.]
/XAÂ is the word for DANCE in the !Xo language of the Kalahari, and also means
to REVERE, or to Show ONENESS.
[The viewer is introduced to the three central characters !Nqate
Xqamxebe, Karoha Langwane, and Xlhoase Xlhokhne, who are tracking in
the Kalahari during the heat of the day. Their silhouettes move in the
background of the vast landscape whilst a praying mantis715 is
foregrounded on screen.]

!Nqate: A story is like the wind; it comes floating from a far-off place. We are San
Bushmen, the sons, and daughters of the First People.716
[We see images of herds of antelope and of !Nqate, walking and using his
hands to narrate the environment around him.]

!Nqate: I, !Nqate, live in the Kalahari; I know all the waterholes and pans around

here, all the places where the animals come. When it is the rainy time, the animals
come close again, and fruits grow. If it rained more often, this Kalahari would
always hold plenty of food, but sometimes a year will pass with no rain at all.
I am a hunter; I hunt with my friends, Xlhoase, the bowhunter, and Karoha, the
runner, who will even risk death in the most difficult of all hunts, the hunt by
running.717 We know tracking; this is what we are born to do. We talk silently with
our hands, and we read the animal stories.
Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy; it is telling you that the
hunting will be good. Only on a very hot day can we hunt by running; we try to
714

The reproduction of the script of the The Great Dance, as well as the display of
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The praying mantis in the opening sequence of the film is a symbolic
reference to the Trickster/Mantis.
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chase the animal to its death. We can run down Eland, and we can rundown Kudu,
we can run down Gemsbok, even if we see a Springbok, we go after that one. Many
times the animal is too fast, and we must leave it. (a Springbok jumps past Karoha
in the background) That one wasn’t meant for us to take.
But sometimes, our G-d, Bihisabolo, says, “I will set one aside for you,” and we
wait to feel in our bodies when we will be lucky.718 Once we were always near
animals, now we must walk far to find them. We see where Cheetah passed, and we
put on the Cheetah’s mind, he’s hunting. If we follow him, he will lead us to his
kill. (Images in black and white show us how Cheetah is moving). A Jackal passed
here. The fat tail of a female Scorpion shows us the trail is old. But we know the
Scorpion moves by midnight, and her trail lies over the front paw mark of the Jackal.
The insects, the wind, keep time for us.719 But the Cheetah was here just now, and
it is hungry. We are close, speaking only with our hands. (the follow the Cheetah’s
tracks). Now the Cheetah is stalking; he has seen something. The Cheetah was here
since the last rain; we know when the last drops fell. He’s very close, THERE! [the
hunters chase the Cheetah off from its prey]. Even before he has gone, we search for
the story; we must know everything to tell it right back at our village. We go back
to where the Cheetah first surprises the Steenbok [the hunters reenact the Cheetah’s
hunt of the Steenbok as they retrace the tracks of the hunt]. Now let’s see if my
friends are clever enough to tell what happened, we like testing each other.
[The hunters follow the story of the Cheetah’s hunt in the sand] The Steenbok
turned too quickly and broke her leg; she’s heavy. [They circle back to the Steenbok
laying on the ground.] He has killed not one but two; she’s pregnant. He drags her
to the shade to rest. The Cheetah raked her back leg with his claw, and then he
caught her. [The hunters are studying the body of the Steenbok.] She was due to
give birth in four days.
We celebrate our good luck; our far away village will have meat at last. Cheetah is
a nice man to give us meat. He’s fast; he will catch something else and eat until he’s
full. Lions also help us with meat, but we are careful when we chase Lion from the
kill; the time must be right.
[The hunters begin skin and prepare the meat and parts of the animal
until nightfall, where they prepare a fire and camp for themselves for the
night.]
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This is the first of several inferences to what scholars have termed
presentiments, which will be discussed in the analysis.
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The insects and wind keep time through what they show the hunters
in the sand.
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!Nqate: The soft flesh of the unborn animal will be good for the old and the very

young; its death will give strength. Bihisabolo, our G-d, has put it there for us to
take.
[The film cuts to images of women of all ages back at the village eating
meat. Among them is a young woman who is undergoing her menarcheal
rites. Her face is painted with the strips of a Gemsbok. She does not
partake in the meat.]720

!Nqate: Women like meat, but a girl who is becoming a woman cannot eat

Steenbok. She wears the Gemsbok face to bring us luck, to bring us rain. This is our
old way. But today, we are told we don’t own our land. We don’t own our animals.
[Images of rock art and the community engaging in the healing or trance dance
flash before us. The rock art images are of antelopes, perhaps Eland and hunters.]
[The film cuts to women gathering food with the children in the veld.]

!Nqate: The women are away all day looking for food. There are no good things left

nearby, so they must go far.721 When there’s good rain, nearly all our food comes
from what they (the women) bring back. If they see an animal has passed, they tell
us they know the tracks very well. They see the Ants have not worn away the tracks
of a Steenbok; it is still near; they return to tell us where he is going and think of
the meat.
[The film displays a scene of the hunters with their wives and elders in a
hut discussing the tracks of the new Steenbok the women have seen. As
the scene continues, the women sing, and Xlhoase is working the sinew
retrieved from the Steenbok they prepared the night before for his bow
and arrow.] 722

!Nqate: This is one for the bowhunter Xlhoase.
[The film cuts to a scene of Xlhoase digging deep in the Earth for the
beetle that will provide him with the poison for his arrow, followed by
images of Xlhoase preparing the poison on his arrow.]
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For more on menarcheal rites see Marshall, Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs and
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Ordinarily nomadic societies avoid depleting resources nearby their
own village by moving from place to place. With statehood, the San have been
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For a brief discussion on the relevance and importance of the bow and
arrow, see Marshall Thomas, The Old Way, chapter 7.
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!Nqate: The smallest animal can bring down a Giraffe. The lava of this Beetle is

more poisonous than a Cobra. You must spread it well and dry it hard onto the
arrow and be careful if you touch your eyes with it, you will go blind.723
[The film shows Xlhoase leaving the village by himself with his bow and
arrow to hunt.]

!Nqate: Step by step, he reads the stories of the tracks, his father taught him about
the birds too and all other animals. The tracks make the lines of a map in his head.
He sees the Meerkat; he sees where the Lynx run, together all the creatures tell one
story. They say where you will meet the Buck [general term for antelope].
[Evening approaches, and the three hunters sit around the campfire.]

!Nqate: Back home, Xlhoase tells us what tracks he has seen. A Lion as tall as a
man. His stories are always the biggest. Even a snake as long as a man. We smile,
but we are serious.

Karoha: Hunting is important to us; it is what we do. If we can’t hunt, how will
our children eat? If I visit you, it is my job to look for tracks on the way.

Xlhoase: If I see something sorry about the visit, I have children to feed.
[The film cuts to a new day.]

!Nqate: Soon after dawn, Xlhoase tests the wind then he will choose his direction.
[Xlhoase spots a small Steenbok.]

!Nqate: It is very hard to get close. You must have the breeze on your face so he
doesn’t smell you. Fly insects can carry a man’s sweat to the animal. He will know
you are there.
[Xlhoase is crawling on the ground stalking the animal as if he were a
predator like a Cheetah or a Lion.]

!Nqate: You only have one chance to shoot.
[Xlhoase prepares his bow and arrow to shoot and appears to hit the
animal.]

!Nqate: If he is hit, if the arrow stays in, the poison may take one whole day to kill
it. You must find his tracks [through the tracks], you look where the poison is
affecting him, you look whether it is entering his blood.
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For a brief discussion on the poison used in San bow and arrow
hunting, see Marshall Thomas, The Old Way, chapter 9.
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[Xlhoase looking at the tracks] He is definitely hit. The signs say he is heavy on
his legs; you must not lose him in the grass. You must stay near enough to keep
him from the Lion and Hyena and distant enough that you do not drive him too
far from the village.
[Xlhoase finds the Steenbok dead on his side.]

!Nqate: The arrow has done its job nicely. The meat belongs to the owner of the
arrow; they normally belong to a woman or a child from our families; this makes
the sharing go easily.724
[Xlhoase prepares the animal and roasts it on the Earth so that it will be fit
for the community to eat when he returns to the village.]

!Nqate: The hunter can drink the blood. When the meat is so small, this is all he

can have. Why should he get more? There are many to feed. (In jest to Xlhoase’s
balding head) Of course, if he ate more meat, his hair might grow stronger.725
[Xlhoase creates a sling with the animal skin and carries the meat back to

the village.]

!Nqate: Now he carries the story home. His wife will like him tonight.
[The women greet Xlhoase in the village by clapping and dancing. The
film then returns to similar types of rock art.]

!Nqate: Bow and arrow is still important to us; it is our gun. In our
grandchildren’s time, it will still be there. We Bushmen must use our culture; our
children who are coming must see it and live it.
[The hunters sit around a fire.]

!Nqate: In the far back years, animals were once people. Animals can talk to each

other, like yesterday, Gemsbok saw us and told the others. Ostrich did the same,
and Kudu too.
All these things are because of our G-d Bihisabolo. Bihisabolo put us in this land.
Bihisabolo gave us, the First People, fire. People say we have no leaders, but what
leads us on is a glowing ember, the ember we take from the place we live last to light
the fire at the place to which we go.726 Bihisabolo made the earth, Bihisabolo made
724

Marshall Thomas in her chapter on hunting also discusses ownership
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Marshall Thomas in her chapter on hunting also discusses sharing of
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the people, and He made the animals. He made the grasses, He made the trees, He
made the waterholes and the pens, He made the rainy time and the cold time and
the dry time, Bihisabolo put us in this land.
[The film cuts to expansive images of animals on the land from a birds’
eye view. These are interspersed with San rock art and ongoing scenes of
Therianthropic figures, which correlate to !Nqate’s words below.]

!Nqate: My kin, my grandfathers and grandmothers, they lived a trembling

tortoise. They hunted an elephant vagina. My fathers and mothers, they lived a big
man’s buttock; they ate from the dunes near Steenbucks’ eye [an underground
tunnel system.]
[The film returns to the hunters by a campfire.]

!Nqate: Today, some of our people don’t know hunting. Black people have made
them lazy by forcing them to look after their cattle.727

Xlhoase: These lazy people still want to share our meat. We are not happy because
you must know the ways of the animal before you eat it.

!Nqate: Now there are many people and laws.728 They hunt differently; they spoil
conservation.729
[The film cuts to a scene of young San hunters, the next generation,
hunting with dogs.]

!Nqate: New ways are not always better ways. When you hunt with dogs, you do
not use your own ideas. You use the dog’s nose. You make a noise, and you do not
see the tracks. But it is a way to bring meat, and otherwise, there is little work to be
had.730
[The film displays images of life back in the village.]

!Nqate: We can no longer follow the rains, we are no longer moving from place to
place, much of our land has been taken for Cattle farming and Wildlife Parks.
727

“Black people” is a reference to the San’s neighboring Bantu
herdspeoples, whose cattle, today, occupies much of their ancestral land.
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Sometimes we feel we have no future. My friend Karoha says, “If you only sit then,
you are just waiting to die.” That is why he is always on the move.
[The film shows Karoha tracking near the village.]

!Nqate: If he sees fresh tracks, he doesn’t ignore them; it is our way. [Karoha spears

a baby Steenbok with his tall spear.] There is enough meat on a baby Steenbok to
keep a hunter going. But a baby Ostrich, the meat is too little. [Karoha is holding a
small baby Ostrich which he strokes and then places on the ground.]
[The film shows images of women making necklaces out of Ostrich eggs.]

!Nqate: Our women make necklaces from ostrich eggs to try to earn money. And
when it is dry, us men work on government projects for money and food.

[The film shows Karoha sharpening his spear before the three hunters
leave the village together to go hunt.]

!Nqate: Today, we must be off hunting; that’s what we do, that’s who we are. Our
names have come in the wind to you, but you don’t know our stories. My name,
!Nqate, means always walking, Karoha, always running, and Xlhoase, always
taking things, with or without permission. We’re always looking, always checking
for signs, showing each other tracks. Like here, [one shows the other a chewed root]
a pair of Porcupine has been feeding recently. We walk for hours along the footpath
of tracks. But while we walk, we must not just have Porcupine mind; we might not
be the only ones hunting today. [A black and white image of a leopard appears.]
To make no sound, we use the language of hands to show each other the tracks. To
say how fresh they are, how fast they’re moving, the size of the animal, is it male or
female? How strongly is it moving? Will it be the one? [The hunters follow the
Porcupine tracks, Karoha and Xlhoase ready their spears, and they begin running.]
Xlhoase spears him cleanly; Karoha, the runner, must run for his. [Karoha spears
the Porcupine once, but it is still alive.] Now he [Karoha] must help it die quickly
until its spears lie down.
[The film shows !Nqate taking out all the spears from the Porcupine. The
hunters begin to prepare a fire as well.]

!Nqate: A clean kill. The little spears are sharp like thorns. When a Porcupine is

dying, he makes a noise with his rattle. He’s put there for us by Bihisabolo. It’s the
fat we love; it gives us strength. We must collect it all and put it back inside so that
it will cook nicely. We are the chosen ones. We are the ones Bihisabolo chose to give
fire. Good luck, says Xlhoase [as he blows on the straw to make fire], good luck be
with us. The liver is for us, the hunter’s portion. [The hunters eat the cooked liver
together.]
[The film cuts to the hunters on the move again in the veld. They are

gathering fruits as they walk.]
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!Nqate: After the sourness of flesh comes the sweetness of fruit. Xlhoase picks some

cucumber (wild) without asking, of course. [Xlhoase digs deep into the Earth for a
root, whilst Karoha collects melons.] The bitter liver makes us thirsty. We need to
drink. Tsamma melon is our water.
When I was a small boy, I used to put out melon rinds, and the small animals would
come. I would take the little bow and arrow that my father made me and practice
hunting. My father (Nmkoabe) was a great hunter; he taught me to find my way
by the trees, to remember the shapes they make. He taught me which were the good
things. He taught me you can’t eat this one; you can eat this one.
[The film shifts to vast images of the Kalahari landscape and the weather.]

!Nqate: The wind has long washed my father’s footprints from the sand. He taught

me the signs that bring rain. He would see the termites cutting grasses and taking
them beneath the earth. Then he might say,” The rain will come.” Fire, smoke makes
clouds that rain down so we can live on the plains. He would teach me the animal
tracks. Together we would follow the fresh signs. He showed me where the spotted
owl lands to catch mice. Its feathers leave marks on the sand. Even now, if I am
hunting, I am doing what my father was doing. I am singing his song. I am dancing
his dance. Now we must cook the porcupines because we are a day away from the
village.
We are free from hunger now. It is time for music and telling the story of the day.
[The film shows the hunters gathered around a fire.]

Xlhoase/!Nqate: When you follow the prints, you see in your mind how

Porcupine thinks. Every animal is like this—you jump when the track shows it (the
animal) jumps. [!Nqate imitates an antelope jumping through the veld whilst
telling a story.]

!Nqate: When you track an animal, you must become the animal. You feel a

tingling in your armpits when the animal is close; then, you know the hunt will be
good.731
[The film shows images of !Nqate, interspersed with images of a crow
flying alongside a dancing Springbok a veld. ]

!Nqate: You learn the ways of the birds that come on the wind. They whisper to
you, “the rain is coming,” these are things you know. When tracking is like
dancing, this is the Great Dance. And the springbok heartbeats in your ribs; you
see through its eyes. You feel its strip dark on your cheek. 732
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This is another reference to presentiments.
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Further references to presentiments.
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Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy. It tells you hunting will be
good. You feel it in the dance. When you do this, you are talking with G-d.
[The film begins on a new day.]

!Nqate: In the morning, we check outside the camp as usual. A Leopard was here;

he smelt the meat of the Porcupine, the flashing of a Leopard’s eyes is lightening.
When he moves, he’s a restless storm; in the sky, he growls, he crunches bones as it
eats, that is thunder.
The porcupine has cooked nicely, it will give us hunters strength, it is fat, but it is
not enough to feed our families.
My face has a feeling; it is the same place where the Gemsbok strip is.733 We will
see them. The tracks of a Gemsbok are fresh. Today is a good day for the most
difficult hunt—the hunt by running. Sometimes you must run the whole day. We
must ready our spears. We will track while we run, without stopping until the
animal gives itself up. Then we will need our spears. The day must be hot, real hot
for us to be lucky, and if luck goes with us, our minds will be strong like our bodies.
Our legs will always carry us out of danger. [The hunters run and track together.]
We have run for six hours, the Gemsbok are weaker, they have not turned, they
have not stopped, but their blood is hot. But now they have run into the Wildlife
Reserve. We must leave them. Otherwise, we will be put in jail.
Hunting is much more difficult than in the past times; fences cut the land like
blades.734 The herds can’t travel their old paths to find food. [A large antelope is
running the length of a fence, charging it.] We see our animals go to waste, and we
are sad, and we are angry. The only ones who are happy are the Flies and the
Vultures.
We need to find meat. We see Vultures feeding. [The hunters chase the vultures
away.]
We make them drink wind instead. Take their meat, snatch it from them! The flesh
is stinking, three days dead. As children, we grew up often eating rotten things, so
it doesn’t make us sick.
There is a story here in the sand. The small signs of the track, the fur, and the blood,
they tell us their tale.
A mother Steenbok came three nights ago. She was ready to have her young; she
laid down under this bush to give birth. Her front legs dug into the Earth, the
mother and the baby died in the birthing. Two nights later, a Jackal smelled the
733
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blood. In the first light, the Vultures arrived. The Jackal tried to drag the meat away,
but the Vultures kept coming; there was much fighting between them. The Jackal
went hungry, and we arrived to eat what was left.
[The film shows the hunter around a fire, this time with others from the
village.]

!Nqate: That night, the lightning comes, but still no rainfalls. In the old days, we

could speak to the rain and ask the sky to send soft rain. The sky used to listen to
us, but now lightning is very dangerous. It brings no rain. It kills because our ways
are being changed. Children and old people are dying when it doesn’t rain. Nothing
grows in the sun as hot as fire. Five people are dead.
[The imagery shifts and merges with !Nqate beginning to dance around
the fire.]

!Nqate: One must dance for the good rain, the soft rain.
[The imagery shifts again as we see the villagers around the fire begin a
trance/healing dance. The men slowly begin dancing as the women sing
and clap.]

!Nqate: The healer is strong; he takes the ember inside of his body, the heat helps
the power to rise in him. He will draw the arrows of sickness out of the people.

[!Nqate, too, is working with an ember from the fire as he begins to move

into a trance.]

!Nqate: The dance is hot. The fire is hot. The ember is hot. My hand is hot. My
head is hot. My spirit boils, “Bad things go away, get behind me, Bihisabolo give
me rain and give me meat.”

[!Nqate moves deeper into trance.] In the past times, the old ones marked the stones
(rock art). They tell how they journeyed to far-away places. Whilst dancing, they
show the creatures they saw in that other world. There are many Bushmen tribes.
The ones from the West,735 in the spirit they change into Lions, with only their
skins left dancing. Here we don’t do that (that type of transformation in a trance).
We dance for healing.

Karoha: We dance to be blessed by Bihisabolo with rain.
[The film shows the morning of preparation for the hunters to set off for a
chasing hunt. !Nqate’s grandmother and wife are preparing ritual
medicine for the hunt. This is a medicine that is inserted into the hunters’
735

Here !Nqate is referring to the |Gwi and the Naro. Guenther and
Sugawara have studied this type of transformation among the Naro and
the|Gwi respectively; see Guenther, Trickster & Trancers; Sugawara, “On the
G|ui Experiences of ‘Being Hunted.’”
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tattoos that he first received before his first hunt, during his initiation as a
male member of the community.]736

!Nqate: Now my grandmother and my wife they are making special plant powder

so I will be strong for the hunt. They let the blood from my tattoos nicely, so my
legs will be lighter. I will be lighter; I am not young like Karoha, I am forty or maybe
forty-five. I have no need for years. I need this now. The plant stuff will make the
animal go tired, see darkly.
[The hunters set out from the village shortly after we see !Nqate talking to
the Earth and the sky with his spear as it is about to rain.]

!Nqate: Bihisabolo hears my song. He dances with me. Let me lead out the legs of

rain. Stay away, black jackal clouds, come soft rains soaking deep. For the first time
in a year, the rain is coming; it will wipe everything clean. When we who walk on
sand die, our traces vanish as our footprints wash away. So to the old tracks will
die, and new signs will be born. Like in the old times, we will dance for that rain
dance the whole night and, in the morning, we would start to hunt. And there was
rain, and the people were happy, and we would be dancing.737
[The film shows a scene of the rain covering the land. We pass an evening
and enter morning again.]

!Nqate: After the rain, the animals become happy, the soil is wet, and there is no
more dry. They smell the water, and they come to where the rainwater is. They come
to drink, and that makes them happy.
[The film follows the delight of a young Springbok jumping around in the
veld. Karoha drinks at a waterhole with imagery of an antelope
superimposed on his face as he drinks. !Nqate, also drinks, embodying an
antelope and playing with the water as an animal.]

!Nqate: The children of the rain are born (insects). Now we can search for meat for
all the families; it has been a long time since we last killed a big animal.

Karoha: [Looking at the tracks around the waterhole.] Hyena came here in the
night. Gemsbok came past this morning. Later in the morning, Kudu drank. A few
minutes ago, a little bird took water.

!Nqate: [Analyzing the tracks.] It will be very hot this day. Karoha must prepare
to run. Now, at last, the time is right for the run to the death. The ones we are after,
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For more on first hunting rites see Marshall, Nyae Nyae !Kung Beliefs
and Rites, chapter 9.
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whose names we do not yet say aloud, were just here.738 The signs are fresh; they
drank recently (we see their excrement on the ground). It is their saliva (on a bush);
they are very close.
DONKA! KUDU!
Now the chasing hunt begins. The big bull leaves, the herd keeps on.
Half an hour goes by, Karoha runs without stopping.
The first hour is past; the sun is like a fire overhead. The Kudu are way ahead; he
must read the tracks well, underfoot the sand burns like a second sun.
As the second hour ends, the Kudu are saying, “Who is this man, always when we
stop, he is there.”
Now Karoha is becoming Kudu. No longer does he follow the tracks.
He runs where they will run. He twists back where they will twist back. He runs
among the thorns to chase them out of the shade. He drives them into the open; he
does not slow down; he thinks of his family, who must eat meat.
After three hours, he is close but cannot see them. The day reaches the hottest. This
is good.
The Kudu’s blood will soon boil. Karoha must outrun his thirst. He is testing
himself, “Can I do this? Run with no bow or poison. Keep chasing with no rest.
Only myself and my spears.”
For four hours, he runs without stopping. [Karoha reaches the Kudu, who comes to
a halt and turns towards him. The hunter and the Kudu’s eyes meet.]
The one G-d has set aside is dead on her feet. Now Karoha is controlling her [Karoha
throws the first spear at her and then a second spear]. He looks through her eyes.
He must help her to die. [Karoha pulls both spears out and throws one spear back
in a third shot. The Kudu collapses onto the ground and dies. Karoha removes the
spear and throws sand on her body.]
[It is almost dark now.] Xlhoase and I follow Karoha’s trail. We read his luck in the
sand. The scent of blood draws Hyena and Lions. [The hunters build a camp.] We
build a circle of thorns to keep the meat and ourselves safe.
[Karoha plays with the finger harp.] We must give thanks to G-d for the food. G-d
has helped us to catch the animal. Now we have food for our hungry children.
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Biesele details the conventions and taboos of naming and verbalizing
names (Biesele, Women Like Meat). Keeney and Keeney also discuss this in Way of
the Bushmen.
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[The film displays otherworldly images that indicate that Karoha is still in
a state of liminality following the hunt.]

Karoha: When I was running, I was really Kudu; it’s a long time since I felt like
this.

!Nqate: Karoha says, “I am living on sand, I am walking on sand, I am looking for

footprints on sand, and I have seen this animal’s tracks on sand, so I have killed
this animal while we were both running on sand. When she dies, I must put sand
on her body.”

Karoha: You think how hard Kudu is working. You feel it in your own body. You

see it in the footprints. She is with you, and your legs are not so heavy. When you
feel Kudu is with you, you are now controlling its mind. Its eyes are no longer wild.
You have taken Kudu into your own mind. As it tires, you become strong. You take
its energy. Your legs become free, you run fast like yesterday.
[The hunters prepare the Kudu to take it back to the village. They cut the
meat up and hang it in the thorn bushes to dry in the sun.]

Karoha: When you’ve killed the animal, you still need strength to carry it home.
!Nqate: Out of the animal, the meat becomes light as it dries in the heat. We will
carry it easily. The fat in the bone is good for the old people. The meat of the big
animals, the Eland, Gemsbok, Kudu, holds great strength for us. Inside too is
something for Xlhoase to take; we don’t mind [sinew for the bow and arrow].
Something to make a bow hunter happy. Even the skin makes good rope.
[The hunters begin their journey back to the village.]

!Nqate: The long track is a short path, for we know our wives will be pleased.
Already they are singing the song of the Kudu, Donka!

[The hunters arrive back to a village dancing and singing at the sight of
their return with meat.]

!Nqate: Not for a long time has there been enough for all. The women will bring

water and wash us nicely. It’s like in the old times when we would hunt many
animals, the rain was there, the people were happy, and we would be dancing, and
we would dance the whole night long. But now they kaya for the Kudu, Donka,
Donka!
[The film shows a scene of the villagers dancing to an old tape recorder in
the delight of a day of abundance. The film then moves to a scene around
the fire again, and we re-encounter !Nqate dancing around the fire.]

!Nqate: Everyone will respect us again as hunters, as men. But what will become
of our sons, the future hunters? Now they go to school and learn to speak English
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and Tswana.739 School is good, but we must also teach them the ways of the
dance. Tracking is like dancing because your body is happy; it is telling you the
hunting will be good. You feel it in the dance. It tells you when you are tracking
and dancing; you are talking with G-d.

739

A Bantu language and official language of Botswana.
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